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Summary
The mineral processing sector of industry is very fuel-intensive. For instance, aluminium 
making is one of the nine processes which together account for about 50% of the industrial 
energy used in the United States (Warshawsky,1976).
In aluminium production, the first stage is alumina manufacture. In alumina processing, i e. 
bauxite refining, the final step is calcination. Calcination was defined and the evolution in the 
development of today's alumina calcination plants was reviewed. The whole processes { unit 
configuration and operation, equipment capabilities, energy consumption and efficiency, 
product quality, etc...} were described. Operational difficulties and successive improvements 
were also analysed.
In these units, the major component of the equipment is the furnace (rotary kiln or stationary 
furnace) wherein the water of constitution of precalcined alumina crystals is expelled at high 
temperature ((«900 to 1200°C). Overall aluminium trihydrate dehydroxylation is expressed by 
the following theoretical chemical reaction ;
AI2O3. 3H2O AI2O3 W + 3 H2O
Special attention was given to five commercial stationary calciner furnaces which were 
detained and compared. However, the scope of this work was focused on the study of the 
Mark III Alcoa flash furnace : a cylindrical vertical vessel composed of three sections -the 
bottom and top section of smaller dimensions than the central main body- in which fuel oil or 
gas are introduced and burnt directly into the suspension of alumina particles.
Computational Fluid Dynamics simulations -the best technique available to obtain a description 
of the flow of solid in the furnace since adequately reliable physical modelling experiment does 
not exist for two phases situations- were carried out to ascertain the media behaviour in the 
chamber. A description of the numerical tool, together with the various models used in the 
computations were given. Numerical models of the above existing furnace were built : 
Isothermal single (gaseous flow) and two phase flows, combustion reaction. Swirling flow field 
was tested in a partial model of equivalent dimension. Heat and mass transfer between the two 
phases have not been implemented. Predictive results were validated against physical tests and 
plant operating data .
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The models allowed the cause of the current operational inefficiencies to be addressed. Design 
changes were suggested and actually introduced in the new generations of calciner furnaces 
which combine an increased combustion efficiency and a better processing of particles.
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Introduction
The first stage in aluminium production is the refining of bauxite ore to produce calcined 
alumina.
As in all traditional mineral processing sectors of industry, the alumina-aluminium production 
is very energy intensive. In practice, fuel accounts for 21% of the alumina manufacture cost. In 
current operating units, the refining cost is in excess of US$ 100/ton of product. Thus, with 
production rates per units over 1500 TPD, any fuel saving results in substantial yearly cost 
savings.
The trihydrate alumina calcining process, normally carried out in stationary calciners, is one of 
the two stages responsible for fuel utilization. In these units, based upon fast fluidization 
technology, the furnace has the duty to remove the crystallisation water of material particles, 
according to the theoretical reaction pathway given below. Theoretically, this decomposition 
requires around 2000 MJ of energy per ton of product.
«900°C
A I 2 O 3 ,3 H 2 0  '■> -A A I2O 3 +  3 H 2 0  w
As studied in the context of this thesis, the furnace is a cylindrical vertical vessel in which fuel 
oil or gas are introduced and burnt directly into the suspension of precalcined alumina 
particles. The combustion reaction provides the energy required to release the bounded 
molecules of water out of the material. Alumina manufacturers have reported a number of 
process related operational problems with this kind of furnaces. Current operating experience 
indicates the following areas of concern :
♦ Non-homogeneous processing of the particles,
♦ Inefficient combustion
♦ Mechanical problems due to built-up of material and fuel at the burners level,
♦ High level of solid degradation.
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The first requirement for satisfactory operation and cost management of the aluminium 
electrolytic cells is a regular and uniform alumina quality in terms of purity, crystalline form, 
residual water content (practically, the specific surface area) and granular size distribution. In 
addition, the efficient recovery of the smelters fiimes (principally gaseous hydrogen fluoride) 
within dry scrubbing systems directly depends upon the adsorption potential of alumina, which 
is in turn practically related to the specific surface area of the material later fed to the cell.
From the above, it appears that the optimum processing of the material is first of all essential to 
the steady operation of the smelting pots and their fume cleaning equipments but also 
necessary to respect the environmental aspect.
As a consequence, in recent years, with the globalization of trade and an increasingly 
competitive market, product specifications have been tightened and energy cost issues have 
been readdressed calling for an improvement of the existing furnace designs.
The present study was initiated in order to obtain better understanding of the phenomena 
occuring in the main flash calciner furnace (Flow regime, solid distribution and residence time) 
as, in most industrial equipment, it was not possible to carry on such an investigation on the 
unit itself.
For this purpose, Computational Fluid Dynamics simulations have been performed. The 
resulting predictions have been checked against the outcome of a physical model experiment 
applied earlier on to the furnace, as well as site observations. The programme tool used for the 
numerical simulations is a general purpose programme for fluid flow problems (PHOENICS 
from CHAM Ltd).
With an increased knowledge about the furnace aerodynamics and the material behaviour, it 
was confidently expected that operational inefficiencies could be addressed and valuable ideas 
for modification and development of an improved furnace design propose^âcting upon the 
efficiency of the combustion reaction and the homogeneization of the particles processing.
Such improvement would also lead to reduced costs, increased market shares for the alumina 
producers and also benefit the environment.
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1 The Calcination Process
When the energy consuming step corresponds to the decomposition of a granular mineral 
material evolving a gas or steam at high temperature, the process is designated as calcination. 
Two categories of calcination can be defined according to the mode of heating. In industrial 
soak calcination, the decomposition is achieved by holding the charge at a sufficiently high 
temperature (600°C < T < 1000°C) for a sufficiently long time (over 1 hr) in a fossil fuel fired 
furnace. The speed at which the load is brought to calcination temperature is slow. The 
kinetics are controlled by the diffusion of an internal chemical group from the crystal structure. 
If particles are heated at such a speed that the chemical stream released within the particles is 
generated at a rate greater than it can escape by diffusion to the edge of the particle, then 
structural disruptions are likely. The result is the creation of internal voids within the calcine 
which endow it with desirable or interesting physical and chemical properties. Such a heating 
mode may be designated as flash calcination. A flash calciner is a stationary ffirnace within 
which the material resides for a fraction, or at most, for a few seconds. Fuel is injected into the 
combustion chamber to maintain the temperature at approximately 900°C so as to accomplish 
the desired decomposition of the charge.
The calcining reactions, for the case of alumina, lime and cement manufacturing, can be 
expressed by simple chemical equations as follows :
Cement and Lime : 1000°C
CaCOs'" ^  CaO”’ + COz®
Dolomite ; 1000°C
CaCOj.MgCOa® CaO.MgO*” + 2 CO2®
Alumina : 900°C |
A l 2 0 3 . 3 H 2 0 < “ >  - >  A I 2 O 3' "  +  3 H 2 O ®  I
These transformations absorb a large quantity of heat to reach completion so that their 
efficiency is directly linked to the proportion of the heat which can be transferred to the
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material. They are carried out in a variety of types of furnaces which, in summary, are intended 
to combine reduced fuel consumption with high production capabilities. Rotary kilns with or 
without suspension preheaters and more recent flash calciners of various configurations 
constitute the two main categories of systems in use to carry out the calcining reaction.
1.1 Rotary Kiln
A Rotary kiln is a refractory-lined cylindrical shell (2.5 to 5.0 m diameter; 75 to 300 m long), 
equipped with an electrical drive to rotate at 1-3 RPM. It can be considered as a counter- 
current heat exchanger, slightly inclined to the horizontal (between 1° to 3°), to enable the 
charge fed into the higher end to travel slowly by gravity towards the discharge end, where the 
fossil-fuel fired burner is located (See Figure 1). The conventional Iriln unit also comprises a 
product cooler, a feeding device, dust collection equipment (cyclones, electrostatic 
precipitator...) and an exhaust fan.
Dust Collectors
ExhaustA
1
Faa I________ '
I Moist Hydrate Y Feed
Kiln Shell Insulation PlanetaryCoolers
RotarjrKiln— -   Secondary Air<----  Fuel Atomizing Medium.^el .,<—  PriîôaryAir
 > -------------------------------- Product
ProducttoScale
Figure 1 : Typical Diagram of a Rotary Kiln
With the rapid increase in the price of energy during the 1970's, it became crucial to increase 
the efficiency of energy utilisation and regain a control over costs. Several methods are 
available to control the specific energy consumption of a process involving a rotary kiln
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(Moles, 1985) : change of process or modification of the present one; reduction of shell heat 
losses; maximum recovery of the waste heat (from the product and/or fi-om the combustion 
gases) and flame control.
The conception of fluidized solid techniques, developed by the Petroleum Industry in the mid 
1940's, offered a new means of improving the thermal efficiency of the heat transfer process. It 
was reasoned that the more intimate contact between the combustion gases and the material 
could substantially increase the rate of heat transferred and lower the fuel input. With a finely 
ground charge in suspension in a gas stream, each particle is in contact with the surrounding 
gases over its entire surface area. A large gas-solid contact area can thus be provided as 
opposed to that obtained in a rotary kiln where the material is arranged on a slope running 
along the lower part of the shell.
1.2 Flash Calciner
As a result of the introduction of fluidized solids technology, a number of configurations of 
stationary calciners have been designed. They reflect the variety of potential paths for the 
material and the gas flows. However, each performs basically the same function : enhancing the 
heat exchange through the aid of vortex chambers, fluidized beds and vertical reaction 
chambers. Depending on the equipment, the furnace is called a flash furnace, fluid calciner,
swirl burner with swirl calciner, fluidized calciner, precalciner, pyroclon etc. Some of the
above furnaces are described in section 2.5, together with typical diagrams.
In addition to the significant increase in fuel efficiency obtained with flash furnaces, other 
benefits have also emerged such as, smaller space requirements, lower operating and 
maintenance costs, greater reliability, lower capital cost per annual tonne of capacity, better 
homogeneity of the characteristics of the product.
The above factors have led to the widespread acceptance of flash calcination technologies by 
the cement and alumina industries.
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In fact, the mineral processing industry could have benefited fi'om flash calcination much 
earlier : The principle was first conceived by G.Martin in 1927. His research on the behaviour 
of a particulate solid dispersed in a gas stream was a novelty which resulted in the design of the 
"Flotation Kiln" sketched in Figure 2, for the production of clinker (Martin, 1932).
©
“ 1— 1 I  I— I— I ■ ;  I
Figure 2 : Martin's Flotation Kiln
The Flotation kiln was a continuously operated staiionaty furnace, possessing a large output 
The good thermal efficiency was the result of :
♦ the thorough mixing of the dry pulverized raw material, owing to the agitation induced by a 
cyclonic circidation within the calcining zone,
♦ the limited heat losses,
♦ the recovery of heat from the waste gases.
Although Martin's first attempt was not successful because, in cement manufacture, the 
sintering reaction requires a considerable time as well as a high temperature, he nevertheless 
addressed the major areas to be targeted for potential improvement within the calcination 
process.
As used in the context of the cement industiy, the flash calciner is a static furnace interposed in 
the material flow path through the suspension preheater, ahead of a shortened rotary kiln. The
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role of the furnace, which operates in conjunction with the preheater, is to accomplish the 
major share of the decarbonation of the raw meal while the kiln is essential in maintaining the 
required sintering temperature with an intense flame necessary in cement manufacture.
Precalcining techniques have been applied since the early 1970's. The overall gain resulting 
from the installation of such a system is estimated as up to 43 % of the specific energy 
consumption of the original wet process. It can be appreciated from the following tables (1 
and 2) :
D a t a  a n a l y s e d  b y  :
Type of Processes Moles & Jenkins Tosunoslu,1984 Warshawski,1976
W et 5440 5400
Semi-Dry /Semi-Wet 3350
Dry : Long 3750 3580
Dry : SP 2.1 TPD 3100 3105
D rv :S P  1.6 TPD 3670
U n it s  ; k j /k g  c l in k e r
Table 1 : Average energy consumption figures for the large, modem, well 
designed and operated kiln utilizing different types of processes.
O r ig in a l , C o n v e r t e d
Processes Capacity
TPD
Spec.cons
kJ/kg
Capacity
TPD
Spec.cons
kJ/kg
W et 2200 5440 7700 3100
Dry 630 5650 2400 3430
Grate Kiln 1100 3975 1800 3270
Susp.Pre. 1350 3550 1500 3615
Table 2 : Examples of suspension furnace conversion for cement making processes.
A detailed study of various flash calcining equipment for dry cement process has been carried 
out by Tosunoglu (1984). Furthermore, Warshawski (1976) has reviewed the potentials and 
needs for the conversion of existing cements kilns to flash calciners. The reader can refer to 
those publications for more information about fluid calcination in cement manufacture.
In alumina manufacture, all new plants are equipped with stationary calciners. In these units, 
based upon fast fluidization technology, the function of the furnace is to remove the 
crystallisation water (dehydroxylation) of alumina trihydrate particles. The resulting product is
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anhydrous alumina of high purity, the form in which the metal oxide is required for smelting 
aluminium and specialty alumina products.
ALCOA, LURGI-VAW, F.L.Smidth, FCB-Pechiney, SAS-IHI are the companies which have 
developed and licensed the five commonly used types of fluid calcining processes in operation 
throughout the world. Those systems will be described in the next chapter.
As fuel is by far the largest single cost element in calcining alumina, the most significant benefit 
of flash calciners is their fuel economy : Fuel savings of approximately 30% over the best 
experience with rotary Idln have been achieved (Lussky, 1980).
For instance, expressed as the gross heating value of the kiln, the specific fuel consumption of 
a 1300 TPD flash calciner (normal operation) falls to less than 3300 MJ/t of smelter grade 
"sandy" alumina, instead of 4400 MJ/t for a rotary kiln running in the same conditions. Over 
80% of the energy supplied to the stationary calciner is consumed in drying and dehydrating 
alumina, with the reminder distributed to various losses.
On the other hand, the electrical specific consumption is smaller when calcination is carried out 
in a rotary kiln: 13 to 15 kWh/t alumina for the kiln versus 21 to 23 kWh/t alumina in a fluid 
calciner. This disadvantage however does not offset the gain realised by overall fuel economy.
An important compromise in respect of energy savings at the alumina calcination stage is the 
modification or "retrofitting" of conventional rotary kilns. The layout and functioning of 
modified rotary calciners are equivalent to the suspension preheaters encountered in cement 
manufacture. Operation with a converted kiln can lead to fuel saving in the order of 20%, thus 
ranging from approximately 3400 to 3600 MJ/tp^Q^juct (Davies, CE).
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1.3 Rotary Kilns versus Flash Calciners
Jenkins (1990) catalogues the rotary kiln as a heat transfer machine. Three factors govern the 
thermal efficiency of heat exchangers : the relative surface area, the temperature difference and 
the coefficient of heat exchange. It is clear that rotary kilns will suffer from a number of 
disadvantages compared with other heat transfer reactors. Consequently, the maximum 
efficiency which can be achieved from a rotary kiln will always be lower than other systems. 
Table 3 is derived from the review of the thermal performance of various kilns.
Items R o t a r y  K iln F l a s h  C a l c in e r
Contact Exchange 
Area
Low ; material rolls along the wall of the 
kiln. Heat promoters (lifting devices) can 
be installed in the coolest areas of the kiln 
only wearing problems, product 
contamination.
High rates of heat transfer from gas to 
particle. High solids mixing due to a 
continous stirring action of the gas bubbles 
which moves the powder around, shears it 
& exposes it to the gas.
Shell Losses Important, mainly located in the burning 
zone. Overall, large shell surface area 
exposed to ambiant temperatures. 
Requires good maintenace of the 
insulating lining.
Small if insulating lining is in good 
condition. Due to a smaller surface area in 
contact with atmosphere.
Product cooler 
Efficiency
Need to recover energy from product 
through combustion air heating.
System has a high potential for efficient 
recovery of the heat from the product; done 
by preheating of combustion air.
Back End 
Losses^ )
High: Low efficiency of the energy transfer 
at the feed end of the kiln, where the 
convective heat transfer regime dominates 
(Lifting devices). Provision for 
supplementary equipments to recover heat 
from kiln exit gases.
Low : Potential for good heat exchange 
between the combustion gases and the 
feed material.
Table 3 : Performances of Rotary Kiln and Flash Calciner
(*)These losses, usually the highest and in many ways the most difficult to reduce, are 
dependent on a number of factors such as :
♦ Excess combustion Air.
♦ Heat recovery from the product.
♦ Heat recovery device in the furnace.
♦ Feed moisture.
In the present work the focus will be made on the calcination of alumina. The alumina- 
aluminium manufacturing process is described in Appendix I. The overall energy factor as well 
as alumina specific-processing considerations are also given.
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2. Evolution of Alumina Calcination Plants
2.1 Calcination in Rotary Kilns
Originally the decomposition of Gibbsite to yield anhydrous alumina was carried out in 
reverbatory furnaces (Edwards, 1930). Despite the differences between the early Deville- 
Péchiney process (investigated by Le Cbatelier and Morin 1858 to 1863) and the current one, 
this type of furnace was used until the introduction of the rotary kiln (late 1890's) which 
provided the possibility to operate continuously at a high output rate.
Up to the early 1950's, most calcination units retained the typical structure presented in the 
following diagram (Figure 3, Cundiff, 1952)
to Special Productioii
Hot Wash Water
Gas Outlet
Dust
Washed_Trihydrate Drum Filter Fuel
Primary AirRotary Kihi
ExhaustWater
Condenseur Water
Primary Rotary Cooler Secondary Air
^  Alumina toReduction
Fluosolids Cooler
Figure 3 : Typical Design of an Alumina Calcination Plant (1950)
The calcination is carried out in long fossil fuel-fired rotary kilns (Typically 2.9 ra diameter; 
76 m long). Some of the kilns are discharging calcined alumina to rotary coolers (single 
rotating tube mounted directly below the kiln discharge end) while others are fitted with 
coolers consisting basically of a set of tubes mounted longitudinally around the kiln discharge 
end (planetary coolers). The addition of mineralizers at the cooling stage ensures the
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production of hard-burnt alumina (high a alumina content). Each kiln is operated at a maximum 
feed temperature of 1100°C and uses approximately 6060 kJ/kg of product for a daily 
production of 350 tons of hard-burnt alumina. A typical analysis of the final product is 
compiled in Table 4.
Composition (%) Size Distribution
Particles sieved on : % retained :
^ ^2 ^  3 98.35 +100 Mesh .jo’Sn 1.0
Impurities 1.65 +200 Mesh 3S".io"^ m 50.0
(Na^O ; Fe2Ü3 ; SiO 2 ; TiO ^ (0.6; 0.0% 0.02; 0.005) +325 Mesh 90.0
LOI^H^O (%) 1.00
Table 4 : Analysis of Kiln Product
In the following decade, the energy consumption was reduced by nearly 25%. In a similarly 
structured calcination plant, outlined in Figure 4, the energy consumption did not exceed 4560 
kJ/kg for a normal operating capacity of 350 TPD (Callaioli, 1963 ). In the hottest part of the 
Idln (Overall dimension : 3.30 m diameter; 80 m long), alumina hydrate is processed at 1200- 
1250°C.
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Hydrate Speedometer
GasOutlet Dust Recycle
j -  -U Hydrate Feederw
@ — Air
Cooler
Pneumatic Transport to Silos
Figure 4 : Typical Layout of an Alumina Calcining Unit
Alumina calcination units have benefited fi-om the regular improvements of the thermal 
performance of kiln systems in the domains of unit operations, kiln control and regulations, and 
heat recovery attempts at both kiln ends. As a result, the average specific calorific consumption 
in long rotary kilns reported by the industry decreases to about 4400 MJ/tg^ndy alumina 
production unit capacity of 900 TPD (Raahauge & Al, 1982).
Meanwhile, companies like ALCOA, ALCAN, LURGI had started research and 
experimentation with fluidized bed techniques for the drying and calcination of alumina, after 
the first successful application of gas phase fluidization for cooling the final product.
2.2 Kiln Operation
Alumina is a highly abrasive material. The grains behave as a grinding medium ; wearing out 
the lifting devices fitted at the kiln loading end, the insulating brick lining, and the mechanical
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conveying equipment. All parts of the equipment undergoing abrasion, and especially the 
refractory lining, are sources of product contamination.
Attention has to be spent on limiting the use of auxiliary equipment and on its arrangement, as 
to reduce the mechanical conveying equipment to the minimum.
2.2.1 Efficiency Considerations
Rotary kilns have a large shell surface area which is a significant source of heat losses. 
Bhilotra (1973 ) estimated the radiation and convection heat losses from the shell at 
approximately 12% of the total heat input to the system, and those from the planetary coolers 
with the portion of kiln surrounded by the coolers at 5%. For the operating conditions under 
investigation, this total, 17%, is greater than the heat required to raise the hydrate moisture to 
and evaporate at 373.2K, and finaly raise it to flue gas temperature.
Alumina kilns can not develop a heat resistant coating on the inside of the bricks lining 
(Jenkins, 1991). The direct contact with the charge and the level of radiant (& convective) 
energy emitted in the burning zone imply that the lining has to be carefully designed and 
installed : a layer of special insulating bricks has to be inserted between the shell and the layer 
of normal refractory bricks, in the calcining and pre-calcining zones. Second, a good 
maintenance of the whole refractory lining is crucial to avoid the penetration of alumina 
between the brick joints. Should alumina grains reach far enough inside of the brickwork, its 
grinding action would detrimentally affect both the lining and the shell, should any relative 
movement of the various components occur.
In most kilns, the only attempt to recover the heat from the hot exhaust gases is done via heat 
transfer promoters fitted at the idln loading end. They also undergo significant abrasion and 
potentially contaminate the product. Moreover, the system, by creating a confinions veil of 
material (8-10% feed moisture) greatly increases the amount of particles entrained in the 
combustion gases. Callaioli ( i963) indicates that the amount of entrained dust represents 
about 1.4 times the quantity of hydrated alumina fed to the kiln. Inevitably, the overall 
efficiency of the unit is reduced. Another outcome is the need for the design and installation of 
powerful dust recovery and recycling equipment.
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The characteristics of the entrained dust, particularly the degree of remaining moisture, depend 
upon the particles heating history. These properties are related to the kiln firing conditions and 
to the number of times the material has been carried over by the flue gases and reintroduced 
into the feed. The charge, thus, consists of a mixture, the characteristics of which are difficult, 
if not impossible, to assess, primarily because of the approximate knowledge of the water 
content of the fresh hydrate and the uncertainties about the moisture of the recycled particles, 
and secondly because both are mixed in proportions which can vary.
The operation of the kiln suffers as a result of uneven feeding; either irregularity of the feeding 
rate, or non-homogeneity of the charge (composition, size distribution...). Even if caution is 
taken to load the kiln with a uniform mixture at a constant rate, the fluctuation of the water 
content in the charge is not likely to favour a smooth operation.
2.2.2 Control Strategies
The control and regulation of the various input streams is difficult, mainly due to the lack of 
automated sampling methods and to the fact that few sensors are capable of providing the 
required information and/or capable of reliable operation in such an environment (Russel, 
1982). Similarly, the automation of alumina kiln process has always been difficult.
The aluminium oxide is not recycled for re-processing, so the calcination should be completed 
up to the required grade before the aluminium oxide exits the kiln, regardless of the moisture 
content of the load. The delivery of the fuel burnt in the Idln is controlled by a measure of the 
alumina temperature, all other variables (primary air, secondary air, Pchamber) being modified 
accordingly. The continuous changes of the firing conditions increase the risk of upsetting the 
kiln operation. The effectiveness of such a regulation on the product calcination is not 
ensured : any change of the front end temperature can only be matched by a gradual change of 
the quantity of fuel fired in the kiln which will result in an even slower rate of change of the 
oxide temperature. The radiametric equipment (counter-balanced probe dipping in the bed of 
alumina) is generally located at the entrance of the planetary coolers, close to the burning zone. 
Thus, alumina leaves the kiln before its temperature effectively changes, while inappropriate 
adjustment affects the kiln load. There are some questions on which temperature is actually 
recorded, as the flame and dust interfere with the measurments. The indication may reflect the
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temperature in the burning zone rather than that of the product. In addition, oxide scale 
deposits deteriorates progressively the accuracy of the measurments.(Callaioli, 1963 - 
Mullinger, 1994).
The regulation system is only able to compensate for temperature changes within a narrow 
range around the set point (+/-20°C). If wider fluctuations occur, the kiln operation is likely to 
be destabilized enough to require manual intervention. Operators face the same problem when 
a product surge happens or when the hydrate loading stops.
If a close control of the combustion is not achieved (proper mixing of fuel & air; stable flame 
within the burning zone with no impingment on brick lining - Moles, Watson & Lain, 1973 - 
), incomplete burnout of the fuel may occur. The formation of unburnt carbon particles and 
soot from inefficient oil firing is also a significant source of product contamination.
In both cases, provision has to be made to dispose of large amounts of offispeciflcation 
product.
2.2.3 Problems Caused by the Nature of the Material
As a consequence, the operational difficulties described above can result in a loss of 
production, and wasteful heat consumption. The irregular operation will, in turn, have an 
impact on the labour and maintenance costs and the kiln availability, as illustrated by the 
following comment.
Callaioli (19d3_) mentioned the frequent production of an oxide with a high angle of repose, 
which leaves the planetary coolers in the form of balls of up to 30-40 mm (size measured after 
partial crushing of the particles). When the product passes into the fluidized bed cooler and 
blocks totally the fluidizing floor, the whole process has to stop. In this case, operation is 
interrupted for 2 to 3 hours while the kiln is hot. A crushing device has been especially installed 
at the coolers discharge end to avoid the continuous shutdowns due to blockages.
A combination of factors related to the variation in the degree of moisture of the hydrate, to its 
granular form, to the interruption of production for various reasons is believed to cause the 
problem when operation is performed under thermal conditions aimed at obtaining a high alpha 
alumina content.
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Owing to the product obtained then, the kiln seems to act as a "pelletizer" but not as an 
efficient calciner and agglomerates the charge.
A more detailed study of the behaviour of the material along the kiln shows that the trihydrate 
is first dried, and then starts releasing its first two molecules of crystallisation water. The rapid 
expulsion of water tends to fluidize the product which, then, tends to move rapidly towards the 
exit of the kiln. Once dehydroxylation is completed, the solids become quiescent.
As the solids bed is in a fluidized state during dehydroxylation, it requires no heat transfer 
promoters. Except for the last phase transition from y to a  alumina, the calcination and the 
crystals structural changes are endothermie (Appendix I D) Thus, a possible improvement in 
the thermal efficiency and product uniformity can be achieved by promoting the heat transfer in 
the quiet zones. Furthermore, the mass and heat balances over the kiln (Figures 5 and 6) point 
out that the system performances can be substantially increased if heat recovery stages are 
integrated at the cold and hot ends of the furnace as well as in the satellite coolers (Bhilotra, 
1973 ).
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Figure 5 : Rotary Kiln, Mass Balance
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Figure 6 : Rotary Kiln, Heat Balance
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2.3 Improvment o f the Calcination Process
The design of an improved calcination process ideally ought to allow for :
♦ the best possible temperature-equilibrium between particles and gases
♦ simplicity in plant and fiimace design
♦ reliability and flexibility in operation
A number of routes can be selected to avoid the difficulties listed in the previous paragraph. As 
mentioned already, the prime concern is the reduction of the specific energy consumption that 
can be achieved by controlled direct firing into a cloud of particles (fluidization and 
combustion techniques combined). It is possible to further take advantage of a process 
operation involving pneumatic handling because of its potential for an "easy" incorporation of 
heat recovery stages before and after the furnace,and the absence of mechanical devices; by­
passing or minimizing the dust entrainement problems.
2.4 Flash Calcination Units in Practice
2,4.1 Fluid Bed Technology
The application of fluidized solids techniques in the alumina industry dates back to the 
development of fluid bed coolers for final cooling of the product. This first experience laid the 
basis for the initial design of fluidized alumina calcination plant.
To the contrary of the fluid bed cooler, the use of indirect exchange to an external heating 
medium in a fluidization system at high temperature is not advantageous, as the choice of 
materials of construction and the design problems grew more difficult. It is also economically 
less justified as the quantities of gas required for heat transfer decrease in proportion to the 
difference in temperature. Under these circumstances and for small capacity units, the 
fluidizing gas can carry considerable quantities of heat at velocities at which the fluid bed can 
be kept in a coherent condition.
The use of fluidizing gas as the heat transfer medium requires perfect mixing, it excludes the 
possibility of a stepless counter-current treatment (which needs essentially plug flow
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conditions). When mixing is perfect or near perfect, the best heat economy is obtained by a 
multiple stage treatment, each part extracting a part of the original heat content of the system.
For maximum capacity, a direct heat calcining plant has to operate at high fluidizing velocities, 
preferably in a vertical geometry.
When a high throughput is targeted, the difficulty in designing fluidization equipment with |
simultaneous combustion in the bed is the fact that the amount of air required for combustion i
is much greater than that needed for fluidization.
Developments engineers have overcome this problems in a number of ways ;
ALCOA added an external combustion chamber to a classical fluid bed. [ ALCOA =
Aluminium Company of America ]
LURGI-VAW used a fluidized bed approach with combustion divided in two stages.
All the combustion air is forced through the furnace. The particles are blown out and returned 
to the furnace by a mechanical device. [ YAW = Vereinigte Aluminium Werke AG ]
FLS and FCB-PUK, in view of their long experience with gas suspension calcining 
principles in the field of lime and cement manufacture, adapted their technologies to alumina.
The latter combined a combustion reaction in a cyclonic chamber, where high gas capacities 
and velocities are needed. The former applied fast fluidization techniques within a vertical 
combustion chamber. [ FCB = Five Cail Babcok & PUK = Péchiney Ugine Kull'man ]
SAS-IHI based the development of a fluid type calciner, a combination of a fast fluid 
bed and cyclones, upon their 14 years practice in calcining hydrate alumina in a short rotary 
kiln with suspension preheater. [ SAS = Sumitomo Aluminium Smelting Co & IHI = 
Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co ]
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2.4.2 Commercial Calcining Plants
(A) ALCAN Fluidized Bed Pilot Plant from 1950^s
In the beginning of the 1950's, ALCAN and Dorr_OIiver started a cooperative development of 
a fluidized bed plant. Its design was based upon a fluid bed calciner operating on limestone and 
described as early as 1948. A schematic diagram of the ALCAN-Dorr Oliver calcining pilot 
plant is shown in Figure 15 at the end of this section.
The best operating results were obtained at a calcining bed temperature of 900'’C to 930°C for 
a production capacity in the order of 10.8 TPD. At this throughput, the heat consumption of 
the pilot plant was around 3590 to 3670 kJ/kg of product.
Serious difficulties have been reported by Zubi'zycki (1963), which most developers have 
probably encountered in one form or another during the early stages of the design.
♦ Dust entrainment from the fluid beds : A very large and continously increasing circulating 
dust load was created between the top compartment and the cyclones. The dust had to be 
returned directly into the calcination and/or the cooling compartments.
♦ Corrosion : Suitable material for the transfer pipes had to be found to withstand the 
intensive corrosion above the combustion stage.
♦ Type of alumina manufactured : The technique lacks adaptability to change certain of the 
product properties. For instance, it was not possible to obtain large amounts of alpha-type 
alumina crystals (>95%) without the introduction of a small quantity of fluorine bearing 
materials into the calciner to facilitate the conversion. The general level of temperature had 
to be raised sufficiently to trigger off the gamma to alpha phase change reaction. The 
problems which then arise, could not be counteracted by simple changes in practice or 
minor mechanical adjustments ; substantial alteration in the design of the unit were required. 
Most of these difficulties could be attributed to the particular tendency of alpha-alumina 
agglomerates to disintegrate by self-attrition in the fluid bed, with the liberation of 
characteristic platey mono crystals. These tended to scale up the gas distributing inserts and 
the transfer pipes, thus hampering the movement of both the solids and the gases in the 
reactor. Some of these troubles were eliminated by design changes; like the replacement of 
the internal transfer pipes with external tubes of a special design which removed to a large
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extent the difficulties with the downward flow of the material. However, it did not prevent 
the heavy buildup of scale on the path of fluidizing gas, which greatly interfered with 
fluidization,
♦ Structural problems for industrial reactors ; In 1955, the critical diameter for the 
construction of the domes was in the order of 6.7 m. This would limit the capacity of one 
reactor to 240 TPD. The improvments introduced in the design of multistage reactors 
(1960) could push the structural limitation up to 320-360 tons alumina per day. However, 
developers believed that the design of a different basic geometry could completely remove 
the problem.
The evolution in the structure of the Alcoa flash calciner reflects the implications of those 
difficulties on calciner design.
(B) ALCOA Flash Calciner from 1940*s
The different steps of the process developed by Alcoa are outlined on Figure 7
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Figure 7 : Flowsheet of Alcoa Flash Calciner
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After filtration and washing T', the damp coarse trihydrate particles undergo a flash drying '2', 
where the hot gas stream fi*om the calcination section removes free water. The particles are 
then separated from the gases and water vapour in cyclone '3' and discharged into a fluidized 
bed dryer '4', in which complete drying is achieved using hot air exiting the first stage of the 
alumina cooler. Material is released from the dryer at a controlled rate into the hot gas stream 
at the top of the holding vessel '5'. Contact with the hot combustion products provides partial 
calcination. The solids are then separated in a cyclone 7 ' and discharged into the furnace '6* 
where fiiel is burnt in a series of peripheral burners directly into the suspension of alumina. The 
alumina/gas suspension is entrained into the holding vessel '5' for separation. Hot alumina 
discharging from the holding vessel is pneumatically conveyed through a series of cyclones '8' 
where it is partially cooled. The heated air from the cyclones provides the major portion of air 
required for combustion in the fijrnace. A preheat furnace, installed on the line cyclones 
'SVmain furnace 7', ensures the proper air temperature for combustion and also provides initial 
heating for start-up. From the final cyclone, alumina is discharged into the upper deck of a two 
stages fluidized cooler '9'. Cooling in the upper bed is done with air in a tubular heat 
exchanger, preheating the fluidized air from the fluidized dryer. Final cooling is done in the 
lower bed with a water cooled tubular heat exchanger.
Pilot plant studies began in 1946 : a fluid bed fijrnace was designed. In 1952, the first 
commercial "fluid bed unit" went into operation in the United States. This unit (Figure 8) 
incorporated two stages of heat exchange at the feed end, two combustion zones (« 760°C) 
and five stages of alumina cooling by direct contact with the combustion air. Its capacity was 
limited by the amount of fuel that could be burnt in the two combustion zones, within the fluid 
beds. To improve its output rate, the calciner was operated under pressure; but even with 
pressure operation, the maximum throughput was limited to around 250 tons per day .
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Figure 8 : Core of the 1952's Alcoa Flash Calciner
In 1960, the early "fluid flash" calciner was designed (Figure 9). The upper hearth of the prior 
unit had been removed. The internal cyclone had been replaced with an external refractory 
lined cyclone, returning to the combustion vessel. It was operated with a single combustion 
zone well above conveying velocities. The control of the dispersed phase density was achieved 
by setting the rate of alumina withdrawal. In this manner, the entire vessel volume was 
available for combustion. For the higher velocities, a 300 TPD rate was attained without 
pressure operation - United States plant, 1963
Preheater Combustion " ZoneFurnaceFeed
Air
Fuel
Air Cooler
Air
Product
Figure 9 : Core of the 1960's ALCOA Flash Calciner
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Continuing improvements resulted in the design shown in Figure 10.
Gas Outlet & <— Dust Holding Vessel
Cyclone
Combustion /  ZoneHydrateFeed
Air
Air V V
Secondary Air from CoolerPrimary Air FuelI1
Alumina to Cooler
Figure 10 : Core of the 1965's ALCOA Flash Calciner
Fish (1974) pointed out that from the first 600 TPD calciners, installed in 1965/1966, up to 
the 1500 TPD calciners in use to date all over the world, emphasis had been made on 
improving the operation, and increasing the capacity of the units by combining the advantages 
of dense phase fluidization and dispersed phase techniques.
(C) LURGI-VAW Fluidized Bed Calciner from 1950*s 
The fluidized bed calciner is shown on Figure 16.
Research started at the end of the 1950's in Germany with a laboratory scale furnace. The first 
pilot plant, producing about 25 tons of floury alumina per day, went into operation in 1963. In 
1967, the unit reached its final form : the calcination of alumina was carried out at = 1100°C 
and used less than 3771 MJ/tpj-oduct for  ^ normal production rate of 510 TPD. Commercial 
operation with the circulating fluid bed furnace began in the early 1970's.
The furnace, which is the core of the plant, has retained most of its original design (Figure 11).
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Figure 11 : LURGI-VAW Fluidized Furnace
Alumina circulates through the three elements of the fluid bed calciner : expanded fluid bed 
furnace, return cyclone and fluidized bed immersion seal. The mean concentration of alumina in
the furnace varies from = 96. to 192 kg/m j^[ j^-nace- The preheated fluidizing air is divided into
two streams. The primary air stream (40% of total air) is used to fluidize the particles, while 
the reminder is introduced further up in the chamber. A zone of high solids concentration is 
thus formed at the base of the furnace, where fossile fiiel is injected. There is a significant 
distribution of the product concentration along the expanded bed height.
In the lower part of the furnace, the combustion of heavy fijel-oil is carried out with a level of 
air under the stoichiometric requirement. The combustion is completed in the upper part of the 
chamber with an excess air of 5% to 10%. Reh & Al (1971), precise that the combustion is 
free of soots and without noticeable bed overheating. The amount of carbon monoxide and 
oxygen in the off-gases are respectively less than 0.5% and 1% (NOx level : 60-100 ppm at 4% 
excess air !! Seishi). The gas velocities are above 3. m/s and expulses particles of the furnace. 
The chamber temperature is kept constant by controlling the combustion rate. The retention 
time is determined by the amount of alumina accumulated in the fiirnace, itself regulated by the 
difference of pressure from the bottom to the top of the chamber. The fluid bed calciner offers 
the possibility of changing the operation load : from 40% of the normal capacity onwards.
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(D) F  L SMIDTH Gas Suspension Calciner from 1970*s
Two pilot plants of respectively 4.8 tpd and 32 tpd were built and operated. However, there is 
no clear indication of whether alumina was actually produced in the industrial calcination unit 
of 1000 tpd capacity, described in the various publications, or whether the supplied indications 
correspond to design parameters and estimations. Nevertheless, the first oil-fired stationary 
Gas Suspension Calciner unit with a capacity exceeding 850 TPD went into operation at 
Hindustan Aluminium, India, in 1986.
A description of the Fast Fluid Flash Furnace is given in Figure 12.
Calcined Alumina Suspended in Gas
HotPrecalcinedAlumina
y.»
Fuel Oil
HotCombustionAir
Figure 12 : FL-Smidth Fluid Flash Furnace
The calcining chamber consists of a vertical cylindrical vessel with conical top and bottom. The 
preheated combustion air is introduced at high velocity at the base of the furnace. The
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precalcined alumina is discharged along the side of the bottom conical wall, just above the fiiel 
injection nozzle. The suspension exits the top of the fiimace at a temperature of 1100 to 
1500°C.
Two states of solids flow take place in the reactor : a torous shape vortex zone is formed in the 
lower conical part; above the vortex area, the particulate flow can be classed as plug flow, 
which provides a longer residence time for the larger grains (owing to their higher terminal 
velocities) as in conventional pneumatic conveying.
The preheated fuel is sprayed at low pressure into the material suspension. Precalcined 
alumina, fuel, air, recirculating combustion products and calcined particles mix thoroughly in 
the vortex zone. The major part of the combustion reaction takes place within the vortex zone, 
ensuring an even temperature profile within the second zone (« 1200°C). The solids are 
surrounded by burning gases. Because of the high heat transfer rate between both phases 
(evaluated at « 251.04 kJ/s.m^ for commercial cement plant), the particle temperature is 
slightly below the temperature of the gases and calcination is completed within seconds. The 
residence time of the material can only be slightly adjusted.
Raahauge (1981) indicated that the design and construction advantages are based upon the 
simplicity of the unit. The stepwise counter-current exchanges within the preheating and 
cooling zones are carried out in cyclones, all streams being conveyed through elementary 
piping. With this kind of equipment, the level of dust emission reaches 1 to 2 % of the alumina 
production. The furnace itself is fitted with a fuel oil injection lance, meant to assure a long 
service life in addition to the simplified design and easy automation. No recirculation of solids 
occurs in the whole plant. The absence of mechanical devices and fluidized beds as well as the 
various parts of equipment lead to a reasonable investment and low maintenance costs.
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(E) FCB-PECHINEY Flash Calciner from 1980's
The structure of the FCB-Pechiney calciner is shown in Figure 18.
The heart of the flash calcining installation is the cyclone calcination chamber associated to a 
separation cyclone (Figure 13).
Fuel Oil
Fumes
Hot Air
Figure 13 : FCB-Pechiney Flash Furnace
The suspension of precalcined particles in preheated combustion air is introduced tangentially 
into a calcining chamber where fuel is delivered at one or several points in the chamber roof 
The centrifugal effect on the material at the wall increases the residence time (especially for 
largest particles). At the outlet, a round to square transformation of the discharge pipe 
homogenizes the suspension so that heat exchanges are completed in parallel flow. The 
associated cyclone separates the calcined product from the fumes. Since exchange is carried 
out in parallel flow with a very high heat transfer rate, the temperature of both phases are close 
to each others. Thus, the effective control of the degree of calcination is done by adjusting the 
injected fuel flow to a set fume temperature (Henin and Lectard,1983)
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(F) SUMITOMO-IHI Fluid Calciner front 198Vs
The sketch out of the Sumitomo Fluid Furnace, a Fuller Company design (Lawall, 1978), is 
drawn below (Figure 14), whilst the diagram and operating details are compiled at the end of 
this section (Figure 19).
Figure 14 : Sumitomo-IHI Fluid Furnace
The complete calcination of the material is achieved by heat transferred at 90% by radiation 
and forced convection for the remaining part. Yamada et Al (1983) have evaluated the 
residence time of alumina grains throughout the entire unit at approximately 2 to 3 minutes, 
among which 5 seconds are spent in the furnace at a temperature of 1100-1200°C.
(G) Miscellaneous Suspension Calciners
The complete replacement of an existing rotary kiln may not always be justified. A good 
compromise, at least in the area of energy consumption, can be achieved by modifying current
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operating kilns. Some of the advantages of the flash calciners are obtained by performing the 
drying and the precalcination steps in a stationary suspension pre-calciner, ahead of a 
shortened kiln. As a result, the performance of the process are improved by the better heat 
transfer to the material in the pre-calcination zone, the increased heat recovery from the 
product (which also leads to a higher pre-heating of the combustion air) and the reduction of 
the shell radiation losses. The layout and functioning of such a process are equivalent to the 
suspension preheaters encountered in cement manufacture (See Chapter 1).
The kiln can be shortened in a number of way (Jenkins, 1990). One of the commonly 
encountered upgrading of kiln consists in moving up the burner nozzle in the upstream half of 
the kiln. The length of the hot zone is reduced and consequently the length of the product 
cooling zone is increased. With this configuration, the burner is exposed to hard operating 
conditions but the modification on the kiln itself is relatively straightforward and inexpensive 
(excluding suspension calciner and updated surrounding equipment).
Operation at ALCAN with an intermediate-carried burner pipe has led to fuel saving in the 
order of 20% («3600 MJ/tg^^jqx)Y product " Davies, CE). For a similar "retrofitted" kiln, 
FCB-Pechiney reports consumption below 3800 MJ per ton of calcined product (Henin, 
1984).
Sumitomo Aluminium Smelting, which processed alumina in a unit combining a short kiln and 
a suspension pre-calciner before they developped a stationary fluid furnace, announces specific 
energy consumption of about 3820 MJ/tpLoURY product Œ amada, 1984).
F.L.Smidth indicates a specific heat requirement reduced to approximately 3100 to 3400 
^^/ISANDY product- ftiis converted unit, the whole calcination is carried out in a gas 
suspension calciner and the former kiln is used as the primary rotary cooler (Raahauge & Al, 
1981 & also FLS-newsfront, 1988).
Other positive factors include :
♦ According to the decrease of fuel consumption and assuming that as much of the existing 
equipment as possible has been retained and utilized, Idln output can be rated at 10% 
(Davies) or even at 20%-30% (Henin) more than its former value.
♦ No increased maintenance problems.
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♦ Production of alumina, either floury (with alumina content higher than 90%) or sandy, both 
meeting the usual specifications respectively.
Lately, a major feature of combined "retrofitted" kiln and suspension calciner units has been 
recognized by alumina manufacturers : modified rotary calciners allow for the production of 
specialty aluminas (Appendix I) at a lower specific heat consumption.
It can be seen from Appendix 1 that severe constraints are imposed on the properties of 
alumina product, mainly to ensure smooth aluminium electrolytic cell operation (directly linked 
to energy consumption). One of these constraints is the absence of alumina contamination 
which restricts the manufacturers to the use of high grade, low residue fiaels at the calcination 
stage. The utiliization of low-grade fuels has however been attempted via operation in 
"doubled" calcining units : In the first fluid bed furnace, cheap waste coal is gasified and the 
produced medium-calorific-gases are used as clean fiiel for calcination. The gasifier residue 
together with additional fresh coal are burnt in the second furnace to produce heat for the 
other stage of the bauxite process (Belsswenger & AI, 1984).
Research has been carried out by Alcoa in the field of "Pressure calciners" (Suceh & AI, 1986) 
in which alumina is calcined in two stages. The hydrate is primarily heated indirectly in a 
decomposer vessel ( 500°C, 8.60 10^  Pa) and then calcined by direct heating (850°C). Pilot 
plant trials have shown encouraging results such as an effective specific consumption of 
1600 MJ/t^umina with material properties corresponding to the requirements. With operation
at highest pressures, the impact of the hydrothermal environment (ph2o) needs to be addressed. 
As a consequence, tliis work could bring some light on the effect of the water vapor content on 
the actual alumina dehydroxylation process.
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Figure 15;1953's ALCAN Calciner
UNIT OPERATION
Gamma alumina was first produced in the pilot plant in 1953. The plant was set up to operate 
on dry alumina, to which any amount of moisture could be accurately added in the feed screw 
conveyor located at the top of the furnace. The fiimace (14.5m high; 1.5m inside diameter) 
consisted of a four-compartment reactor, each compartment being separated by a refractory 
dome equipped with inserts for the upward flow of the fluidizing gazes and with transfer pipes 
for the downward flow of the solids through successive stages of calcination thus also 
adjusting the depth of the four fluid beds. The two upper beds were equivalent to the 
dehydration (« 204°C) and pre-calcination (« 427°C) stages respectively. The calcination of 
the material was completed in direct contact with the flame in compartment 3 (« 899°C). 
Calcined product then overflowed into the bottom cooler bed (recuperative stage » 482°C) 
were it served as a preheating medium for the combustion air. Final cooling of the product 
(» 38°C) was carried out in an external horizontal fluid bed cooler. The dust, entrained from 
the top compartment and collected in two cyclones, was re-introduced in the two lower 
compartments. ___ ___
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Figure 16 : Flowsheet of the LURGI-VAW Fluidized Bed Calciner
UNIT OPERATION
After filtration and washing, the damp aluminium trihydrate is fed into the dryer 'A' in which it 
contacts with the hot waste gas stream exiting the last cyclone 'F' of the calcining section. The 
surface moisture of the particles is partially removed (s 130°C) while the material is entrained 
into the pre-duster 'B' and the electrostatic precipitator 'C in which it is separated from the 
waste gas. The particles, discharging from the separators, are lifted 'D' into the preheater 'E' 
where complete drying as well as partial calcination of the solids (= 350°C) in contact with the 
hot gases stream (= 427°C) leaving cyclone 'H' occur. The gas phase charged with the material 
enters cyclone 'F' for separation. The gaseous stream is afterwards directed towards the dryer 
A', while the particles are discharged into the calcining furnace 'G'. Air (40%), preheated in the 
product cooler 'K', is injected at the base of the ftirnace. Simultaneously, it fluidizes the 
particles and provides a portion of the air required by the direct combustion of fuel-oil into the 
vessel. The secondary combustion air (60%), preheated in cooler 'K' and cyclone 'J' (= 590°C) 
by the heat recovered from the freshly calcined alumina, is supplied at mid height of the 
furnace. Alumina particles are lifted by the upward gaseous flow in the calcining chamber 
(s  1100°C to 1200°C) and transferred into the cyclone 'H', where they are separated from the 
combustion gases, and settle in the seal pot T. The control of the fluidization air for the 
alumina retained in the seal pot, allows part of the product to be recycled into the furnace, 
while a discharging device extracts continuously the remaining alumina. The product is then 
mixed with the secondary air from the cooler 'K' and conveyed into cyclone 'J'. Alumina 
dropping from the cyclone is further cooled in a multi-chamber fluidized bed cooler 'K'. In the 
first three chambers, the heat is removed indirectly by the primary air circulating in pipe 
assemblies. The final cooling stage is done in the last three chambers by heat exchange with the 
boiler feed water.
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Figure 17 ; Flowsheet of the FLS Gas Suspension Calciner
UNIT OPERATION
In the FL-Smidth Gas Suspension Calciner (Figure 17), the wet filter cake (8-12%) enters the 
Venturi flash dryer '1'. Here, its free moisture is removed by the hot gases exiting the 
calcination section via the second preheating cyclone '3'. The material in suspension (= 165°C), 
transported to the upper preheater cyclone '2', is separated from the gas stream and further 
conveyed to the lower preheater cyclone '3', from which it is discharged (= 320-400°C), after 
separation, into the calciner '4'. In the furnace, fuel oil is burnt through a single lance directly 
into the suspension of alumina (s  1055-1430°C). Calcined alumina is then entrained into the 
disengaging cyclone '5' to be separated from the hot fumes, and discharged into the four stage 
cyclone cooler '6'. Alumina is cooled by overall countercurrent heat exchange with the air used 
for combustion (preheating at s  850 to 1000°C). The temperature of the calcined solid is 
further reduced in a fluid-bed cooler by indirect contact with water flowing counter-currently 
to the alumina.
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Figure 18 : Flowsheet of the FCB-PECHINEY Flash Calciner
UNIT OPERATION
The moist hydrate (= 13%) is introduced into a flash drying Venturi TFD' where the hot gases 
stream, leaving the calcining zone via cyclone 'C2', ensure a partial drying of the particles 
(= 320-350°C). Conveyed up to a multi-cyclone element 'Cl', the particles separate from the 
gas phase, prior to their discharge into the incoming stream of cyclone 'C2'. At this stage, the 
moisture of the particles has been eliminated and the grains have already undergone a partial 
calcination. Leaving cyclone 'C2', the particles are lifted by the hot air coming from the cooling 
section 'Rl'. The dispersed material (s 400-500°C) then enters tangentially the cyclonic 
calcining chamber CC, where the energy released by the direct combustion of fuel-oil 
completes the dehydroxylation of the alumina. Hot alumina and fiimes (= 1050-1200°C) are 
entrained within the associated separation cyclone 'SC. The hot gases stream is directed 
towards cyclone 'C2' while the anhydrous solids drops into the first level 'RJ' of the three 
exchanger stage cyclone cooler 'R1','R2','R3' (= 280-3 00°C); the combustion air, flowing in 
counter current to the hot alumina is thus preheated before reaching the combustion chamber. 
Finally, the solid is discharged into a fluid-bed cooler with water circulation coils 'FB' in which 
its temperature is brought down to the required level (s  100°C).
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Figure 19 : Flowsheet of the SAS-IHI Fluid Calciner
UNIT OPERATION
The filtered hydrate enters the preheating section of the Sumitomo-IHI calciner (Figure 19) at 
an approximate temperature of 40°C. The material is lifted into the preheater 'PC by the flue 
gas which travelled successively through the separation cyclone 'SC and the feed cyclone 'FC 
after leaving the furnace'FF'. The solid is then discharged into the inlet duct of the feed cyclone 
'FC. In these two vessels, the hot gaseous stream dehydrates and partially calcines the alumina 
crystals.
The product drops into the flash furnace 'FF' (Figure 14) where it remains for a maximum of 5 
seconds before being swept out with the rising combustion gases (1100-1200°C) to cyclone 
'SC. The secondary air, preheated in the cooler bed 'CB' and cooling cyclone 'CC is admitted 
tangentially at the base of the conically tapered flash furnace. Fuel-oil burners are installed in 
the lower part of the calcining chamber, just above the secondary air inlet.
Separation from the exhaust gases takes place in cyclone 'SC. Alumina is cooled by the 
primary and secondary air required for the combustion in three stages: respectively within a 
fluidized cooler, cooling cyclone CC and cooler bed 'CB' prior to storage.
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2.4.3 Operating Conditions
In a fast fluid- or fluid bed- calcination unit, the control parameter is the furnace temperature. 
(Table 5)
Items Alcoa FC FLSG SC FCB FC SA SFC Lurgi FBC
Original alumina production Sandy Sandy Sandy Sandy Floury
Output (t/h) 54.2 41.7 37.5 25 29.2
Filter cake 
Moisture % 
Temperature (*C)
13 12
65
9 - 1 3 1 2 - 1 4
Furnace outlet gases 
temperature ("0)
950
-1050
1200 1050
-1200
1100 
-1200
1100
-1200
Retention time in 
fumace 
G as
Particles
few
seconds
0.9 -1.4 s  
1 - 5 s
few
seconds
5 s 20-60min
Stack temperature (‘C) 138 160
Alumina discharge 
temperature (*0)
77 80 100 82
Table 5 : Operating conditions for various flash calciners.
The generally low in-plant solid hold-up (except Lurgi FBC) minimizes the production losses 
due to off-specification product manufactured during improper operation, start-up and shut­
down caused by maintenance work or power failure.
2.4.4 Energy Consumption and Distribution
The nature of the gas and solid flows allows for the maximum conversion of solids and fuel per
unit reactor volume, as indicated by the low specific heat requirement in Table 6. Yamada &representAI (1984) have built equivalent laboratory scale flash-heater apparatus tonhe fluid furnace and used approximatean electric furnace tc^rotary kilns. From this parallel, they have estimated heating velocities of 
the order of 1000°C/s in suspension calciners while, in soak calcination, those only reach 
about 100°C/s (hsoak < hkUn < hiab.flash fur. < hsusp.furn )- The counter-current flows in the 
preheater and cooler sections ensures a high heat transfer rate for indirect heat exchange which 
results in the thermal efficiency of the whole unit. The theoretically and practically available air 
preheating temperature in a flash calciner consequently improves the efficiency of the 
combustion reaction.
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The figures in Table 6 are provided by the designers and producers operating the calcining 
units previously described.
Items Alcoa FC FLS GSC FCB FC SAS FC Lurgi FBC
Production rate 
TPD
1300 1 0 0 0 900 600 700
Specific Heat Consumption 3010- 3140- 3100- 3055 3260-
MJAAI2 O3 3185 3350 3200 3375
Power Consumption 
kWh/lAl2 0 3
35 15 13 2 2 26
Table 6 : Specific heat requirements for various flash calciners
Lussky (1980) reports that 40 to 45 M J/t^203 consumed to evaporate and heat to stack
temperature each percent of free moisture contained in the hydrate. Filters operated to obtain a 
low moisture in the filter cake ensures good heat economy, as the removal of 1% of 
unnecessary water increases the heat requirement by 1.4%.
The handling of the combustion products and the released water vapour in high velocity, low 
density suspension keeps the vessel diameters and the pressure drop to a minimum. It can be 
seen that the simpler the equipment is (presence of a fluidized bed or not), the smaller the 
pressure drop through the plant and consequently the lower the power consumption.
Moreover, the compact design (size) of the combustion chambers exhibits a reduced surface 
area for wall heat losses. Table 7 presents the typical heat distribution through the calciners.
Items {%) Alcoa FC FLS GSC Lurgi FBC
Free water evaporation 17.4 15. I
Alumina calcination 63.4 63. 176.
Radiation losses 3.0 7. 7.
Stack losses 8.3 5.+ 6 . n }17.
Heat to cooling water 7.9 4. )(*) Combustion gases + Water vapour & dusts.
Table 7 : Typical heat distribution within various calciners
On average, 75% to 80% of the energy supplied to the calciner is used to convert the hydrate 
into anhydrous alumina.
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2.4.5 Operation, Maintenance and Repair Costs
Stationary calciners have a high degree of automation. They can be operated under steady state 
conditions for extended periods of time with a minimal workforce. First, the absence of 
rotation of a heavy piece of equipment (i.e. ftirnace body) is an important advance. Second, 
there is no or very little local overheating of the refractory bricks. Thus, with a regular 
operation, alternate expansion or contraction of the refractory lining can be avoided, so, the 
major items for frequent shut-downs are eliminated. Repair work can be carried out during a 
planned periodic overhaul. For these reasons, designers mention that static calciners show an 
increased utilization factor and reduced labour and maintenance costs.
ALCOA and Lurgi (Lussliy, 1980 & Seishi, 1983 ) announce a plant availability in excess of 
87% and 90% respectively. Both companies indicate that the repair and maintenance cost has 
been halved in comparison with the cost experienced in rotary kiln operation. Over the total 
expense, labour and material costs are about equally divided : $0.3/t^2O3 labour and
$0.31-0.35 /t^ 2 0 3  maintenance (Lusslty, in 1980$). Of significance, the cost item
corresponding to the repair of the refractory lining only accounts for 20% of the maintenance 
cost.
2.4.6 Capital and Investment Costs
The lower capital investment of stationary calciners in comparison with rotary kilns is another 
important factor. Though the capital outlay can vary considerably according to the location of 
the construction site, there are important differences between the various figures proposed by 
the producers.
FCB-Péchiney estimates that fluid calciners allow for capital saving of the order of 15 % to 
20 % over the installation of a rotary kiln. ALCOA evaluated the economy on capital 
investment between 50 % to 70 % of a kiln budget : in 1980, the installation of a Marklll flash 
calciner in the United States was priced at $16.65 per annual tonne of capacity (+ $1.50 to 
$2 .00  in less developed countries) including the delivery and filtration of the hydrate and all the 
auxiliary equipment.
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The compact configuration of flash calcining plants calls for a smaller space requirement as 
tabulated (8) below.
Items ALCOA FC FLSG SC Lurgi FBC
Surface area (m^) lO S o H 500 300-400
Height (ml 30 48 5 5 -6 0
( 1 incorporates blowers pad & hydrate storage facility.
Table 8 : Approximate sizes of various calcination plants
Lussky ( 1980) comments that six Mark III flash calciners occupy about the same space that 
would be required by three rotary kilns but have three to four times the production capacity.
2.4.7 Product Quality
A more uniform and consistant alumina is produced in a flash fumace. Flash calcined alumina is 
particularly appreciated for the narrow size distribution range of the bulk material and the close 
surface area values of the various grain fraction constituting it. The steadiness of the product 
characteristics positively affects the operation of the electrolytic cells. The need for laboratory 
control analysis of the metal oxide is slightly reduced. The spontaneous dehydration within the 
grains, a consequence of the rapid and intensive heat transfer, produces a material 
characterized by deeper fissures and cracks. The product ends up with attractive properties as 
adsorbant for application in the pot fumes dry cleaning systems. The efficiency of HF removal 
by adsorption on kiln and calciner aluminas in the fumes collection system has been evaluated 
by Reh and Schmidt (1973) (Table 9).
Items BET
(m2/g)
HF collection 
efficiency (%)
FC/FB alumina 45 98.8
RK alumina 63 96.4
Table 9 : Aluminas adsorption capabilities.
In contrast to rotary kilns, very few structural forms of alumina crystal are present in the flash 
calcined product. A comparision of the specific surface area and the alpha-alumina content 
values of both products reveals that the calcination degree of the various grains of kiln alumina 
is irregular (i.e., high BET value associated with a large alpha-alumina content). Such an
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indication suggests that a far less homogeneous processing of the material takes place in a 
rotary kiln, the particles not undergoing the same temperature gradient. Sampling, carried out 
at the kiln inlet, shows that the feed contains a high proportion of alpha alumina caused by the 
recycling of powders entrained by the combustion gases. This further amplifies the differences 
in calcination from one particle to another (Yamada & AI, 1984) and could explain why the 
alpha alumina content of kiln alumina is always higher than that of calciner alumina.
The overall homogeneity in the degree of calcination of calciner alumina can be attributed to a 
steadier calcining temperature and a more even residence time. All solids tend to be exposed to 
a similar thermal stress in flash calciner, even though the risk of local overheating of some 
particles is undeniable.
Items ALCOA FC FLS GSC FCB FC SAS FC Lurgi FBC
LOI (%) 
T em p.rC )
0.5 to 0.8 
300-1200
0.471.04
300-1000
0.40 0.50
300-1200
SSA (m2/g) 40 to 50 5682 6175 45 45 to 50 63
W ater Sorption 
(%)
3. to 3.5 2.94
Mean Particle 
diameter (mm)
73 76 48
53
Bulk density 
(kg/m^)
970 to 1150 860 to 1200 977849
Angle of 
ReposeC)
3231 3638
aAlgOgC*,) 10.to20. 3.515 0.214.3 19. 6075
NagO (%) 
soluble
0.20 0.280.15
Na2 0  (%) total 0.460.49 0.28 0.420.45
8102 (%) 0.050.08 0.007 0.0080.015
Fe2 0 3 (%) 0.040.05 0.012
GaO (%) 0.030.08 0.006
Table 10 ; Physical & Chemical Characteristics of Calcined Alumina.
Italic indications corresponds to measurments performed on rotary kilns operating with 
the same hydrate (for comparison purpose).
The product contains less refractory introduced impurities (Silica). Analysis show that alumina 
contains from 0.002% up to 0.007% less silica than a similar oxide produced in a rotary kiln. 
This represents a decrease of 10 % to 45 % in terms of smelting grade alumina. In addition, it 
becomes unnecessary to scan the product for brick spalls.
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The level of total Na2Û content decreases more in the fluid furnace than in a rotary khn; It 
seems that stationary calciners allow for a better elimination of remaining Na2Û traces out of 
the product. Low soda alumina is favoured in electrolytic cells.
2.4.8 Limitations of Flash Calcining Systems
The major limitation of stationary calciners is their lack of flexibility regarding the change of 
the physical properties of the manufactured product. This fact was unearthed at a very early 
stage (Zubrzycki, 1963) of the calcination process development. The limitation is inherent to 
fluidized systems themselves, as the behavior of a bed, fast or not, depends primarily on the 
particle size distribution and shape, and to the density and the particulate cohesion of the 
material. It is not possible to produce floury alumina (fine grain, high alpha alumina content) of 
high angle of repose in a calciner as the equipment fills-up with solids, with the possible 
exception of Lurgi FBC furnace. So, to avoid any calciner slugging or halt in the production, 
alumina must have free-flowing properties. This condition is fulfilled mainly when the grain 
sizes are not too small (< 30pm are undesired; average at « 80pm), the hydrate is resistant to 
breakdown and the alpha alumina content is kept to a reasonable level (maximum : 20%).
The production of an oxide with a larger alpha alumina content leads to an increase of the 
specific energy consumption. For instance, Lussky (1980) precise^hat "hard-burnt" product 
containing up to 70% alpha alumina can be manufactured by maintaining the calcining 
temperature at about 1220°C for extended periods of time. This degree of alpha conversion 
requires a longer retention time in the holding vessel and decreases the capacity of the unit by 
about 15%. As a result, the heat requirement rises by about 33% up to 4000 to 4200 
MJ/tproduct- Raahauge (1979) claims that it is possible to obtain any degree of alpha alumina
up to approximately 80%. To produce such an alumina (BET = 20 m^/g) the calciner 
temperature needs to be increased from 1200°C to 1430°C. According to F.L.Smidth, this will 
increase marginally the specific heat consumption. The reason is threefold : First, a higher 
calciner outlet temperature results in a higher degree of precalcination of the feed to the 
calciner and thus to a smaller endothermal reaction heat requirement in the furnace itself. 
Second, a higher product temperature occasions a more important preheating of the
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combustion air. Third, exothermal heat is released due to a higher degree of conversion to 
a-A l203 .
A change in the product specifications can be effected by an alteration of the following 
parameters :
♦ The temperature in the furnace
♦ The particles residence time within the furnace.
In industrial practice, the temperature of the furnace, which is the control parameter, is fixed 
for a given calcination degree.
The minimum achievable throughput is determined by the proper functioning of the fumace, to 
prevent the collapse of the solid suspension, and of the cyclones as separators for gas and 
solids. The maximum output rate of the calciners is determined by the allowable particle 
breakdown for a given degree of calcination.
So, by modifying the gas flow rate through the system within the close limits set above, 
operators can act upon the residence time of particles. Furthermore, it has to be remembered 
that the gas flowrate within the system constitutes the secondary (and primary) air for the 
combustion. Once firing conditions have been adjusted for a given calcination level, any 
modification in the air stream may disturb the furnace aerodynamics and impacts on the quality 
of the combustion and thus on the efficiency of the calcination.
The other important negative factor of flash calciner is linked with particles degradation, as can 
be seen in Table 11.
Item . ALCOA
.. F C ..
FLSG SC FCB FC SA SFC  . LUrgi FBC
Attrition lndex:(%) 4 to 8 g17
d“ o r  breakdown : Increase of the 
residue on 44mm screen
+ «3% + «7.4% 
+3.3%
High Gas 
Velocity : 
+ «6.1% 
Low Gas 
Velocity : 
+ «0.9%
+ «2% Overall: d° < 3%
Table 11 : Material breakdown within fluid furnaces
While the concern may be defined as dust entrainement in kiln operation, it is expressed in 
terms of dust generation (or particles breakdown) in a stationary calciner. To a large extent.
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breakdown is linked with the level of thermal stress undergone by the particles, particularly at 
the preheating stage. Under gradual heating, the material will shrink naturally when linked 
water is driven off (Zivcovick, 1979). In flash calciner however, the dehydration sets in 
spontaneously under the high temperature gradient. The rapid increase of the partial vapor 
pressure may lead to an explosion-like bursting of the particles unless sufficient diffusion paths 
are available for evaporating crystals water. The product is submitted to its first significant 
temperature increase upstream of the fiirnace : in the drying and precalcination stages, the 
portion of crystal water (normally around 34.6%), is reduced to about 5 to 3%. If drying and 
pre-calcination are not performed properly then, the water removal and the structure of cracks 
and fissures will not be sufficient enough to prevent any particle shatterring in the fumace 
where the residual water is expelled. This phenomena will more likely occur in a stationary 
calciner where particles travel quickly through the drying and pre-dehydrating section. 
Moreover, if the temperature levels through the units (highly dependant on proper furnace 
operation, i.e. a controlled combustion) are not governed correctly, undesired fragile alumina 
species such as amorphous alumina can be produced.
As pointed out by the Blinichev correlation (Raahauge, 1980), the breakdown is also a 
function of :
♦ The material properties : hydrate initial grain size and fragility, amount of included 
impurities, degree of calcination and mechanical strength of calcined alumina.
♦ The system design : Places of intensive particle movement such as the one defined below, or 
simply high cross section velocities in calciners favour material breakdown by increasing the 
level of collision between particles and intensifying the wear against the walls and within the 
solid.The design configurations favouring the material breakdown are :
» Air or gas jets (Particles entrained in the jets burst against particles in a quieter 
area).
4 Air distribution systems in fluid bed (Each opening in the distributor acts as a little 
jet mill).
❖ Place of deflection of the gas/solid stream in ducts and cyclones inlets.
Cyclone collection systems (Solid degradation are consecutive to the friction and the 
high velocity impact among the particles and the against the wall).
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♦ More specifically for fluid bed furnace, the particle velocity and residence time in the bed; 
an increased velocity having a larger effect on particle breakdown than the impact due to an 
increase of the retention time.
The material characteristics are mainly attributed during precipitation by enforcing the growth 
of radically structured crystals which, if properly calcined, provides the material with enough 
mechanical strength to resist the various processing stages (including product handling 
operations between the alumina plant and the smelters).
The two last points are critical in plant design to limit breakdown to a minimum, even though 
some of them cannot be avoided.
Following the above development, it appears that stationary furnaces do not overall process 
the material as gently as rotary kilns do.
2.4.9 Comments on Operations
Lussky (1980) mentions the presence of areas of high erosion in the bricks lining which 
occasionally requires patching (done during periodical shut-down). Some operators have even 
reported the presence of a non neglectable amount of bricks on the furnace floor. This would 
explain why the product does not contains as much as silica compound as alumina kiln.
During shut-down, it has been noticed that the solids load retained in the fiimace was quite 
important ( McClain, 1992).
Lussky further indicates that most of the fines (whether introduced with the hydrate or 
generated internally due to weak particles) caught in the dust collector had to be retumed to 
the fumace in order to achieve a satisfactory degree of calcination. Although the differences in 
the degree of calcination at equal thermal stress occur because the hydrate crystal stmctures 
are not all similar, the transformations within a crystal take place more rapidly in small particles 
than in the larger ones. This may suggest that small undercalcined solids could be litteraly 
blown out of the fumace. Another explaination, however, may be attributed to the layout of 
the various equipment in the ALCOA calcination unit (Figures 7 and 10). The hydrate feeding 
point is located at the top of the 'holding vessel', where the material is entrained directly into
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cyclone C2  by the hot combustion gases. The hydrated fines introduced with the feed may 
leave directly via the cyclone overflow instead of being retumed to the calciner with the bulk of 
the material. In this case, they would report to the electrostatic precipitators and not undergo 
any proper dehydration in the fumace.
The two comments attributed to Lussky confirm the concern of operators who mentioned 
both facts ( Rpt RS176, 1988).
The high loading of alumina powder within the furnace interacts with the flame and conditions 
result in difficult combustion when gas firing.
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3 ALCOA Flash Fumace
The current design of flash calciner as investigated by the author is the result of the 
implementation of mass and heat balances calculations (ASPEN ( Rpt RS176, 1988)), 
together with experience gained in pilot plant development and trials, and of full scale plant 
operation and trials.
3.1 Description o f the Furnace
Duct sizes = 2.26* 0.97 m (j)top = 2.36 m Ltop ^  3v30m
())% = 0.36 m l.tc = 1.07 m
a  = 40
(|)main = 4.20 m l.main = 6,705 m
(j)sp= 1.36 ml.bc= 1.80 m
(j)bot = 2.06 m l.bot = 2.03 m
Figure 20 : Main Furnace Geometry and Dimensions
The furnace (Figure 20) is a cylindrical vertical vessel which can be divided into three sections. 
The preheated secondary combustion air is introduced through a perpendicular pipe at the base 
of the furnace into the lower section which enlarges to reach the diameter of the main chamber. 
There, it mixes with the fuel and primary air injected through a series of burner nozzles equally 
distributed at the periphery of the main cylindrical section, while precalcined alumina powder is 
discharged via a feed chute in the upper part. Combustion occurs and the upward velocities are
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sufficiently high to suspend the particles as a cloud. The suspension is eventually conveyed to 
the upper vessel section of reduced diameter before leaving through a rectangular duct located 
at the top of the fumace.
No published information has been found on either steady state or dynamic behaviour of the 
media within the fumace.
Site surveys, carried out on two similar calcination processes, in Australia and Ireland provide 
the only operating data available Rpt RM139, 1988; Rpt RS176, 1988; Rpt RS203, 1989). 
Mass balance over the entire calcining unit have been performed and compiled in Appendix II. 
The heat and mass balance carried out on the fumace number 1 are presented in Table 12 and 
Table 13.
Items (kg/s) In OUT
Alumina Pre-calcined Calcined
61.219(Ex.C2) 
0.784 (Dust)
49.614
G aseous Flow
- Air ; 21.059
- Fuel Gas : 0.982
- W ater removed: 12.389
- Flue : 22.041
Total (kg/s) 84.044 84.044
Table 12 ; Mass balance performed on the main ftimace.
Items (kW) IN OUT
Alumina Pre-calcined Calcined
64301. 63486.
• Calcination ; 46973.
G aseous Flow
-Air : 23359.
- Fuel Gas : 51552.
- Flue : 35943.
Total (kW) 139212. 146402.
Reference : 298.15 K 
Table 13 : Heat balance estimated on the main fumace.
The error in the heat balance, without any account of heat losses, is largely due to the 
difficulty in determining the composition and temperature of the fumace feed and the heat of 
the calcining reaction.
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A set of typical operating conditions has been selected and is given with the diagram below 
(Figure 21). They will be used as input data in most of the following work.
Fumace Feed
mg= 61.219 kg/s 
n^g=  0.185 kg/s 
Pg= 1500 kg/nf. 
101.30 jiun
>se.=  350°C
Outlet
^=990PC
= 118825 Pa
J Through Nozzles
------ -— ^ —mpueiGas = 1.168 kg/s “ pAir =2.480 kg/s
L \\
T ~  <  Ï mAir= 21.059 kg/s 'only'A — 105(ft!— 4 , _____^  I
Secondary Air
Figure 21 : Selected Operating Conditions for the Main Furnace.
The process related operational problems highlighted in section 2.5.9 are in accordance with 
the current site experience. They indicate the following areas of concern:
♦ non homogeneous processing of the particles.
❖ inefficient combustion.
♦ mechanical problems due to build-up of material and fuel at the burner level.
❖ high level o f solids breakdown.
The present study was initiated in order to get better insight into the phenomena occurring in 
the main furnace and also to derive a numerical model for study and design improvement 
purposes.
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In the first instance, the improvement of the existing calciner relies upon the identification of 
the cause of current operational inefficiencies, and what can be accomplished by increasing the 
efficiency of the combustion and the homogeneization of the product calcination.
Even when possible, intensive experimentation on the full scale furnace requires expensive 
instrumentation, and can impose significant disruption to the continuous operation.
Scale experiments (physical modelling) and numerical simulations (mathematical modelling) are 
therefore two of the best techniques available to gain a better knowledge of a process. 
However, for the problem under consideration (for instance, the study of a solid flow 
distribution within a vessel), it is difficult to set and carry out a small scale physical modelling 
experiment, since adequately reliable modelling procedures do not exist for two phases flow 
simulation. In addition, it is generally impractical to implement design changes on such 
experiments to assess their effects on system performance with any degree of confidence. 
Numerical simulations must therefore be performed to define the cause(s) of inefficiencies once 
the derived model has been validated against available data. As a further advantage, it also 
gives the possibility to test the influence brought about by geometry changes on the flow 
distribution.
3.2 Inside the Main Furnace
At the scale of the whole industrial process, the predominating mechanisms can be aranged in 
two categories. A physical process, as heat & mass are transfered between both phases. A 
chemical process which involves two sets of reactions acting upon each other, and leads to the 
transformation of the solids.
Taking place in the furnace ;
♦ The removal of the water of constitution from the solids. The endothermie dehydration 
process follows various routes along which aluminas, with different crystal structures, are 
formed. Transition-aluminas exhibit different physical characteristics. They will ultimately 
change to the alpha-alumina phase, as shown from the very simple scheme proposed by 
Brown :
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AlzOs^HzO --------  YAI2O3   ÔAI2O3  0AI2O3 -
A l2 0 s ,3 H 2 0  - |  - a A l 203
------------ XAI2O3 ------------------------------  KAI2O3------------
A more detailled reaction pathway is given in Appendix I.
• The exothermal combustion of fuel (natural gas or fuel oil) which involves the formation of 
numerous intermediate species.
When burnt in air, methane (CH4) is believed to proceed by a complex set of reactions, in
which gaseous molecules and free radicals such as H2 , .H, .O, .OH, CO, .OHO, .CH3 , are
created. Though they may play a vital role in bringing about combustion, they do not attain 
concentrations of the same order as those of the main reactants (CH4  & O2) and the main
products (CO2  & H2O).
Furthermore, the nitrogen in the air enters in practice into additional chemical reactions with 
O2 and C, H2 . The most important components then formed are : .N, .0, .H, NO, NO2 ,
N2O, .HCN.(Gupta, 1985)
The system thus consists of a reacting material in suspension in a turbulent compressible 
environment.
The factors playing a part in the dehydration process can simply be expressed as:
• The temperature levels I or, more exactly, the
• ^  heating rate and retention
• The time factor I time within the furnace.
• The local environment surrounding the particles such as velocity differences between both 
phases, solid loading, water vapour content, i.e. partial pressure (Kemp & AI, 1991).
In summary, it can be premised that the amount of heat transferred to the particle and the heat 
transfer process will depend upon the aerodynamics of the furnace, which will control the
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behaviour of the solids and gaseous stream (heating and trajectory histories of the material, 
solid content, relatives velocities...) (Davies and Hooper, 1985).
In industrial fiimaces, flames are generally of the turbulent jet difiusion type. Among the four 
steps usually involved in such a combustion process: mixing; ignition; chemical reaction and 
dispersion of the combustion products, mixing is comparatively much slower than the latter 
stages. Mixing of the fuel and air, by controlling to a large extent the flame characteristics, will 
thus constitutes the key phenomena for efficient fuel burning.
Thus, assuming that the input streams of fuel and air are correctly set (air/fiiel input ratio), the 
quality of the combustion reaction will in turn be driven by the furnace aerodynamics (Moles, 
1986).
Another factor affecting the aspect of the interactions within the system is the low emissivity of 
the alumina powder which affects the performance of the heat exchange from the gas. 
Radiation of light and heat, temperature and velocity of propagation are the three more 
important flame manifestations. In furnaces fired by gaseous, liquid or solid fuel, the principal 
contributors to radiation from the flame and from the fully burnt combustion products are 
CO2 , H2O, soot and fly ash particles. The presence of soot and carbon particles, which remain
in a solid phase within the flame, is a cause of increase of flame emissivity and of an associated 
increase in the rate at which heat can be transferred from the flame to its surrounding. In the 
furnace, alumina powder, whether calcined or not, is the major constituent of the flame 
surrounding as far as the efficiency of the dehydroxylation process is concerned. Spread 
around &/or within the flame, alumina particles (of low emissivity) induce a decrease of the 
flame emissivity, in opposition to carbon particles. In places of high solid loading, alumina may 
interfere negatively with the heat transfer process.
The importance of the chamber aerodynamics upon the furnace and system performance was 
underlined through the description of the process inefficiencies, detailed in paragraphs 2.4.9 
and 3.1. They suggest that the flow of both gas and material is unevenly distributed through 
the calcining chamber. The non-homogeneous flow would therefore impair the combustion and 
the dehydration reactions.
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Although alumina breakdown is a major concern for the producers, this aspect of the solid 
behaviour in the furnace will not be studied. First, a mechanically strong hydrate is fed to the 
calcination unit. It is thought that the furnace, by virtue of its geometry, the layout of the 
various inlets and outlet ports and its internal operating conditions, is not the major contributor 
to the material degradation compared to cyclones and conveying ducts.
Second, thermal breakdown, which represent the major share of particles bursting, can be 
limited if the drying and the pre-dehydrating stages are properly carried out. In this respect, a 
controlled combustion would ensure an optimum reaction in the furnace. Smooth fumace 
operation would in turn result in an homogeneous and proper temperature distribution through 
the whole calcination unit. As a consequence, this would act favorably upon the material pre­
processing, prior to its entry in the fumace (i.e., allowing for an adequate dehydration and 
partial calcination of the material in the drying and pre-calcining stages).
In the furnace, all the variables interact with each other. To decide upon a suitable type of 
model and a potential procedure to undertake the modelling, the preliminary study has been 
divided into three groups.
The material flow will be investigated in section 3.3 without combustion.
The aerodynamics of the furnace as well as the flame characteristics will be covered in section 
3.4 under the heading : Flash Calciner - Physical modelling.
Finally, a succinct evaluation of the system performances will be presented in section 3.5, in 
which the furnace is modelled as a one dimensional well-stired furnace.
The sub-systems have been studied separately. In each case, a number of simplifying 
assumptions have been made. With this very simple approach, the basic features of the flow(s) 
can be outlined and some of the variables within the fumace roughly estimated.
3.3 Furnace : Simple Gas/Solid Flow Without Combustion
In order to check upon the type of fluidized flow within the vessel and obtain a very simple 
inside picture of the calciner in terms of average particle and gas velocities and void fraction 
through the three sections of the furnace, the following assumptions have been made:
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1. The sizes of the calcining chamber have been slightly altered, but the geometry remains 
unchanged as shown in Figure 2 0 . The input data are also recalled on the fumace sketchout 
(Figure 21).
2. The particles undergo changes in size and shape as they are processed (Zivkovic & AI, 
1979; Braun, 1984; Dexpert & AI, 1985). The material size distribution of the calciner 
feed is given in Appendix n,B. The distribution curve follows a usual Gaussian shape (not 
bi- or tri- modal or without an extremely wide size range). The mean particle size of the 
calciner feed has been evaluated at 111.12 pm. As a result of the "natural" shrinking of the 
grains during the reaction and of the solids degradation related to breakdown, otherwise not 
studied, the coarser grain fractions undergoing breakdown are likely to enlarge the smaller 
grain fractions. So it can be anticipated that the size distribution of the calcined product will 
retain a similar profile, with the mean particle diameter shifting toward a lower value.
The powder (feed and calcined alumina) is thus expected to behave in an homogeneous way 
and consequently can be characterized by a single number.
In addition to the mean hydrate size, a minimum and maximum particle sizes of 25 pm and 
280 pm respectively have been chosen as limit values. The sizes of 75 pm and 101.30 pm, 
corresponding to the alumina leaving respectively the calcination unit and the furnace, will 
be the two sizes which characterize the diameter of the product. Those five sizes (thereafter 
refered to by the subscripts min, pdt, calc, hyd & max) will be studied in turn through the 
three fictitious sections of the furnace.
The grains will be assimilated to spherical particles, bearing in mind that the solids shape 
factor is around 0.75 and that the overall sphericity is thought to remain quite high, as the 
edges of the particles tend to "burst" under the action of attrition throughout the processing. 
Later in tliis chapter, a set of calculations for non-spherical particles will nevertheless be 
presented to look at the differences on the terminal falling velocity.
As mentioned already, the solids entering the fumace should be fully dehydrated and 
partially calcined. So, the particles will, in general, be nearly reacted and the material 
properties used in this work will be based on the solid product and not on the feed material. 
Moreover there is more basic information available for the former than the latter.
3. The combination of combustion and calcination reactions occurring in the furnace results in 
a relatively isothermal system, with gas temperature variations of no more than +/- 50°C 
through the furnace being normal. None of the chemical reactions will be considered and the 
average temperature of 1323.15K will be taken as constant tlirough the vessel.
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The gas phase will be regarded as air only (T=1050°C ; P=118825 Pa), for which the 
transport properties are quite close to those of the combustion products.
4. The flows, principally the gas, will be treated as uniform with the material, fully accelerated, 
travelling through the three parts of the fumace. The system will be considered in a steady 
state.
The use of uniform flow (or velocity) through the system is a gross assumption. Indeed, 
gas-solid systems are mostly heterogeneous. Except for a limited range of conditions under 
which the material can be said to be uniformly dispersed, particles in a gas stream 
aggregate, leading to several distinct flow regimes. As a consequence, during the industrial 
flash calcination process, there will be a considerable variation in the time/temperature 
combination seen by individual particles, as already stressed above. The purpose of this 
calculation is to determine the average quantities and thus provide a base line for the 
modelling.
3.3.1 Flow mapping
The interaction of gas and solid depend intrinsically on the properties of the gas and solid, and 
on their respective flowrates. Their behaviour is also influenced by the containing vessel. 
Overall averaged variables such as solids and gas velocities, slip velocities and interparticle 
voidage through the various sections of the furnace have been estimated for five diameters of 
particles. The calculations are based on operational input quantities.
Again, to consider that the flow of solids is uniformly distributed through the system, is 
equivalent to the assumption that particles are instantly dispersed as soon as the bulk of the 
solids flow enters the chamber. Furthermore, this implies that every single particle undergoes 
exactly the same "treatment" when it travels through the furnace. That is : if areas exhibiting 
different "local" conditions are present within the furnace, particles will be entrained in the 
same manner, spending the same time in exactly the same regions, during their journey in the 
calcining chamber. Strictly speaking, the assumption would imply that particles have no impact 
on each others and that only gas - solid interactions would talce place, despite the loading rate. 
Globally, it is equivalent to stating that the study of the cloud of material becomes irrelevant,
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and that the analysis and the model could be reduced to the study of the behaviour of one 
particle, which is unlikely.
(A) Basic Variables and Relationships
As a convention, all velocities will be taken hereafter as positive in the upwards direction.
C ross Sectional S u r ^ e  Area m2 A = p*d2/4
G as M ass Flowrate kg.s'1 mQ
Solids M ass Flowrate kg.s-1 m s
G as Volume Flowrate m3.s*1 fG = m g/pQ = Uq *A
Solids Volume Flowrate m3.s-1 fS — m s/pg — Ug*A
G as Flux kg.m*2.s'^ ~ itiq/A = UQ*rQ
Solids Flux 
rg  corresponds to rp kg.m*2.s'^ ■ ^S ^^  ~ U g 'rg
Superficial G as Velocity m.s'^ ^G  ■ I'^G^PG
Superficial Solids Velocity m.s*^ Meaningless
Interpaitcle Voidage ad. G
Actual G as Velocity m.s"^ ^G  -  Ug/s = Mq /(p q *e)
Actual Solids Velocity m.s'^ Vg = Ug/(1-€) = Mg/(pg*(1-s))
Average Slip Velocity 
•General Relationship- m.s'^
^sl = Vq  - Vg 
= Uq /e - Mg/(pg*(1-e))
Average Slip Velocity 
-Masten Relationship- Us | = 10.8*U ^*(1-e)°-293
Partlcle Reynolds Numt>er ad. R®p = (p g *^si*^p )^^g
= (PG*(^G ■ V g)*D p)^Q  .
Particle Reynolds Numtjer at Terminal 
Falling Velocity
ad. Ret = (pG*Ut*DP)//iG
Table 14 ; Powder flow basic relationship (high porosities)
(B) Input parameters
Items Gas Phase Solid Phase
M ass Flowrate (kg/s) 24.707 61.219
Average Mass Fraction (%) 0.28754 0.71246
Density (kg/m^) 0.3128 1500.
Volume Flowrate (m^/s) 78.98658 0.04081
Average Volume Fraction (%) 0.99948 5.2.10-4
Table 15 : Furnace input parameters
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(C) Mass Fluxes Through the Furnace
Section Bottom Main Top
Radius (m) 1.00 2.10 1.20
Cross Section Area (m^) 3.142 13.85 4.524
G as Mass Flux kg.s'^ .m’2 7.864 1.783 5.461
Solid M ass Flux kg.s’^m ’2 19.487 4.419 13.532
Table 16 : Mass fluxes through the furnace
(D) Results & Discussion
The full tabulated results appear in Appendix H E, together with a summary of the traditional 
expressions used in the calculations.
As a confirmation of what was expected, the calciner is operated well above conveying 
velocities, with gas superficial velocities of : 25.0 m/s at the bottom, 5.7 m/s in the main body 
and 17.0 m/s in the top section of the furnace. Under evenly distributed upflow, the solids 
would be fully entrained as indicated by the small values of velocities at minimum fluidization
ranging from 0.3*10'^ m/s to 24.1*10"^ m/s for the smallest and largest grains respectively. 
Alumina has proved to be a fairly good flowing powder and grains are not expected to clump 
one to another.
The values of the minimum fluidization velocities are of the same order of magnitude as those 
published by Zubrzycki (1963), reproduced in Appendix H E His experimental findings on 
the behaviour of alumina at increasing superficial air velocities show that alumina powder is 
easily entrained, and furthermore can be used as a guideline for future reference.
Ideally, one should have investigated at choking velocities as it delimits the point where the 
particles would, at first, undergo a fast fluidization regime and then ceased to be transported.
As a first estimate, a combination of the superficial gas velocity associated to the particle 
properties can be used to broadly identify the furnace. The relationship between the 
dimensionless superficial gas velocity versus the dimensionless particle diameter on the regime-
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processing mode diagram of Grace 
the "transport reactors" (Figure 22).
reveals that the furnace would enter the category of
Group C powder Group D solidsphaselianspoi^ velocity curveTehninal
\ / , ' Moving^ bed
Fluidized bed Spouted bW
Fixed bed
Minimum fluidization curve
1 10 100 
Dimensionless Particle Diameter
Figure 22 ; Grace's Chart - Identification of fluidization systems
( from Reh (1968) extracted from Geldart (1986))
Owing to an average solid volume fraction in the furnace as low as 5.2 10"^, the classification 
of the vessel could be extended to a pneumatic conveying system.
Thus, operation is carried out in a very dilute mode. If the calciner furnace is assimilated as 
"huge lean alumina pneumatic transport equipment", the usual description of the following 
flow regime applies : Particles stream upward in relatively straight paths and, for fine solids, at 
velocities only slightly lower than the superficial velocity of gas. The particles approach a 
uniform dispersion at very low loadings, but some segregation is always apparent, increasing 
with the loadings, but being less evident in large vessels. Very little attention is devoted to this 
type of flow in the literature.
So often, many calculations consider equal slip and particles terminal velocities, as it is 
assumed that particles behave independently.
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Table 17 regroups the terminal settling velocities for the five sets of spherical particles as well 
as those for isotropically spherical grains. The latter calculations make use of the correction 
factor of Pettyjohn and Christiansen (Geldart, 1986). When the non-sphericity of the solid is 
taken into account, the terminal velocity slightly decreases by 10 % on average (i.e.: the 
particles present their largest cross-section area to the main direction of the flow). It is thus 
realistic to work with spheres.
Category Min Pdt Calc Hyd Max
Term.Vel. /  spheres/ (m/s) 0.988 10*2 8.83710*2 0.15985 0.19153 1.0315
Term.Vet. /  Non-spherical 
grains/ (m/s) 0.885 10*2 7.912 10*2
0.14313 0.17150 0.39641
Table 17 : Particles Terminal Falling Velocities.
The description of the particle flow needs to be refined. Two important variables : the slip 
velocity and the interparticle voidage, although they do not suffice to define completely the 
state of contact between gas and solid, are very useful measures in analysing the various flow 
regimes. The qualitative fluidization map for fine solids in a "large bed" (Figure 23), together 
with schematics of equipment typical to the various regimes each having approximately the 
same gas treating capacity, shows that slip velocity is likely to be close to terminal velocity for 
a system operated at high interparticle voidage.
Î
Transport
"riser"
Reactor Fast
Fluidized
Bed
Turbulent
Fluidized
Bed
solid
rateSlipVelocity BubblingFluidized
BedTransport ^  velocity
Transition t ^ ^ -  
turbulent fluidization~ Umf / emf
Solid Volume Fraction ( 1 - e )
Yerushalmi's Curves 
Figure 23 : Qualitative fluidization map for fine solids.
( 1 - e m f )
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From a qualitative point of view, it can be reasoned that changes/disturbances representing 
variations of either the gas velocity or the volumetric solid content will tend to displace the 
operating point along the curve corresponding to the transport reactor, resulting in quite 
different media behaviour in the system.
The forces exerted on particles by a gas are a direct function of the slip velocity. The relative 
velocity between particles and gas is defined mathematically as ;
Usl = Vg  - Vs
= U q / s  - Ms / ( PS * (1-8))
The slip velocity is independent from the solid and gas flowrates for the limiting case where 
particle size is uniform and the effects of acceleration and wall friction are negligible. To define 
the characteristics of a suspension, the values of both Ug^p and g have to be assessed. A 
second voidage-slip relationship is thus required.
The voidage-slip function in the furnace is actually unknown. The use of traditionnal bed 
expansion equations (Couderc, 1985) such as the famous expression of Richardson and Zaki
{ Ugiip = Ut * with n =/(Re|^ } would be erroneous. As a matter of fact, those
equations apply to particulate fluidized systems; that is, to beds of particles which expand 
uniformly with increasing fluid velocity without the formation of bubbles of fluid or clusters of 
particles. For instance, the particulate behaviour is characteristic of fluidized beds of fines, low 
density particles especially at high pressure, of magnetically stabilized beds and of liquid 
fluidized beds. The conditions exposed above are somewhat different to the one prevailing in 
the calciner.
Although the above conditions would seem to fit our set of assumptions in the first place, their 
application to the Alcoa furnace appear unrealistic. They have been developed from hindered 
settling measurments on solid-liquid suspensions and in this respect, are best applied to 
homogeneous systems exhibiting a solid load over 10% by volume. At voidage close to 1, they 
predict that slip decreases from Ut as s decreases from 1., while the reverse trend actually 
occurs (Masten, 1982), as can be seen from Yerushalmi's graph.
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Instead, the voidage-slip relationship developped by Masten has been favoured. From studies 
on the conveying of alumina cracking catalyst suspensions whose voidage is close to 1, Masten 
has noticed that slip increases with decreasing voidage and suggests that the physical 
explanation lies in the phenomenon of cluster formation; an observation similar to that of 
Yerushalmi. Lean suspension of solids uniformly dispersed in a gas stream are unstable and 
tend to cluster formation. The grains assembly (interactivity) gives the cluster properties and 
acts as an entity which then differ from a single particle.
The following relationships have been defined for particle-gas flow systems with negligible wall 
friction, under fully accelerated flow and for uniform particle size, which correspond to the 
current situation under study :
Sm f< G < 0.75 Ugi = 8.4 8^ - 6.60 8 + 1.36
1-8 > 0.0003 Usl / Ut = 10.8 * (1-8)0-293
1-8 <0.0003 Ugi / Ut = 1.0
With these limiting conditions, the application of Masten bed expansion equation can be 
advised for practical entrainment, where the gas velocity is low and vessel diameter is large 
(furnace main body). They are somewhat less realistic but adoptable for pneumatic transport,
which occurs at high velocity in relatively small pipes (approaching the conditions in the top
and bottom calciner sections).
The above expressions were developed in the first place to yield the limits of the choking 
transition. Chemerinisoff (1981) has expressed some doubts on Masten's theory at choking 
point. However, the suspension flow which is described here with the assumptions mentioned 
earlier, is not in the vincinity of this transition limit. Sankar & Smith (Masten, 1973) , in 
experiments with several different types of particles have endorsed the form of the equation, 
but concluded that the constant depends partly on the particles. Here, it is assumed that 
calcined alumina has similar characteristics to alumina cracking catalyst used by Masten.
Even for mono sized accelerationless frictionless systems, It has been pointed out that these 
relations are only tentative. Nevertheless, in the absence of suitable alternative equations, it is 
felt that Masten's approach is most relevant.
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Thus, the set of equations
General expression of slip velocity in a vessel 
Usl / Ut = l./Ut * ( Ug /8  - M s/(ps*(l-s)) )
Specific bed expansion equation for extra-lean suspensions 
U si/U t  = 10.8 * (  1-8)0-293
has been solved simultaneously to yield the overall interparticle voidage and the associated slip 
velocity. The corresponding results in the three furnace sections for particles of size ^^calc
are given in Table 18. The actual dust and gas velocities in these sections are also presented.
Particle Category ; Dpca/c =101.30 )un
Calciner Section Bottom ; v Main
1
Top
F ^ a t ,2 m
ètterparticle Voidage É ? 0.9994763 0.9994634 0.9994750
I^llp Vetoclty (nys) 1.88710-'' 1.902 10-1 1.88910-1
particle  Reynoftl» 0.11571 1.1663 0.11585
mctueJ Q aa  VeK)cflv(m^l^ 25.155 5.704 17.469
Actual Solid Velocity ( r r & i 24.967 5.514 17.280
Table 18 : Predicted order of magnitude of slip velocity and 
interparticle voidage for 101.30 jxm  particles.
The empirical equation of Yang (Geldart, 1986) for fully developped flows could be used 
alternatively. It was originally developed for the conveying of pulverized coal.
The physical interpretation of the solids-gas flow pattern, generally in a « uniform » gas flow 
field, given by various experimenters, some of them mentioned in this work, corresponds to the 
observations commonly reported in high velocity, highly loaded systems ; e.g. non-slugging 
dense phase transport; riser reactor; fast fluidization bed, none of these being clearly 
delineated.
In a summary concerning non-slugging dense phase flow, Grace reported that there is strong 
evidence of phase segregation into either a core of dilute phase moving upward at high velocity 
surrounded by a thin annular region of predominently downwards dense particle motion, or of 
the occurrence of material clusters.
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Broad thinking suggests that the solid-gas behaviour usually outlined for this type of 
equipment could take place in very lean suspensions at a much smaller scale.
The transition from large slip to slip close to the terminal velocity is sharp, and arises at 
interparticle voidage from around 0.9 / 0.91 to approximately 0.95.
. So, it would appear rather strange that the observed voidage discontinuities 
all of a sudden vanish, to give place to rather still uniform flow.
As the degree of clustering is notably a function of the interparticle voidage, a voidage increase 
(lower solid content) would probably result in a decrease of the number of particles per cluster 
and a decrease of the spacing between particles in a cluster, but most of the flow structure 
would remain.
Frictional effects on the walls are likely to afreet dilute supensions as well. However, owing to 
the wide container, the zone of higher solid content (possibly of downward motion) would just 
occupy a tiny fraction of the chamber cross section while an important dilute core (which may 
be free from solids) would form in the centre.
Two lines of thinking thus arise :
1. A combination of similar trends could occur in very dilute flow (uniform gas flow & 
particles uneven paths) leading to the potential coexistance of difrerent flow regimes in the 
chamber; A possibility that disturbances may generate various flow modes and have a great 
effect on the solid distribution.
2 . The particles would be attached to gas streamlines through whatever path it takes in the 
vessel (uneven as gas flow distribution & particle paths as gas ones).
In both cases, the powder would experience a different treatment according to the local in-situ 
conditions in the furnace leading to non-homogeneous processing. A mixture of the two broad 
patterns may be the answer. The overall heterogeneous picture is reinforced by the fact that 
particles of mixed sizes and mixed properties (reaction) are conveyed which will significantly 
increase the phenomenon of solid segregation. Furthermore, the solid is fed at a single point 
located on the furnace wall and not premixed with the gas. Finally, the presence of firing jets is 
a non-negligible factor.
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3,3.2 Comments on Modelling
Apart from Masten, the author has not found any real study on dilute suspensions other than 
that related to conveying : Yerushalmi's plot toward very dilute phases is only an 
approximation which has to be coherent with the flow characteristics in lean loading 
conveying.
As the solid loading in the chamber in conjunction with the material flow regime sets the 
character of the flow, both would need to be reproduced in a small-scale experiment. As 
already mentioned, the bed voidage, which reflects the material loading, characterizes the 
interparticle behaviour in a system : Particle/Particle and Particle/Internals collisions dominates 
the solid flow at high voidage (s close to 1) while a low voidage indicates the presence of a 
particle-particle-walls contact type of flow.
The level of collisions in a lean phase flow can be appreciated from the Reynolds number of the 
particles (Rep) which conveys information on Uslip.
In the laminar regime ( « Rep < 1), the solids tend to follow the fluid streamlines. The particle
inertia is negligible and the velocity difference between both phases (slip) is small. The 
environment of the particle is then regarded as "quiet" and overall contact with other particles 
are rare. In a very dilute solid-phase system, particles could be modelled realistically as isolated 
grains despite the formation of cluster.
When particles are influenced by turbulence ( « Rep > 10 ), the surrounding environment
cannot be regarded as "quiet" anymore. As the Reynolds particle number increases, the 
particles will follow paths which differ more and more from the fluid streamlines. The slip 
velocity between both phases becomes important as particle inertia increases. The level of 
interparticle collisions is likely to rise.
To model the industrial furnace, it is important to reproduce the travelling distances of the 
particles between collisions (and their residence time in the fiirnace). So both particles 
Reynolds number and voidage must be kept constant in between the furnace and the
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experiment. In other words, a model would need to reproduce the environment of the particle 
(reproduction of the stresses on the solid) :
♦ particle contact with particles and walls 
and mostly,
♦ particle collisions in the case of the furnace
In addition, the travelling distances of a particle (or path of a particle) inbetween collisions 
would have to be respected. This last point may be taken into account in the model by ensuring 
that any particle would reside the minimum time necessary for the duty of the furnace to be 
carried out.
An isothermal experiment of the flow in the furnace would involve the following steps :
♦ Verification of the flowing behaviour of the dust.
♦ A selection of feed material sample representative of the furnace feed. The size distribution 
of the material should be chosen such that it has the same "bulk density" than the calciner 
feed. This method is only valid when the solid has a single node distribution curve.
♦ Choose a solid flowrate and select the appropriate feeding device
The choice of both, the solid input rate and the feeding device should be made in accordance 
with the following concern:
♦ A precise control and a proper functioning of the feeding equipment (contact behaviour 
between the solids and the material of construction of the feeding device).
♦ Ensure regulated handling control and monitoring of the solid flow in (and at the periphery 
of) the model.
It may be recognized that those points are difficult to achieve, mmnly because of the very low 
powder injection rate. First, it is hard to define a solid input rate in such a way that small 
fluctuations of the feed have only a limited effect on the predictions. Second, the solid entrance 
into the model should reproduce the industrial furnace inlet exactly. Powder introduction 
differing between the model and the full scale chamber could originate a totally different solid 
flow pattern (path & distribution). This statement is very significant because one does not 
know anymore about the solids behaviour near injection point than one does within the 
remainder of the vessel.
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With operation in a dilute phase regime, any small scale experiment is likely to operate as an 
inertial separator and not as a calcining chamber.
♦ Calculate the air flowrate to satisfy equal solid volume fi*action in the experiment and in the 
industrial vessel. The quantity determined is an average because it is obtained from input 
parameters.
The carrier flow regime is turbulent in all the furnace regions. It has been shown that, when 
partial isothermal modelling is carried out in a furnace, the Reynolds number within the furnace 
and the model need not be the same as full modelling would require (Cf Section 3.4). It is only 
sufficient to keep the flow within the model in the turbulent regime.
♦ Find diameters of the three sections to preserve the same interparticle voidage and slip 
velocity in model and furnace. The cones would be as needed to transform the flow 
conditions from one section to the next.
♦ Deduce height of each section to maintain the same residence time between model and full 
scale chamber.
Compare values with L/D ratios of system and model.
This last step requires the data or prediction of the residence time to be available.
As described so far, both the flow mapping and the precis of the procedure to set up a small 
scale experiment, have been carried out under isothermal conditions. In industrial furnaces, 
however, buoyancy forces are of importance and the major draw back of isothermal modelling 
of furnaces is the absence of reproduction of the density differences in the combustion chamber 
(Spalding, 1962). It is recognized that particle trajectories are imparted by the gas streamlines, 
and hence the system aerodynamics. Therefore, as far as the behaviour of the particles is 
concerned, the impact of not modelling the density and viscosity changes of the gaseous stream 
cannot be considered in the analysis of any results.
It has to be remembered that the two sets of chemical reactions were not considered at this 
stage. It can be postulated that the impact on the particles will depend on the order of 
magnitude of the density differences.
As can be seen from the particle motion relationship, increasing the temperature will cause a 
reduction in the terminal falling velocity for particles in Stokes region (small particles) and an 
increase for those falling in the Newton region (large particles). Increasing the pressure has 
little effect on the Stokes region but reduces the terminal falling velocity for large particles.
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These dissimilarities must be considered with respect to the impact on the particle Reynolds 
number (i.e., on Ugi and s)
To try to estimate the effect of a change of the gas physical properties on the particles, a 
possible approach might consist in the evaluation of the flow mapping similarly, under different 
gaseous conditions. For instance, if the particle Reynolds number (or Uslip), determined with 
the same assumptions than above except differing conditions for the air stream, lies in the same 
particle flow regime - and not to close to the regime transition limits, provided that the figure 
you are basing your analysis on is not itself to close to this limit - ,  then it may not be relevant 
to consider modelling the buoyancy forces; or more exactly, the effect of a density change can 
be put aside as it would have little impact on the particle behaviour.
If the respective Reynolds numbers show that particles will undergo change in the flow regime 
because of density differences, then it may become relevant to model the boyancy effects 
because particles would be affected by density differences.
It is apparent that the whole procedure outlined would be very tedious and possibly impractical 
to implement. It would also be expensive, and there is no guarantee of confidence in the 
reliability of the results.
3A Focus on Combustion without Materiai Flow
Carrying out experiments on a unit, smaller in size and working at a lower temperature, 
conditions inside the main furnace can be ascertained. The modelling presented in this chapter 
was studied in Rpt RM459.
Where combustion systems are involved, complete modelling, i.e. all similarity rules are strictly 
obeyed, is not feasible in practical terms (Spalding, 1962).
As in most traditional combustion equipment for industry, fuel and combustion air are mixed in 
the furnace and burnt into a suspension . In many such systems (...rotary Idln, open hearth 
furnace, glass tank,...) the flame is closely confined. Typically, the flame in the furnace is of 
turbulent jet difiusion type. Their attributes largely depend on the fuel/air mixing characteristics 
of the system and surrounding environment. Though many processes and input quantities
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influence the outcome of a given furnace, the impact of the chamber geometry and the input of 
mass and momentum on the flow pattern, and hence furnace performance, will be 
comparatively much stronger.
Generally the complete prediction from a prototype experiment is not necessary and only a few 
pieces of information are desired : Here, the model is expected to provide indications of the 
flow distribution, of the flame position, length and shape in the alumina furnace. The interest is 
restricted to fluid mechanics and mixing in this case. Reliable "partial" physical procedures 
have been developed for combustion equipment in which turbulent mixing involving an 
enclosed turbulent jet is the main driving phenomenon.
3.4.1 General Comments
The success of a modelling experiment is based on ensuring similarity between the processes 
investigated in the model and those occuring in the full size installation.
In practice, the Fuel and Energy Reseach Group and Fuel and Combustion Technology have 
used three types of physical models extensively to investigate combustion chambers ; these 
being, water, air and acid/alkali techniques.
Water and air modeling are applied when the aerodynamics of a system are under study. In 
general, air models are employed when quantitative results are expected, whereas water 
modelling is carried out for qualitative or semi-qualitative investigations. Acid/alkali modelling 
is performed to examine the air/fuel mixing within a combustion chamber.
All these techniques are isothermal : no combustion takes place in the models and no heat is 
added by an energy source, the aim being the reproduction of the furnace flow pattern and rate 
of mixing within the model.
3.4.2 Selection of the Modelling Criteria
Four types of similarities are distinguished for flow systems : geometrical, mechanical (static, 
Idnematic, dynamic), thermal and chemical.
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Geometrical similarity is acquired by maintaining a constant factor for every linear dimension in 
the model (/«) and the furnace (f). To satisfy this criterion a 34.62 scaled model of the full-size 
furnace system has been manufactured in clear acrylic plastic.
Mechanical similarity may be static, kinematic or dynamic.
In normal operation, the calciner body does not experience any deformation of one form or 
another so that static similarity, which requires both model and prototype to undergo similar 
elastic or plastic deformations when corresponding stress systems are applied, is not to be 
considered.
To respect kinematic similarity, a velocity scale ratio is kept constant between corresponding 
points in the model and furnace, so that individual particles trace out paths of the same shape 
in both systems.
Finally, when the relative importance of the various acting forces - force ratios causing the 
acceleration of masses - is maintained, dynamic similarity is applied.
Practically, three dimensionless numbers are considered for the similarity of fluid flow under 
forced convection. As the alumina particles flow is not represented, it can be assumed that one 
main fluid is circulating through the furnace. For this fluid, the Reynolds number, ratio of 
inertial to viscous forces, talces a value of :
Re = PG-U-Dmain / t ig  » 6.4* 10^
Re is calculated with the largest U and D appearing anywhere in the furnace.
If somewhere in the furnace, the fluid presents a density different to that of the main fluid, this 
variation of density is reproduced in the model by taking into account the Froude number - 
Ratio of inertial to gravity forces -. The densimetric Froude number reported by Smith (1976) 
is appropriate to the furnace configuration and can be evaluated from :
Fr = Uo / [ g.do.((Po - PsV Ps)
Uq and do denotes respectively the velocity through nozzle and the single distorted nozzle 
diameter.
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A value of » 89.7 is obtained for the alumina fiimace.
The Mach number - ratio ofvelodiy to velocity of sound - is the dimensionless parameter
with which the effect of fluid compressibility within the furnace enclosure can be accounted for 
in the model. The Mach number is expressed according to :
Ma = Uo / s
and evaluated at the point of highest velocity. The order of magnitude of the Mach number 
reaches « 0.34 at a location close to the vicinity of the flame.
Experience in the investigation of fully separated flow at large Reynolds number indicates that 
the intensity of mixing varies approximately with the flow rate, so that the overall 
concentration pattern remains about the same with changes in Reynolds numbers. In such a 
case, it is not necessary to maintain exactly the same Reynolds number in both model and 
furnace, provided that the flow conditions are well above in the turbulent regime. In other 
words, dynamic similarity (which requires that the force ratios causing the acceleration of 
masses in the corresponding systems) need not be obeyed strictly. Thus, the calculation of the 
air flow rates in the model was based on a Reynolds number value of 8000.
The high Froude number (velocities high enough and/or density differences small enough in the 
furnace) implies that the effects of buoyancy are not significant : The deviation of the path of 
the jet fl"om its initial trajectory due to density differences brought about by combustion is 
limited. So, the reproduction in the model of the Froude number value determined in the 
furnace is avoided.
As for most of combustion equipment, the Mach number for the flow in the calciner is low. 
Therefore, the effects of compressibility can be ignored and it becomes unnecessary to hold 
this parameter identical between the furnace and the model.
Thermal similarity would imply that the temperature differences in various parts of the system 
must have the same importance in both model and furnace. This is achieved when the Prandtl 
number - ratio of Idnematic viscosity to thermal diffusivity : Pr = t] * cp / k - is given the same 
value in model and fiirnace. Here, all the techniques mentioned above allow for the study of the
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flow under isothermal conditions. Flows of heat are not described, so it is not required to 
represent the thermal similarity in the model. Besides, it has to be pointed out at this stage that 
the flow investigated is driven by turbulent mixing in comparison with which the molecular 
transport process is negligible. Therefore, the equality of the Prandtl number in model and 
furnace would be dispensable.
Some corrections are nevertheless available to take the temperature factor into account and 
can be applied directly to the model results ( Rpt RM139, 1988).
A similar reasoning can also be inferred for chemical similarity. It sets the consistancy of ratios 
of concentration differences between any two points in the vessel and the corresponding points 
in the model. The criteria applied then is the Schmidt number, defined as the ratio of kinematic 
viscosity to mass diffusivity (Sc = v /  Z)). Chemical similitude is not an essential criterion from 
the modelling point of view as the chemical reaction rate does not have a prédominent 
influence on the overall process. The Schmidt number can thus be ignored.
As mentioned already, the flame encountered in the calciner is of turbulent jet diffusion type 
for which mixing is the limiting stage. Therefore, mixing largely controls the flame 
characteristics. The overwhelming importance of turbulent jet mixing allows considerable 
simplification, first in the modelling of the fluid mechanics as detailed above and, second in the 
representation of mixing. The enclosed turbulent jet has now to be incorporated into the 
model.
An enclosed jet flow is formed when a high velocity stream of fluid passes from a relatively 
small opening into a confined space. The enclosure limits the amount of fluid available for the 
turbulent jet to satisfy its entrainment capacity, as opposed to the free jet. As a result, the 
phenomenon of external recirculation takes place when the jet capacity exceeds the amount of 
surrounding fluid. The process of recirculation affects the prediction of the jet performance as 
normal free jet expansion has been interfered with, impinging at some point on the surrounding 
walls and changing its characteristics. This fact is fundamental to the design and thus to the 
modelling of combustion systems.
The free jet, which discharges into a large unconfined space of surrounding fluid either at rest 
or moving at low velocity, has sufficient momentum to preserve its initial flow direction for
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some distance from the orifice, until all the kinetic energy due to its initial velocity is dispersed 
into the turbulent mixing "core" of the jet by fluid entrainment.
Both jet streams are separated from the surrounding fluid by a surface of discontinuity. 
Throughout the jet the pressure is nearly the same as exists in the surrounding fluid; whereas 
the pressure gradients, which result from the confinment of an enclosed jet prevents the 
existence of an undisturbed surrounding stream and therefore, velocity is anywhere dependent 
upon position. Three theoretical relationships, widely used in the study of surrounding jets, 
enables the prediction of enclosed jet performance and recirculation of a universal set of 
systems :
(D Thring Newby Pamameter (Thring & Newby, 1952)
© Becker Throttle Factor (Becker & AI, 1962)
© Craya Curtet Parameter (Craya & Curtet,1955).
Lain has completed a comprehensive study of those criteria (1972). A survey of industrial 
fiimaces from Moles, Watson and Lain (1973) indicates that the Becker and Craya Curtet 
criteria are suitable for chambers where the jet is more closely confined. The later has been 
selected for this experiment. It yields better predictions and allows for the scaling down of both 
the combustion chamber and burner nozzle diameters for a given set of operating conditions.
For axisymetric systems, the similarity parameter m, for determining the onset of recirculation 
in a duct is given by :
3 r 2
m = -----------* r 2 + R + k * -----------------
2 (ro/L)2
Where :
R = q/Q, the discharge ratio with : 
q = ( «0 - “ a ) *
Q =  U a  * ( L - 5*)2 +  q
k = factor relating to the shape of the velocity profile at the nozzle (k = 1 for a « top 
hat » profile)
U Q , Ua = velocities of the jet & the surrounding fluid, respectively 
L = half width of the duct
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rg = radius of the jet nozzle
S* = boundary layer displacement thickness, related to the flow such that :
6 * = 1.74 * Re-U2
As the Reynolds numbers associated with fully turbulent systems are greater than 6000, the
value of Ô* is so small that it is unlikely to affect the value of the similarity parameter and is 
therefore to be disregarded.
The values of m can range from zero to infinity. Recirculation starts when m is greater than 
1.5. Recirculation increases with increase of m (Monnot &A1,1978; Curtet, 1989).
It must be emphasized that the Craya-Curtet theory produces similarity equations for both 
two-dimensional and axisymetric enclosed jet systems, therefore not including the case of a 
transverse jet in a crossflow. It has however been employed as no alternative corresponding 
similarity criterion is currently available (Patrick, 1967).
In research a lot of attention has been paid to problems associated with the development of 
combustion modelling; application of modelling techniques; flow visualization in models; 
similarity criterion; free and enclosed jet theory ...etc. Among the publications, the reader can 
refer to authors like Putnam et al (1959), Evans (1966), Spalding (1962), Moles (1986) for 
more detailed information on this subject.
Water beads and acid/alkali experiments have been performed , based upon the modelling 
criteria presented above, to investigate the aerodynamics of the system and the combustion 
mixing both qualitatively and quantitatively (FCT RM459, 1994). The predicted aerodynamics 
obtained via numerical simulations will be checked against these physical model observations.
In both cases, water is used as the working fluid in the experiments. Although there is a 
fundamental difference between the compressibilities of water and air, the use of the former is 
not invalidated. Furthermore, the relative order of magnitude of both fluid viscosity implies 
that water velocity in the model will be smaller than air velocity at equal Reynolds number 
leading to a much easier and better visualization of the flow pattern (Evans, 1966).
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3.4.3 Water bead Model Presentation
To enable the flow streamlines to be seen and photographed, unexpanded polystryrene beads 
are injected into the water stream. The beads have the same density as the water and therefore 
follow the streamlines accurately. Furthermore they are opaque to transmitted light, allowing 
for a proper visualization of the fiirnace flow patterns. This method was first applied to glass 
furnaces in 1940 by Goodings & Thring (1941).
The photographs showing the result of the Water Beads Model are presented in Figure 24, 
Figure 25 being the drawn equivalent.
The majority of the flow travels directly up to the outlet along the wall on one side of the 
furnace, inducing a large recirculation zone on the opposite side.
3.4.4 Acid/Alkali Model Presentation
The technique utilizes the mixing of acid and alkali. Developed by Hawthorne in 1938, the 
method accurately models jet mixing by discharging a jet of dilute sodium hydroxide solution 
colored with phenolphalein indicator, into a surrounding fluid of dilute hydrochloric acid. 
However, its application for the study of combustion systems started really in 1967 when 
Ruhland investigated the flame behavior in a cement kiln as an alternative to earring out 
experiments on the operating kiln (Tosunoglu, 1984).
The alkali solution corresponds to the primary fluid -fuel plus primary air - while the acid 
solution corresponds to the secondary fluid - secondary air stream -. The relative solution 
strengths are adjusted to take into account the stoichiometric air/fiiel requirement and the 
percentage of primary air. The relative flowrates are adjusted according to the percentage of 
excess air in the system. In order to reproduce the value of the Craya-Curtet parameter, the 
nozzle diameter is calculated for each set of operating conditions.
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The modelling conditions reproduce the following furnace firing conditions :
♦ Eight equally spaced lances inject fiiel at a flowrate of 0.1525 kg/s per burner and primary 
air at a pourcentage of 25.0 % into the vessel.
♦ The stoichiometric air requirement for this fuel is 14.5 kgak/kgfoei.
♦ Two levels of excess air, tested during the trials, have been selected ; 11.8 % and 17.9 %. 
The position of the flame envelope in the furnace can be seen from the Photographs in Figure 
26 and 27.
The study of the aerodynamics revealed serious problems with the air distribution in the 
furnace leading to a very poor mixing pattern as can be seen from the above photographs. The 
combination of the inefficient combustion and of the uneven distribution of the solid material 
potentially able to follow a number of different path could explain the variations in the existing 
product quality.
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Figure 24 : Physical Experiment ; Water Beads Model showing the Flow Patterns through the
Main Furnace.
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Figure 25 : Flow Patterns through the Main Furnace.
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Figure 26 ; Physical Experiment ; Acid/Alkali Model showing
the Furnace operating at 11.8% Excess Air.
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Figure 27 : Physical Experiment : Acid/Alkali Model showing
the Furnace operating at 17.8% Excess Air.
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5.5 Assessment of the Performances of the Furnace
The ALCOA furnace is either fired with heavy fuel oil or with natural gas, the properties of 
which are reported to Appendix H.A
Within the combustion process, the overriding importance is the time fi*ame of the mixing 
stage, compared to the very fast chemical kinetics step during reaction, which allows the 
assumption that chemical equilibrium is attained. A thermodynamic investigation of the 
equilibrium product composition of the partial oxidation of methane (Karim et al, 1967) 
indicates that the errors involved in neglecting other hydrocarbons such as ethane, ethylene, 
propane...etc, would be very small as the equilibrium constant for those compounds are so 
much smaller than those for methane.
In the remainder of this work, the calculations and modelling are performed with methane as 
fuel.
3.5.1 Firing Conditions
The theoretical combustion reaction for methane is simply expressed by the following equation
CHq + 2 02 + 7.52 N2 -> CO2 + 2 H2O + 7.52 N2 
exothermal
The table 19 regroups the reactants and products involved in the ideal combustion in the 
furnace. In normal firing conditions, the level of excess air is equal to 17.7 %.
Item ; Input.Flowrates tkp/s).: % m ass. Output-State; (kg/s) % ;mass.
QH/J: 1.168 @ 298.15 K m 2.01 10® Pa 0.047 0
AIR 
T ary 
2ary
23.539
2.480 @ 373.15 K
@ 1.23 10® Pa 
21.059 (S), 1323.15 K
3.538 @ 1323.15 K
O2 5.482 0.222 0.824 @ 1323.15 K 0.033
N2 18.057 0.731 18.057 @ 1323.15 K 0.731
CO 2 3.203 @ 1323.15 K 0.130
H2 O 2.622 @ 1323.15 K 0.106
Table 19 : Ideal combustion in the furnace
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In gas firing mode, the gun used in the furnace provides an area of » 1.011 10’^  (throat and 
swirling holes) available to the fiiel gas flow and parimaiy air passage of « 5.354 10'^  (outer 
tube). The normal operating conditions are reported in table 19.
Pure methane is used as fuel gas and both air and methane are assumed to behave as perfect 
gas. The isothermal conditions selected are those prevailing in the furnace : 17.5 kPag and 
1323.15 K. In the model, the burners are replaced by single distorted nozzles (do=0.184 m) 
discharging a mixture (po=0.2486 kg.m'^ at selected conditions) into the furnace at an 
equivalent velocity of 137.78 m. s’\
3.5.2 Adiabatic Pseudo-flame Temperature
According to the method of Brinkley (Rose & Cooper, 1977), which takes the dissociation of 
the present molecules into account, the adiabatic flame temperature is approximately : 
Tadf = 2022 K.
An energy balance on the gas phase in the furnace leads to the adiabatic pseudo-flame 
temperature ;
Hf
Tf = --------------- + To = 2451.4 K
mg * cp,g
where,
Hf = Total enthalpy entering the furnace (kJ/s)
= mf*AHro + 2 ^  Cp/(Ti-To)
latmAHro = -55520.2 kJ/kgcH4 (net)
m[ = Mass Flowrate of stream i entering the furnace (kg/s)
mg = Mass Flowrate of gaseous stream leaving the furnace (kg/s)
Cp. = Specific Heat Capacity at constant pressure, expressed with a quadratic
expression for the oxydant and products in the furnace (kJ/kg.K)
Cp. = a + b(T+T„)/2 + c(f+T.T,,+To^)/3
99-
b . G ■
i =  QX 9.23 1 0 ’ 2.58 10"* -4.581 O'"
{= pr 1.353 5.15 10"* -5.21 10^
To = Reference Temperature = 298.15 K (K)
3.5.3 One-gas-zone Model
The estimation of the overall furnace performances has been realised according to the simple 
one-gas-zone model proposed by Hottel (1974), who has published the hilly detailed 
derivation of the model. A succinct review of the model as well as the associated fortran 
coding developed for a speckled enclosure are available in Appendix HI.
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The model inputs corresponding to furnace operation are summarized in Table 20 below.
Temperature-(K)
Reference or Ambiant Air Temperature 298.15
Primary Air Temperature 373.15
Combustion Air (secondary) Temperature 1323.15
Adiabatic Flame Temperature 2451.39
Sink Surface Tempwature a -1263.15 
b - 1400.00
In-Streams flowrate-(kgZs)
Flowrate of Fuel 1.168
Flowrate of Primary Air 2.480
Flowrate of Combustion Air 21.059
Fuel Characteristics-(kJ/kg)
1 Fuel Calorific Value (Net) 55520.2
Transfer Surface Area-(m^)
Sink Area of the Load in the Furnace 4291.28
Furnace refractory Area 154.73
Furnace Opening Area None
Transfer through Furnace Wall-(I=kJ/s.K.m^)
Inside Convective H.T.C 4.1840 10-3
Outside Convective H.T.C 1.129710-2
Thermal Conductivity of Walls (l*m) 3.1130 10-3
Wall Thickness (m) 0.343
Emissivities
G as Emissivity 0.25
Aiumina Emissivity a - 0.60 
b - 0.65 
c - 0.70
Table 20 : One-gas-zone Model, Furnace Operating Input Datas 
The global energy characteristics of the furnace obtained after iteration are filed in Table 2121,
For a guessed alumina emissivity of 0.65
Assumed Alumina Surface Temperature (K) 1263.15 1400.00
Reduced Firing Density 1.83510-4 1.835 10-4
Reduced Furnace Efficiency 0.646 0.572
G as Heat Transfer Rate (kJ/kg) 65270 57760
Average G as Temperature (K) 1263.68 1400.34
Average Heat Flux (kJ/s.m^) 15.21 13.46
Table 21 ; Overall Furnace Performances.
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4. Mathematical Modelling
Fluid flow systems are governed by laws of conservation of mass, momentum, energy, 
chemical species concentrations, and other physically meaningftil quantities and fluid 
properties. These governing equations can all be expressed in the form of a set of partial 
differential equations, from which discretization equations are derived after mathematical 
treatment. A discretization equation is an algebraic relation connecting the values of a given 
variable for a group of points within the system. Thus, it conveys the same physical 
information as, and is solved in place of, the differential equation. The outcome is a theoretical 
prediction of phenomena involving the flow of heat and material, in terms of distribution in 
space and time of the temperatures, velocities, pressure, concentrations ... within the physical 
system.
For a given differential equation the required discretization equations can be formulated in 
different ways. One of the common methods is the control-volume formulation which can be 
regarded as a special version of weighted residuals procedure.
A number of commercially available Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) computer 
programmes handle such numerical procedures. One of them, PHOENICS® (versions 1.4 to 
1.6 .6), has been used as a tool to yield numerical predictions of the processes occuring in the 
furnace.
PHOENICS is an acronym for Parabolic, Hyperbolic Or Elliptic Numerical Integration Code 
Series.
Gosman et al (1969), Patankar (1980) provide the step by step introduction to the 
development of a computational fluid package. Only a brief layout of some of the basic 
features implemented in the PHOENICS code are reviewed here.
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4.1 Structure of PHOENICS
PHOENICS package is based upon a modular structure consisting of two essential computer 
programmes and four auxiliary ones, as depicted in Figure 28.
GUIDE PHOTON
(XYZVDUINPUT VDUGraphicsPhi][XYZ]lATELL EARTH[Eardat]
fPhi
UTOPLO
VDUorPrinter VDUPlots
Figure 28 : Layout of PHOENICS Structure.
The pre-processor, SATELLITE, receives the instruction from the user via a file Ql, and 
generates the data file {Eardat) for the processor, EARTH.
EARTH is the core of the sofware and contains the main flow-simulating Fortran-coding. It 
reads the file provided by SATELLITE and subsequently performs the corresponding 
computations. It then produces an output file called Result, which the user can read, and 
creates a file of results named Phi, which can be used thereafter by the various post­
processors : PHOTON, AUTOPLOT, PINTO, or by EARTH itself when a run is restarted.
Main and Satlit (in SATELLITE) and Main, Ground and Grex (in EARTH) are the Fortran 
subroutines accessible to the user.
The structure of PHOENICS as well as the control commands to operate it are thouroughly 
described by CHAM's Manuals (TRIOO, TR200a and b, TRI40, TR141).
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4.2 Outline of the Solving Procedure
4.2.1 General Formulation of the ConseiTation Equations
The general relationship for the laws of conservation of fluid properties can all be formulated in 
the following manner :
Ri Pi <t>i y  ^  + div ( R| Pi Vi c|)i - Ri F(j)i gvàd^[ ) = Ri [1]
T r a n s ie n t  C o n v e c t io n  D if f u s io n  S o u r c e  T e r m s
With, E R i= l
Equations for the various quantities differ primarily in the way in which the terms Fjjji and S(j)i 
are connected to the other variables.
Thus, (|)i=l, yields to the continuity equation. For a cylindrical-polar coordinates case, 
dp I d I d  d
—  +  ( r R i P i v i ) +  ( R i p i u i )  + -----  ( R |  Pi w% ) = 0 [2 ]
^  r ^r r 50 dz
with R% = 1
and the conservation equation for a typical transported fluid scalar property (|)i can be written in 
full as :
5(p(|)i) 1 5  1 5  5
------- + ------------- ( r R i  Pi VI (j>i) + ------------- ( R i  Pi U| (|)i) +   ( R i  Pi w i  (|)i) =
5t r 5r r 59 dz
1 5  1 5  5
~ ( r Rj J^ir ) + “  ( R i J({)i0 ) + ( R% J(j)iz ) + S(j)i [3]
r 5r r 50 dz
Wherein, and S(j)i are the diffusive flux transport of the scalar property (j) and the source 
term associated to (j)i respectively (Refer to Table 22).
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For fully turbulent flows, the relation above may be taken to hold for time mean values 
(averaging over times which are large compared with the fluctuation time). Thus, includes 
both laminar and turbulent contributions to the process.
J(j)i0 ,efF
J(j)ir,efF
J(|)iz,efF
= J(t)i0,lam + P u'4)'
= J(|)ir,lam + p v'ÿ
= J(|)iz,lam + p w'(j)'
turbulent shear stresses
[4-1]
[4-2]
[4-3]
When closure is obtained by way of introduction of an effective exchange (or diffusion) 
coefficient effective (isotropic case), the above equations reduce to ;
J(t)ie,eff = - 5<t)/r ae
J(t)ir,efr = - r 4)i,efrô<l>/ôr 
J(t)iz,eff = - a<t>/az
[5-1]
[5-2]
[5-3]
The writing in full of the equations has been detailed elsewhere (Bird et al, 1960)
For the traditional fluid flow variables
Conservation equation Variable r4»i Source within the phase
Continuity 1
9- momentum u 1 dp  puv
- — —  + pge + (-------  + ... )
r 50 r
r - momentum V p«ff dp  pu*------+ p g r +  (--------------  + ... )
dr r
2  - momentum w 5p
- —  + pg: + ... 
d z
Energy of turbulence k M«tt / Ok G - p6
Dissipation rate of energy G M«ff / CTt (C iG  -  C 2 P g ) g /  k
Table 22 : Exchange Coefficient and Source Term for Common Variables
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Wherein :
1 Su V ôv 5w ô(u/r) i 3v ôvv 5v Su 1 ôw
G = 2 [ ( ---------- + -  f  + ( Ÿ  + ( Ÿ ] + [ r ----------  +  f + ( — + _  f  + ( -----+ --------- Ÿ
r S0 r Sr Sz 5r r S0 Sr Sz Sz r S0
and traditional constants are taken as : g r  = 1.0; % = 1.314; Ci = 1.44; C2 = 1.92
4.2.2 Grid-related Nomenclature for a Control Cell
A0
Az
Ar
Cvlindrico-Polar Cartésien
Figure 29 : Control Cell Nomenclature.
The meshing is established around the grid nodes ; P is usually refered to as the central grid 
point, with the H, L, N, S, E, W nodes for Neighbours, and h, 1, n, s, e, w points as being 
representative of the control cell interfaces (Figure 29).
4.2.3 Formulation of the Equations in PHOENICS
The properties of the media are assumed to be uniform over a control volume and through the 
faces of the control cell. After combination with the continuity equation the Finite Volume 
Equations (FVE) are derived by integration of the differential equation over topologically
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Cartésien control volumes of finite size. The fully implicit scheme has been retained to 
characterize the variation of the variable ^ with time.
Both arithmetic and harmonic mean (between two grid nodes) can be employed to prescribe 
the value of the diffusion coefidcients at the cell interfaces. Those coefficients are taken 
constant through the interface.
The variations of the total fluxes (convection + diffusion fluxes) are handled according to the 
upwind or hybrid interpolation scheme.
With the notations specified on the control cell drawing, the discretized equations takes the 
following form in a cylindrical-polar system:
ap(t)p = a n te  + + b [5]
Where the coefficients a ^  stand for :
an =D e A( |PeJ ) + < -F e ,0 >  [5-1]
^W “ l^w A( IP^ wl ) ■*■ “^ Fw’ [5-2]
Ditto for a^; ag; aL; ay.
<a,b> denotes the maximum of a & b.
ap^ = pp^.AV / At [5-3]
b = Sc.AV + ap^.Tp^ [5-4]
ap = ag + a\Y + ajq + a§ + aj  ^+ aj^  + ap® - Sp.AV [5-5]
AV = r.Ar.AG.Az [5-6]
Ar = rn-rs [5-7]
AG = 2 sin((Ge - Gw)/2) [5-8]
Az = zh - z| [5-9]
The function A( |Pe^y| ) reduces to 1 when the upwind interpolation scheme is activated.
The formula for A( |Pe^y| ) equals < 0  , 1-0.5 [Pe^ y^l > if the hybrid interpolation scheme is 
selected.
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The Peclet number is formulated according to :
Penb ”  Strength of convection / Strength of difdision 
= Fnb/Dnb [5-10]
The subscript nb stands for n, s, e, w, h, 1.
The flowrates and conductances are defined as :
Tn
Fn = (PVr)n% ^ 8  Dn=   %A8 Az
(5r)n
[5-11]
To
Fg = ( pVj. )g rg A0 Az Dg =   r§ AG Az
(5r)s
[5-12]
Fe
F e ^ ( p v 0 ) e  ArAz D e=   ArAz
[5-13]
Fw
Fw = (pV0)w D ^ =  --------------  ArAz
r^(<fG)w
[5-14]
Fh
Fh = ( pVz )ji r AG Ar = --------------- r AG Ar
% ) h
[5-15]
Fl
Fl -  ( pvz )l r AG Ar = --------------  r AG Ar
( ^ ) l
[5-16]
The source term ( S = S^ + Sp.(|)p ) regroups the terms others than convection and diffiision.
The procedure highlighted above allows the general equation for a variable <j)to be solved in the 
presence of a given flow field. The non-linearity is handled by iterations; Action parameters 
upon the various iterative processes are quoted on Figure 30.
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The determination o f the flow field  require a "special" treatment as a known pressure field is 
necessary to calculate the velocity field (VP is part of the source term in the momentum 
equations).
A staggered grid layout, relative to that of all other variables, is adopted for the formulation of 
the momentum equations (Spalding, 1980).
The result of such a layout is twofold :
♦ First, the pressure gradients required by the momentum equations, is assessed in between 
two adjacent grid nodes.
♦ Second, the velocity calculations are performed at cell faces respectively for each 
component and the discretization equations thus contain the difference of adjacent velocity 
components.
With this grid "shifting", a proper interpolation for the calculation of the diffusion coefficients 
and mass flow rates at cell face has to be used (Rosteii and Spalding, 1987).
For simplicity, the staggered grid-related indexing and geometrical information will not be 
carried out in the development below. For convenience's sake, the cell face will be denoted f, 
around the grid point P hereafter.
The correct pressure field, P, can be written in terms of a guessed pressure P* and its applied 
pressure correction, P', according to :
P = P *+ a p P ' [6]
The corresponding response of the velocities to a change of pressure can then be thought as
vf = vf* +vf* [6 - 1]
where vf* is the guessed (or imperfect) velocity corrected by the velocity vf*.
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The component-velocity equation for vf* arises from an established "guessed" pressure 
distribution P*. Expressed and calculated for each cell face it can be schematically written as :
afv f = Snbanb^nb* + b + ( Pp* - Pn b / )  Af [7]
The subscript f  refers to the grid node within the staggered grid, which actually corresponds to 
the position denoted by the usual control volume face (e, w, n, s, h, 1), whilst NB,f represents 
the neighbouring cell nodes adjacent to f  within the same shifted mesh.
The af and a^b account for the combined convection and diffusion influences at the control 
volume face according to :
af = aj^+ af^ [7-1]
3nb = anb^+% b^ [7-2]
b takes the form of ;
b = S c  AV + af^ vf^ [7-3]
S = Sc + Sp Vf [7-4]
The correct velocity field is described by a similar relation (i.e. * removed). By subtraction, the 
velocity correction equation becomes :
vf = vf - v f  [7-5]
afVf* = (Pp'-PNB,f*) Af [7-6]
Hence, the velocity correction formula can be written as :
Vf* = df(Pp'-PNB^f*) [7-7]
With :
df = Af/af [7-8]
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When the starred velocities (vf*) are corrected in response to the pressure corrections, vf is 
produced :
V f = v f *  + d f (Pp ' -PN B /)  [7-9]
The pressure field is indirectly specified and obtained via the continuity equation, which is 
turned into an equation for pressure correction.
The above velocity expression (for each cell face) is substituted into the continuity equation 
formulated in terms of pressure corrections, and discretization over the usual control volume 
leads to :
ap Pp' = aN Pn ' + ag Pg' + ag Pg' + a\y P\^' + ajj Py ' + ag Pg' + b
[8]
With:
ap = a ^  + ag + ag + a ^  + ay  + ag [8- 1]
^NB = Pf df Af [8-2]
Af was defined previously
df = Af / af [8-3]
f  stands for the faces n, s, e, w, h, 1.
AV
b = (pp - ppO) ------------ + (pv*)n An - (pv*)g Ag
At
+ [(pv*)e - (pv*)w] Ae + [(pv%  - (pv*)l] A[,
[8-4]
A ^ or A[ could be used in place of Ag and Ag respectively.
The momentum equation for imperfect velocities can also be mathematically re-arranged into :
a^vf*  = Z anb,^ Vnb,f* + (Pp - PNB,f) Af + b' [9]
where the contribution due to convection have been removed from the coefficients a and 
included in b' according to :
Vf* are the "in-stored" values of vf surrounded by neighbour values, v^g f*.
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b' = b + 2nb,f afC ( Vnb,f* - vf*) [9-1]
b is part of the momentum source term :
b = (S c i + Sc2  + Sc3 •••) AV + Z a n b /  (v n b /  - vf*) [9-2]
a n b /  = <±Fn B.O> i e., (pVnb/)*Anb,f [9-3]
anb,f^ = DNB A (|P n b I) [9-4]
anb,f = a n b /  + anb.f^ = + ^NB A( |PnbI ) [9-5]
a /  = %nb anb^+ ap® - (Spi + Sp2 + Sp3 ....) AV [9-6]
ap® = pp® AV / At [9-7]
using, the same assumptions and interpolations than the equation for the dependant variables.
4.2.4 Layout of the SIMPLEST Algorithm
The FVE's are non-linear, by reason of the coefficients a's and b's being themselves dependent 
on the variables. The set of equations is solved in an iterative manner.
Before being supplied to the equation solvers the FVE's are expressed in a "correction" form, 
as detailed in paragraph 4.2.2. In single phase flow simulations, the iterative process follows 
the SIMPLEST algorithm (S emi-Implicit-Metho d-fbr-Pressure-Linked-Equations-
" simplified"). The main parts of the algorithm are summarized in Figure 30.
Step 1 : Guess the pressure field (P*).
Step 2  : Solve the discretization equations for the other variables.
Step 3 : Solve the momentum equations, without the convection contribution in the
coefficients a. Eq [9]
Step 4 : Compute the field of pressure corrections.
Eq [8-4] then [8]
Step 5 : Compute the associated velocity corrections and calculate
the velocity field. Eq [7-6]
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Step 6 ; Determine the pressure field from the guessed and
corrected pressures; Idem for the velocity field.
Eq [6] and [6 -1]
Step 7 : Treat the new pressures (P) as next guessed pressures field (P*).
The "in-stored" values of u, v, w will be used as guessed values for the next 
iterations.
The procedure is iterated to convergence.
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Outline of the SIMPLEST & IPSA algorithms - Slab/Slab PHOENICS' Iteration control parameters
Solve SLAB
y i
Solve SLAB K
ÎI«tè'A ko gIPii
NX*NY Systems for each (j)
-<[GUESS pressure field, p*)>
1 Solve for Volume Fractions —'
ILl (Inner iterations on linear solver) 
Liter(^) : Max. Nb of Iterations 
Endit((t)) : Stop if changes < Endit((j))
& convection fluxes, interphase-mass transfer —> LITFLX ; Max Nb of
IterationsSolve Ri * & R2* from the two continuity equations 
(First time with a guessed velocity field) —> ISWRl, 1SWR2
Adjust the values : R!+R2=l, using Ri = Ri* / (RI *-fR2*) ,1 = 1 or 2
Solve for Scalars— (Slabwise)-
Any variable (j> influencing the flow field 
through fluid properties, source terms ..etp
Delay the calculation of other (|) after a converged flow field solution has been reached
Solve for Velocities (Hybrid : Jacobi+Slabwis^
Solve momentum equation to obtain ; u*, V*, w* from guessed pressure field P'
afd.vf* = r  afirbd.vfnb* + b'+ (Pp-PfNB).Af
Compute : b
4 j Solve for Pressure Correction (Hybrid : Slabwise+Z-dir TDMA)
Solve the pressure correction equation to obtain P' :
apPp’ = S aNB PNB' + b
Compute velocity corrections ;
V f  = df.(Pp'-PfNB')
Calculate P : P = P* + a  P'
Deteimine u, v, w via : u = u* + u' ...etc
Idem
LITC : Nb of iterations on scalar variables (C>11) if  strong interactions with others
ITHClISWCl
Idem
Form a "joint continuity" 
equation with tlie volume 
fraction equations
Insert the R's & vel* into the joint continuity equation to 
establish a continuity error for
Differenciate the joint cont.Eq. /pressure
Solve the P' equation, tlien vf 
Calculate P 
Find u, V, w
Treat the Corrected pressure (or part of it) as new Guessed pressure field P*
Solve SLAB NZ
Sect 7 : Finish of SWEEPS 
ENDO y
Sect 8 : FINISH TIME ENDO...........
Figure 30 : Outline of the SIMPLEST & IPSA Algorithms.
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4.3 Outline of the Modelling Approach
A simplified mathematical model of the alumina furnace has been developed. The emphasis has 
been made on the validation of the predicted furnace aerodynamics, by means of comparison 
with the experimental results attained with the physical model (3.4) and site observations. 
Existing models, thought applicable to this system in the areas of turbulence, two-phases flow 
and combustion have been selected. Each of these sections makes use of the assumptions 
announced and reviewed in Chapter 3.
The result of the above implementations will be used to ascertain the media behavior in the 
furnace.
4,4 Estimation of the Gaseous Fiow Pattern in the Furnace
4.4,1 Grid Type and Geometry of the Simulated Furnace.
Two categories of grid have been used, a cylindrical-polar mesh, and a curvilinear domain to 
represent the fiirnace flow domain.
(A) Cylindrical-polar Model o f the Furnace,
The grid of the existing furnace is constituted of 20 x 11 x 50 grid divisions in the angular, 
radial, and axial directions respectively. The shape of the chamber (bottom and top sections, 
conical regions) is reproduced by means of blockages.
A partial-cylindrical mesh, of overall dimensions equivalent to the existing furnace, has been 
formed with 9 x 22 x 56 cells in the azimuthal, radial and axial directions. The inlets and outlets 
have been arbitrary positioned :
♦ The secondary air stream enters directly the base of the chamber.
♦ Both feed hydrate pipe and outlet are situated at their respective height. Their centre is 
located at the geometrical peripheral centre of the grid.
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The hybrid scheme is activated in these single phase isothermal simulations (T=1323 K and 
P=118825 Pa).
(B) Curvilinear Model o f the Furnace,
The mesh is composed of a total of 20 x 10x42 cells in the tangential, radial and axial 
directions respectively. ( 20 x 6 x 42 ) of them create the body of the furnace and ( 4 x 4 x 4 )  
establish the small pipe grid. The remainder are blocked cells, impervious to the flow, which 
are required for the construction of the air inlet pipe grid.
The programme of calculation of the solution domain is filed in Appendix IV. It currently 
determines every cell comers coordinates by reference to a cartesien system and prepares the 
grid input file constituting the flow domain and subsequently used in EARTH and PHOTON.
The conservation equations are expressed for the coordinates system formed by the local grid 
directions joining the control volume centres, defined as the arithmetic average of the 
coordinates of every cell comers. Their general expressions are given by Gosmann & al, 
(1969) and the discretization equivalent is provided by Rosten and Spalding (1987).
The specificity of the calculations in curvilinear meshes can be outlined as follows :
The simulation is performed with the upwind scheme.
A set of supplementary geometrical coefficients related to the grid are required to determine 
the different velocity vectors.
To describe the flow, three kinds of velocities are calculated during the iterative process :
♦ The solved for velocities, resolutes of the total velocity vector in local grid directions, are 
translated into components velocities, vector components of the above along the local grid 
directions, which are used in the specification of the various mass fluxes accross the cell 
face, determined as the projected area normal to the cell walls. The two are equivalent only 
when the grid is orthogonal.
♦ In addition, cartesien velocity components are defined as the projection of the total velocity 
vector into the cartesien coordinates directions. They are automatically calculated and are
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required in PHOTON, notably to evaluate the generation term in the k-epsilon model when 
activated.
4,4.2 Review of the Modelling Conditions
A simple approach has been followed where only the gas phase at constant physical properties 
is simulated both in laminar and turbulent regime. The equations of motion can be obtained 
from Table 22.
The model cases are listed below :
♦ The furnace is reproduced by the above calculation domains.
♦ Solution for elliptic incompressible flow of a Newtonian fluid is performed in steady state.
♦ The operation conditions are those reported in paragraph 3.1 : isothermal modelling at 
T=1323 K and P=118825 Pa.
The "viscous stress" momentum source terms resulting from the handling of the turbulent 
stress tensor expressed for a Newtonian fluid are not incorporated in the following numerical 
procedure and thus do not appear in the expression of the source terms.
4.4.3 Selected Turbulence Modelling Procedures
Extensive work is devoted to turbulence in general and turbulence models are numerous. The 
number of publications related to the phenomena is quite important. Among them, Markatos 
(1986) for general flows and Sloan et al (1986) for swirling flows as well as more recently 
Leschziner (1989) have conducted reviews of the currently available turbulence models and 
their applications. They will not be detailed here.
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The hierarchy in the closure of the turbulent stresses can be broadly schemed as follow: 
Second moment "Reynolds-Stress" model (D
UiUj / k -  constant
"Algebraic stress" kE model,
-----------------------------  Local Equilibrium P = E
"Standart" kE model (constant coefficients) or equivalent Two-equation model (komega) ® 
-----------------------------  E = k 3 /2 /x
One-equation k model,
  k -  À * [5u/0x]^
Zero-equation mixing-length model (D
In the tree, Models ...® ... are based upon the concept of transport turbulent modelling while in
Models ...(D... the relevant Reynolds stresses are expressed through a conservation equation.
Two kinds of models have been implemented :
♦ Based upon the work of Pericleous (1984), a Prandtl mixing length model modified for 
swirling flows was preferred for the model of the furnace in which the flow would be 
swirling. The amendment made to the calculation procedure in the "GROUND-file" is filed 
in APPENDIX V
♦ The two equation (k-s) transport model has been used to feature the impact of turbulent 
quantities onto the flow distribution in the existing furnace.
(A) Prandtl Mixing Length Model Modified for Swirling Flows
The turbulent viscosity of the swirling fluid is modelled with a transposed Prantdl mixing- 
length model and is estimated according to :
5u u 
Vt — [vo + I —  —  |] 
dr r
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With Vo =  Ko’^ .X,0
Ko = turbulent kinetic energy at the furnace inlet
Xo = Dbot/10 = inlet length scale for fully developed turbulent pipe flow
X « D/30 = constant
(B) Two-Equations k-s Turbulence Transport Model
The equations of turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation rate of turbulence are accepted 
without any refinement (Table 22). The viewpoint of isotropic turbulence is conveyed through 
the momentum equations for Newtonian fluid using the eddy viscosity concept. The Reynolds 
stresses are expressed according to the Boussinesq hypothesis, in which the kinematic 
turbulent viscosity is calculated from the following scalar :
k2
Vt = CjiCD .
With Cp = 0.5478 
Cd = 0.1643
(C) Prescription o f the Wall Boundary Condition
The turbulence model is complemented with a wall friction using a logarithmic velocity profile 
at the wall to account for the considerable damping of the turbulent fluctuations and the 
increased impact of the laminar viscosity in the vicinity of the walls.
The values at near wall grid node P are related to the values on the wall by :
Vp * Pw * (C^'A * kp‘A)/Tw = ln[E » * kp’A * yp]/ (x * v)
kp = t:w /(P w *C|li‘A)
Ep -  y p / kp5/2 = C / / 4  / ^
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Wherein : Vp = Velocity component parallel to the wall at P 
= Shear stress 
V = Kinematic viscosity
X = Von Karman's constant (=0.4)
E = Constant function of surface roughness (=9.0 for smooth walls)
The log-law type wall model is applied to the appropriate velocity components in mesh cells
adjacent to the furnace inner surface.
(D) Prescriptions o f the Turbulence Levels at Inlets
The turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation of turbulent Idnetic energy of the gas phase
were taken as uniform at the inlet ports. The prescribed values are given below.
The burner is represented by a single distorted nozzle presented in paragraph 3 and for the
single jet flow :
X = do/2
ke = 0.01 (Vje/)
Bp = 0.001 (ke^yZ
For the secondary air inlet, the above quantities in the pipe are obtained from :
X = D inlet pipe/2
ke = Fsp (0.09” ')  ( V / )
Bp = 0.1643 (ke'^yx
4.5 Estimation of the Soiid Flow Distribution in the Furnace
This section is concerned with the prediction of the materials flow distribution within the 
furnace; Heat and mass transfer are not implemented.
In the furnace body, the dimensionless gas-solid interaction number (Rietema, 1991) takes an 
average value much lower than 100 . ;
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Ng  = (pp * D p ca // * g) /  (TIG * Ug)
Ng  « 0.51
The interactions between the two phases are important enough for the suspension to behave as 
a two phase system.
4.5.1 Description of the modelling conditions
The following list details the modelling conditions :
♦ The full furnace is represented by a three-dimensional cylindrical-polar domain.
♦ Solution for the elliptic incompressible flow is performed in a steady state.
♦ The operating conditions are those reported in paragraph 3.1: Isothermal simulation 
at T = 1323 K and P = 118825 Pa.
♦ Both phases are represented : Two-phases flow simulation.
♦ Gas phase : Air only.
♦ Solid phase : Alumina is composed of Spherical Particles of average diameter : 
101.30 pm.
♦ Constant physical properties for each phase I^ ^ ^ ^ \  The assumptions are those
♦ Chemical reactions are not studied I reviewed in paragraph 3.3
4.5.2 Two-Phase Flow Modelling Procedures
There are basically three approaches to model particulate two-phase flows.
The particle tracking procedure (Psi-Cell Method, Direct Discrete Model...) of Crowe et al 
(Moffat & al, 1989) consists of tracing, tlirough the mixture, the motion and transport of 
representative samples of discrete particles. Such a technique is used to compute dilute 
suspensions composed of particles, droplets... with different sizes or densities (Kemp et al, 
1991; Priprem, 1990; Moffat et al, 1989...).
The Algebraic Slip Model of Pericleous et al (1984) is used to simulate the migration of 
particles through the suspension. This procedure is applied to mixtures more or less loaded 
with material of different sizes or densities (Pericleous et al, 1984 and 1987...)
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The third approach formulates the conservation equations for each phase according to the 
InterPhase Slip Algorithm of Spalding (1981) where gas and particles are treated as 
interspersed and mutually slipping phases sharing the same space. This treatment is 
implemented when immiscible fluids, heavily loaded particle suspensions, monosized in 
practical term, are considered (Militzer, 1985; Kostamis et al, 1987;...)*
4.5.3 Activation of InterPhase Slip Algorithm for Fully Dispersed Flow
In this case, the dependent variables are :
♦ The velocity vectors in the tangential, radial and axial directions for the gas (Phase 1) and 
the solid (Phase 2) : Ul, U2 , VI, V2, W l, W2.
♦ The pressure P, assumed to be the same for both phases.
♦ The gas and particles volume fraction : RI, R2.
♦ The turbulent kinetic energy, KE, and its dissipation rate, EP, for the gas phase; No 
dissipation due to particles.
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(A) Equations
The expression of the equations solved retains the form given earlier.
Continuity equation for Phase I :
(PiRj)t + V.(piRiVi) = V,(rR,V,Ri)+M21° 
a h  c d
The terms in the equation correspond to :
Accumulation 
Convection 
Phase Diffusion 
Interphase mass transfer
Continuity equation for Phase 2 :
Idem, except subscripts change from 1 to 2 and, 
M2 1 ° = - M21°
The volume fractions must satisfy ; 
RI + R2 = 1
Momentum equations for phase 1 :
( PiRiVi )t + V.( Pi Ri Vj0Vi) = V.( Tvi Ri V.Vi)+ F2i° + Ri VP + Bi + V.( Fri Vj V.Ri) + M2i° + Sva;
a b c d e f  g  h i
The terms can be identified as : 
a : Accumulation
b : Convection
c : Diffiision due to turbulent and laminar motion
d ; Interphase momentum transfer due to friction
e : Pressure term
f  : Body forces
g  : Momentum transfer due to phase diffusion
h : Interphase momentum transfer due to phase change
I : Viscous source term within the fluid,
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Momentum equation for Phase 2 :
Idem, except subscripts change from 1 to 2 and, 
M2 1 ° = “M2 1°
F2 l" = - F 21°
Energy equation for phase 1 (given for reference)
(P iR ih i)t+  V.(piRiVi®hi) = V .(% R i V.Vi) + Q 2i°+ V.( T r î V.Ri) + E 2 f +  Bhj
The terms can be recognised as : 
a : Accumulation
b ; Convection
c : Heat diffusion
d  ; Interphase heat tt'ansfer due to conduction / /  diffusion
e : Energy transfer due to phase diffusion
f  ; Interphase heat transfer due to phase change
g  ; Energy source within the fluid
Energy equation for Phase 2 :
Ditto, except subscripts change from 1 to 2 and,
Q21° = -Q 2 1 “
E2 i« = - E 21°
Supplementary relations for the phase-convervation equations (through R1 & R2) and a 
pressure correction equation, valid in the case of two phases, are required to represent the fully 
dispersed flow.
The various interphase links between paired dependent variables are updated via source terms. 
The Ipsa Algorithm has been liighlighted in parallel to SIMPLEST on Figure 30. A full 
description of the method has been published by Spalding (1981).
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(B) Auxiliary Relations : Source Terms,
Body forces :
The action of gravity influences the flowfield along the z-directed axis. The source term for 
each phase applied to the corresponding momentum equations (W1 and W2) is :
Bi = pi * g * Ri
Wherein, i stands for the gaseous (RHOl & R l) and material (RH02 & R2) phases 
respectively.
Interfluid Friction :
The integral form of the interphase source contains the diflusive (friction, heat transfer) and 
convective (mass transfer related) links between the phases. The linearised version takes the 
form :
Sip = %  + * ((|)iint - # )
In the absence of interphase mass transfer, the vector momentum equations for a cell volume 
may be simplified as follow :
AMj = F2_>i (N)
AM2  = F i ->2
where AMj and AM2 are the net changes in momentum of phase 1 (gas) and 2  (solids)
respectively. These terms include all terms in the momentum equation other than interphase 
friction.
F2->i is the interphase momentum transfer rate from the particles to the gaseous phase (N).
By considering a bulk to bulk exchange (the values at the interphase are those of the bulk of 
the phase - PHINT(({)1) and PHINT((j)2) defaulted), F2_>i is computed from ;
F2->1 = K f* (V 2 -V l) (= Sip)
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Kf is the interphase friction coefficient (kg/s) which can alternatively be expressed as a direct 
function of the drag on the particles in the absence of other diffusive links between the phases 
(CINT((j)l) and CINT(<j)2) retain their default values).
Kf = fip s  force / (celPvelocity difference)
♦ Implementation Nbl;
As seen in Paragraph 3.3, for spherical particles in laminar regime
F/part = 7c/8  *Cd* pair * Dp^ * Usl 
with a number of particles per cell equivalent to ;
Nb Part/cell = 6 *R2 * u / ( 7t * D p 3 ) 
taking the drag coefficient in its simplest form :
Cd = 2 4 /Rep
Cd = (24 * T|air) / (pair * Usl * Dp) 
the total interphase friction force per cell becomes :
F/cell = 18 * u * R2 T^ air * Usl / Dp^
Thus, the interphase friction coefficient is expressed as :
Kf = fip = (F /cell)/U sl
= 18 * u * R2 T|air / Dp^
Cast in the form of the following relation :
fip = CFIPC * Ml * R2 
In which Ml is the mass of the gas phase within the cell
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and can be further formulated as :
M l = u * Rl * pair
the coefficient CFEPC, corresponding to the total interphase force per control volume and per 
velocity difference unit, can then be written according to ;
CFIPC = 1 8 *  vair/ (Dp2 * Rl )
♦ Implementation Nb 2 :
The general expression for the total interphase friction force for the finite volume cell per 
velocity difference is defined by :
F = 0.5 C d A p p ^ U .1 fip)
in which the projected area per unit volume, Ap, is obtained via :
Ap = 1.5 *R2 /Dp
where the drag coefficient, Cd, is evaluated according to ;
Cd = Max { 0.42 , (  2 4 / R e p ) *  (1 + 0.15 * RepO-687 ) + 0.42 / ( 1 + 4.25.10^ * Rep-1 )) } 
with a particle Reynolds Number given in turn by :
Rep = Pair * Usl * Dp / T(air
4.5.4 Prediction using the Algebraic Slip Model
In this case, the dependent variables are :
4 The velocity vectors in the tangential, radial and axial directions for the mixture (Phase 1) 
Ul, VI, Wl.
4 The pressure P, and the VFOL.
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♦ The particles mass fractions through the mixture : P T l , P T i .
♦ The turbulent kinetic energy, KE, and its dissipation rate, EP, for the gas phase; No 
dissipation due to particles.
(A) Governing Equations
In addition to the partial differential equations which then represent the conservation of mass 
and momentum for the mixture^ a mass conservation equation is solved for each solid species 
present in the mixture. The particle-group concentration equation is modified to reflect the fact 
that the particle group velocity differ from the bulk velocity ; Sci will be retained to hold the 
effect of particle motion in the concentration equation.
In steady state, the standard discretized form of the equation for the particles of group "i" 
residing in a cell can be schematically formulated as :
v.(piViCi- rciV .Ci) = Sci 
in which the velocity vector always refers to the mixture velocity.
As particles are allowed to slip (U^ )^, their velocity vectors (Vi) differ from the mixture 
velocity (V™^) and is given by :
Yi = ymix + %jsl 
The above are velocities, normal to the cell face.
Then, all the terms in the conservation equation can be expressed in a conventional manner, 
except the convection ones which will characterise differences in cell inflows and outflows.
Denoting I's the velocities, normal to the cell wall, bringing inflows to the cell and similarly 
O s, the conveying outflows, then :
I = [mix + jsl
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O = omix + Qsl 
The subscript i has been dropped.
The convection contribution for the mixture can also be rearranged as :
= ^NBCpNB ^NB^^ ~ Q,P PP ^NbC^NB”^  ^A]\^)
The proper computation for the particles has to be carried out according to :
aNB  ^ = ^NB (PNB W  ^NB Q,NB) “ Q^ P PP ^NB (^NB An b )
aNB  ^ = EnB [PNB A>jb ~ PP ^NB [(^NB™^ +0]sibs1)
Following the development of paragraph 4.2.3, the corresponding discretized equation, 
wherein convection and diffusion contributions have been separated, can be re-written as :
^NB (aNB"^ -^  aNB  ^) Q  NB + b
Q,P =
^NB aNB"^+ ^NB a^B^ + ap^ - Sp AV 
Thus Earth solves :
^NB (aNB^+ PNB InB^^ ^NB) ^i,NB + b
q , p =  ----------------------------------------     .
^NB aNB'^ + apO - Sp AV + Sn b (PNB
In the above expression the convection outflows are presumed equal to the convection inflows. 
Thus the denominator contains the term ^NB(PNB InB^^^) instead of pp Z ^ ( 0 ]^niixy
Making provision for slip transforms the equation into :
^NB [aNB^^+ PNB(Inb"^^^ + InB®^ A^b] C[ - ^  + b
C - p  =  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
^NB aNB*^ + pp ^NB [(^NB™^ +On b ^^ ) A]s|b ] + apO - Sp AV
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As a consequence, the source (he. numerator) now takes the form ;
Sci = b + 2 NBPNB(lNB”" ’'  + lNB®*)ANBCi NB -
At the denominator, the following term is added to d :
With,
d == S]s^ a ]^ ^ + a p ^  - Sp AV
d' = d + pp 2 ]S}b [(Onb”^*^+0 ]s^sl) a ^ b ]  - 2 >jb(PNB In b ”^  A>jb)
Linearized Source Term due to Slip :
^ci,P " C o  * (Cj Prescribed “ Ci p)
Equivalence with Sq] p = Sc + Sp * Cj p gives :
Sc = Co * Cj Prescribed
and
Sp = Co
With:
Co = pp^N B [(0]s}b “^^+On B®^ ) An b ] ~ ^NBCpnB A]sjb)
and
Prescribed = 1 ^NB PNE^NB™^ + N^B®^ ) ^n b  Ci k^ b  ■ %NB PNB In b ”“  ^ Ci,NB 1 / Co
introduce the desired modifications to allow for the fact that particles slipping, by reference to 
the mixture, is occuring.
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(B) Auxiliary Relations
Fluid Properties :
The density of the mixture (pmix = RHOl) is computed for each control cell with the formula ;
1 l ’ ^ i =l , nQ Q
“  "^^i=l,n( )
Pmix PG Pi
The effect of particle content on the fluid viscosity has been considered by incorporating an 
empirical formula in the mixture effective viscosity. The mixture kinematic viscosity (vm = 
ENUL) is determined locally according to the Kunitz' modifier :
1 + 0.5 * Cj 
Vmix = VG * [---------------------------------------]
In the above relationships, the subscript 1 refers to the gas phase (i.e., the continuous medium) 
while the subscript i denotes in turn every group of particles constituting the solid loading; Ci 
refers to the i^b particles'group (= PTl,...PTi).
Particle Slip velocity :
The acceleration which results from the action of various body forces on an isolated particles 
on equilibrium.
4 (Pi-Pmix) Dpi
usl = ±\ ___ 4:__________________  $ B * ____I 0.5
3 PG Cd
The drag coefficient, as in section 4.5.3 is expressed as a function of the particle Reynolds 
number.
Flow Resistance in the Particle Velocity Expression :
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The particle slip velocity is dampened by a flow resistance term, which « physically » is aimed 
at preventing the material to flow into a control cell already full of solid(s).
Vi = ymix + usl * [ 1 - Ci)4 ]
When one group of particles only is considered, this multiplier has to be deactivated within the 
code to enable the solid to flow in the control volumes surrounding the inlet point.
4.6 Reaction Modelling for Combustion of Gas Fuel
The complexity of the combustion process (multiple path reactions, numerous intermediate 
species) is not considered. Instead, the combustion is reduced to a simple exothermic one-step 
chemical reaction. The underlying principle, assumptions and procedure for the Simple 
Chemically Reacting System have been thouroughly detailed by Spalding (1979).
Again, the flames in the furnace are physically controlled diffusion flames. The total rate 
controlling parameter is the rate of mixing : the outwards characteristics can thus be computed 
without the knowledge of the detailed reaction kinetics. As a result, thermodynamic 
equilibrium prevails throughout the mixture implying that unbumt fuel and oxidant can not 
coexist at the same place at the same time. Consequently, the mixture in the flow field is 
composed of either fuel and combustion products or oxidant and combustion products.
The dependent variables :
♦ Pressure P
♦ Velocity components for the gas phase in the three directions Ul, VI, Wl
♦ Stagnation enthalpy for the gases mixture, HI
♦ Mixture fraction (combined fuel and oxidant concentration quantity) throughout the 
domain, MIXF
are solved to represent the simple combustion reaction :
CH4 + 2 O2 CO2 + 2 H2O + AHr
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handled according to the following two-stream process :
FUEL + OXIDANT -» PRODUCT + AHj. 
wherein AHr is the fuel net heat of reaction at average operating temperature and pressure.
Additional variables are defined to determine the levels of reactants and combustion products 
in the flowfield :
i^fu° (= FUEL), mox° (= OXID), mpj-® (z PROD) denotes the mass fraction of methane, 
oxydant and carbon dioxide & water vapour in the gas mixture, respectively.
They are computed locally from the values of f  (= MIXF).
(A) Definition o f the Mixture Fraction and Corresponding Governing Equation
The fuel and oxidant mass fractions are combined into a composite mass fraction :
(j) = mftj - mox/st
with St =  stoichiometric oxidant/fuel mass ratio
The source term appearing in the conservation equations of the fuel and oxidant, when solved 
for, are equal to their corresponding reaction rates : R ^  and Rqx- (The reaction rates
expression for kinetically influenced processes in which reactants are premixed can be found in 
Spalding (1979), Gosman et al (1978), among others.)
The one-step reaction model is based upon a reaction between two reactants which combine in 
fixed proportions by mass to produce a unique product. Thus,
St * Rfii = Rqx
Moreover, the second main assumption of the scheme is based on the fact that all the diffusive 
transport properties (Exchange coefficient ; Ff^, Fqx, Fp ,^ F jq and ^gas^^Pmix) ^re equal to 
each other and to F^ at any point of the mixture.
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The result is that the governing equation of the conserved property f, as expressed above, is 
free from source term. Hence, the mixture fraction f  (= MIXF) :
(mfo - mox/st) - (mfij - mox/st)ox.inlet 
f  = ---------------------------------------------------------------
( m f u  -  ^ o x / ^ O f t i . in l e t  " ( ^ f u  “ ^ o x /® ^ ) o x . in le t
is a dimensionless fluid property which links the fuel and oxidant mass fractions via (j), 
submitted, in the case of a two-stream process, to a conservation equation free from sources 
and sink of the traditional form :
V.(RipiVif- RiFhV.f) = 0 
No further equation is needed, the other concentration quantities being derived from f  values.
(B) Auxiliary relations
Energy equation :
The variable solved for in the enthalpy equation is the stagnation enthalpy. No source term.
bG = CPmix * Tg  - * AHf
or source ; m^*AH[.
Algebraic expressions :
For f  = %
f  -  1. / ( 1. + St )
For f  < %
mftj =  0
™ox = (fst - 0  / (fst)
“ ox = 0
For f  > fst, 
m,
“ fix = ( f - -  fst)
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Anyf,
nipr — 1 - nifu - niox
Thermodynamic properties :
The density of the gas mixture is calculated from the equation of perfect gas
PG = (Mmix/R)*(P/TG)
in which, P is the system operating pressure,
R is the Universal gas constant, 
and Mmjy is the molecular weight of the mixture computed as :
M
The temperature field is determined locally from the gas mixture enthalpy according to
Tg = (HG-mfu* AHr)/Cpmix
^Pmix ~ ^Pfu * ^fii ^Pox * ^ox ^Ppr * ^pr
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5 Results
5.1 Simulations of the Existing Furnace
5.1.1 Computational Flow Domains
The cylindrical-polar flow domain composed of 20x11x50 cells, some of them blocked to the 
flow, is reproduced in Figure 31a together with the location of the various inlets and outlet on 
the vessel Figure 31b. The bulk of the numerical modelling of the existing furnace has been 
performed within this system.
The corresponding curvilinear grid built to represent the furnace and the inlets/outlet ports are 
shown in Figures 32a and 32b respectively.
5.1.2 Aspect of the Flow Pattern in the Furnace
In the cylindrical-polar grid, the boundary condition corresponding to the inflow of secondary 
air is located at the periphery of the bottom cylindrical furnace section. Similar velocity fields 
at the inlet pipe of the curvilinear grid and at the edge of the domain (CP) have been 
implemented as can be seen from Figures 33a, 33b.
The flow distribution in between cross-section planes at the base of the furnace also show 
identical trends, indicating that the incoming secondary air flow has been correctly defined.
The furnace aerodynamics, both in laminar and turbulent regime are respectively presented in 
Figures 34a to 34c and Figures 35a to 35c. The aforementioned print-outs represent the flow 
field at different cross sections of the furnace along the tangential axis (IX planes) whilst 
Figures 36a to 36d correspond to cross sections of the furnace (central axis).
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As can be seen, the poor flow distribution in the furnace, observed in the water beads physical 
model, is reproduced in the simulation.
It can be recalled that a part of the flow travels directly up to the outlet at high velocity on one 
side of the furnace, inducing a large recirculation zone on the opposite side. The flow also 
shows a tendancy to swirl in the upper part of the main body, restricting the path available at 
the top of the vessel. The area, located under the roof of the furnace, above the exit duct is a 
zone of low flow activity.
The velocity of the stream of flow reaches about 16.0 m/s. On the opposite side of the body, 
the velocity at the edge of the recirculation zone is in order of -4.0 m/s. In the top section, the 
flow travels at a velocity of approximately 11.0 m/s.
Overall, the aspect of the flow in the lower part (base and bottom enlargement) and in the 
upper part (reduction and top) of the furnace is characterised by discontinuities, changes of 
direction and recirculation zones.
The contours of the axial velocity component, both in laminar and turbulent modes (Figure 37a 
to 37e) clearly delineate the different zones of the flow in the furnace.
The turbulent regime is modelled with a standard k-s model and its effects upon the flow field 
distribution can also be seen from Figure 38a to 38f. Despite the presence of strong 
recirculating zones, swirling motion, peripheral injection of the jet flow into the chamber 
(below), flow impingement at the base of the furnace, the assumption of an isotropic turbulent 
viscosity is retained as satisfactory. At the scale of the « engineering » prediction and in the 
absence of any suitable measurments, it is felt that the major turbulent features of the flow field 
have been reproduced. To prevent the level of the turbulence quantities to increase without 
control, a modified linearized source term has been selected.
The flow pattern simulated, when isothermal jets inflow discharging into the chamber are 
modelled, is drawn in Figures 38a to 38e.
As established in Chapter 3, the flow is driven by mixing, and it is not possible for the 
buoyancy effect to have a major impact on the aerodynamics (value of the Froude parameter). 
The aerodynamics of the furnace are slightly modified as all streams act upon each other : first, 
the jets form an obstruction to the main stream (ascending and recirculating currents) and 
second, they are distorted by the cross flows.
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The global flow characteristics observed earlier on are retained in the body of the main 
furnace : above the jets position, the strong ascending flow is weakened (V s  9.0 m/s) and 
occupies now a larger cross-sectional area of the chamber. The size of the recirculation zone 
decreases accordingly. Strong recirculation eddies are formed below the burner position, at the 
level of the bottom cone section. The above suggests that the relative impact of the secondary 
air inlet onto the evolution of the aerodynamics in the vessel is more important than that of the 
jets.
The trajectories of the jets coming fi'om burners A and B are controlled by the presence of both 
the main recirculation zone and the bottom cone flow field. They are bent towards the furnace 
base. Of special interest is that a recirculation area is formed just below the source of these jets 
(A & B). Sites observations revealed the existence of interferences between fuel and particles. 
It is believed that the build-up of alumina and fuel (when heavy fuel oil firing), takes place in 
this area of the furnace.
Jets, coming from burners C and D are located on the path of the main upstream current and 
their trajectories are mainly submitted to this ascending motion. Tosunoglu (1984) has
described the theoretical treatment of jets in crossflow. Patrick (1967) has derived an
empirical formula for the mean path of a free jet discharging in a uniform crossflow :
y/do=l.Op'"''(x/do)"""
Wherin p = stream to jet velocity ratio (valid for 0 < p < 0.152)
do = initial jet diameter (nozzle diameter) [m]
y = cross-stream distance [m]
X = downstream distance [m]
This relationship was established for a free jet of low relative turbulence issuing in an 
undisturbed main stream characterised by a uniform velocity distribution and a low level of 
turbulence.
In the furnace, however, the jets are bounded by the walls and the ascending stream velocity is 
not truly even : the effects of the environment of the turbulent jet into the modification of its 
mean path are assimilated here to a departure from the conditions in which the experimental 
relationship was established (assuming, in practice terms, that the jet is not discharging in a 
totally uniform crossflow). As a consequence, the following broad comparison of the 
deflection of the jet path is only tentative.
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♦ The average velocity of the stream is taken as 14.90 m/s, this velocity changes at the 
tail of the jet.
♦ The ratio p then takes a value of 0.1084
♦ The mean path of the jet at the symmetry planes IX 3 and IX 13 is also difficult to 
establish, and two mean trajectories have been defined.
The mean jets paths are reported on Figure 38f together with the calculated one.
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Figure 3 8f  ; Mean jet free path
Close to the jet source, the stream velocity is higher than the average value used in the 
calculation with Patrick’s relationship, the jet path is bent more than what was predicted with 
the relationship. On the contrary, the lower part of the jet extremity is slightly caught in a 
recirculation eddy. Thus, the deflection is not as important as what would have occured in an 
undisturbed main stream. The evolution can be seen clearly from the curves.
Overall, the three mean jet paths have similar trajectories. The above comparison has to be 
taken with caution but is nevertheless usefiill in assessing the predictive results. A more 
advanced comparison would not be appropriate. In addition, the grid refinement is too coarse 
to model precisely the jet entrainment, especially in the circumferential direction, and to allow 
the shape of the jet to be ascertained.
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5.1.3 Distribution of the Solid Phase within the Furnace
The study of the material in the furnace was carried out without the je t , stream. It was 
assumed that their absence (larger recirculation zone, stronger upstream flow) would represent 
the worst possible case in terms of solid distribution, in spite of the known interferences 
between fuel and particles.
Figures 39a,b and Figures 40a,b represent the material distribution through five equispaced 
sections of the furnace, modelled with the InterPhase Slip Algorithm and Algebraic Slip 
Modelling algorithms respectively. Although the basic concept of each procedure is different, 
the calculation of the drag for spherical particles of single size (Dp = 101.30 pm) has been 
implemented with the same relations.
Similar solid profiles are obtained via the fully dispersed phase approach and the algebraic slip 
simulation, except for the inlet plane and the adjacent ones ; the Algebraic Slip Model does not 
seems to predict the slip velocity at high loading correctly. For this reason, the study of the 
solid phase distribution within the fiimace is carried out from the Interphase Slip Predictions 
(Figures 39a,b).
Nota Bene : The reader will notice the presence of solid around the axial row of cells. In the 
central core, the rate of change of the variables from one iteration to the next is considerably 
slowed down, preventing the establishment of an highly unrealistic flow field as explained in 
the section discussion (6.4). This acts as a kind of central pipe blockage around which both 
phases flow, slightly altering the predictions which would need further iterations.
As was expected from the gaseous flow pattern, the powder is unevenly distributed through 
the furnace. The solid inlet is located on the trajectory of the ascending stream (IX-20 on the 
plot) which tend to take a swirling motion where the cross section of the furnace decreases 
(top cone/top furnace). The particles are likely to follow a number of different travel paths, 
three of which have been distinguished :
♦ The bulk of the particles fall along the wall in a slightly circular motion where areas of high 
erosion in the brick lining are present.
♦ A fraction of the powder is caught in the main upflowing gas stream and entrained directly 
towards the vessel outlet.
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♦ Some of the material travels up to the upper part of the "recirculation zone". From there it 
is conveyed down and, at the level of the the bottom conical section, joins the main 
secondary air stream.
The solid has also a tendency to build-up at the edges of the furnace roof and to reach the floor 
of the vessel.
It is also premised that some particles could follow a number of different trajectories and are 
consequently retained in the furnace. This would explain the important solid load remaining in 
the vessel as noticed during periodical shut-down.
The solid concentration in the furnace is difficult to establish and not homogeneous enough to 
be able to ascertain a given flow regime. However, on average, the solid load is below « 1.0 
kg/m^ and the relative velocity between the two phases ranges from 0 to 2 .0  m/s with a 
predominance for a slip of approximately 0.10 to 0.15 m/s in the greatest part of the furnace 
body. The comparison with the theoretical relationships indicates that the slip velocity in the 
calciner body where alumina concentration is small, is in fact close to the terminal falling 
velocity, the particles following the carier streamflow.
The point of highest concentration : «84 kg/m^ (or R2 «0.056) can be found around the solid 
inlet where slip velocities approach 13.0 m/s. In this area, the voidage decreases significantly 
and the slip velocity tend to increase sharply. At the bottom cone level, figures of the order of 
magnitude of 22.0 - 25.0 m/s can be reached. The top section of the furnace is also an area 
where the slip velocity may takes on higher values : «13.0m/s. In those regions, both the 
irregular gaseous phase flow distribution and the varying particle concentration give rise to 
flow regimes characterized by a higher slip. For a given surroundings, it is expected that 
places, where the relative velocity between gas and particles is high, are regions of enhanced 
heat and mass transfer between them.
As already pointed out with the algebraic slip model, the total alumina loading rate through the 
furnace is not exactly defined : the average alumina mass fraction within the vessel is 0.723 
(instead of 0.745) corresponding to a feeding rate of 55.10 kg/s limited to 90% of the 
operating conditions (61.22 kg/s). In addition, the slip velocities are not computed accurately 
around the material feed point where it is found to be minimal.
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Taking into consideration the points described above, the prediction nevertheless indicates 
that, within the furnace body (feeding region excluded) where the alumina concentration is 
around 0.8  kg/m^, the slip velocity (« 0.16 m/s) also approximates the terminal falling velocity. 
The following computations have been included in this section to show how simulations 
technics can be misleading.
Figures 41 and 42 corresponding to simulations carried out with the Interphase Slip Algorithm 
and the Algebraic Slip Model respectively, are shown to give similar results. The solid is 
conveyed directly to the furnace outlet, therefore the overall material concentration remaining 
in the chamber is extremely low. In a way, this kind of solid distribution (figure 41 mainly) 
matches the pattern obtained at the material feeding point of pneumatic conveying systems 
where particles are not immediately carried up the vessel by the gas flow but fall slightly first. 
This physical interpretation, applicable to both procedure results, is actually eroneous because 
it does not correspond to actual observation in the furnace, and care must be taken in analysing 
such predictive results. The reasons for both algorithm to give a similar but an incorrect 
outcome are :
♦ With the Interphase Slip Algorithm :
The difficulties of controlling the second phase velocity field near points of discontinuities 
(e.g. sharp flow transitions) requires that some user intervention is needed, and if not 
carefully exercised, this intervention can result in the "entrained" flow simulation described 
above.
♦ With the Algebraic Slip Model :
The flow resistance term activated in the computation of the particle velocity tends rapidely 
to zero, cancelling the differnce between the mixture and particle velocities (i.e. slip).
Nota Bene ; Such drawback first occured in a run case simulating a feed composed of a 
mixture of three different groups of particles for which the distribution followed the general 
lines shown in Figure 42.
The prediction nevertheless indicated that the larger particles (223.28 pm, Pt3=0.135) were 
occupying the lower section of the furnace, while the smallest ones (73.0 pm, Pti=0.125) 
tended to concentrate in the upper regions. The medium fraction (126.65 pm, Pt2=0.640) 
was more evenly spread through the furnace.
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5.1.4 Combustion Reaction within the Furnace
Another repercussion of the uneven flow field on the processes is*the inefficient mixing in the 
vessel responsible for the low combustion efficiency.
Figure 43 c regroups the mixture fraction, fiiel, oxydant and product distribution along the 
vertical section (IX 3 and IX 13) where two of the four burners (A and C) are located. Figures 
43 a to b and 43 d to e are the equivalent for the segments on either sides of the nozzles planes. 
The labelling of the various contours is reported in Figure 43f  The temperature field was not 
established in this simulation.
The envelope of the flame (fst= 0.0552) is located between contours E and D of the mixture 
fraction diagrams, indicating the presence of unbumt fiiel gas in most of the main body of the 
furnace. The combustion is however completed just at the base of the top cone, but overall 
mixing remains inefficient.
The diagrams also confirm that the secondary air flow causes the flames from the two burners 
(A and B) above the inlet duct to be drawn down (refer to paragraph 5.1.2) and impinge on the 
refractory lining. In this areas, carbon builds-up when oil-is used as fuel and it must also be 
recalled that the formation of unbumt carbon particles and soot from inefficient firing is a 
source of product contaminaation.
These findings are similar to the results of the acid/alkali experiment (Figure 27), despite the 
fact that the modelled operating conditions are slightly different from the input parameters used 
in the computation. The significant difference arise from the type of fuel (fuel-oil with 
equivalent mixture fraction of 0.0644 in the experiment) the jet momentum being comparable 
to that in the computation. The region occupied by unbumt fuel is thus slightly larger in the 
simulation and reaches closer to the top of the furnace.
5.2 Simulations within the Partial Flow Domain
5.2.1 Computational Flow Domain and Velocity Field
The partial cylindrical-polar grid described in paragraph 4.4.1 (A) is shown in Figure 44. 
Figure 45 reproduces, the velocity field for the radial section of the furnace at mid point of the
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quadrant (IX 5). The velocity profiles for eight cross sections distributed along the height of 
the furnace are plotted in Figures 46a to d, together with the tangential component of the 
velocity.
In this case, air is introduced directly at the base of the domain and the exhaust remains in its 
sideway position at the top. A solid body rotation motion were imparted to the inlet fluid and 
thougth as the best equivalent to a profile obtained with a tangential inlet for which the 
transverse velocity component is expected to reach the higher value at the periphery of the 
chamber.
In the main body of the furnace inbetween R « 0.7 m up to the edge of the chamber, a Rankine 
type of vortex flow is developped. The azimutal (u « 34.0 m/s) and axial (w « 15.0 m/s) 
component of the velocity reach their peak value at a transition radius approximately 
corresponding to the radius of the furnace top section (Rtop = 1.4m). Qualitatively, the general 
flow distribution in this region compares favourably with the conclusion of Tate (1982) even 
though :
♦ The chamber geometry is different and will influence the velocity profiles,
♦ Tate's findings were based on a confined vortex flow generated in a cylindrical chamber of 
constant diameter with tangential air admission and axial air outlet.
The accuracy of the flow field computed in the central region of the furnace is difficult to 
assess. The geometry of the vessel and the location of the inlet/outlet ports (bottom 
enlargement, top reduction, "top hat", sideway exhaust) together with the presence of solid 
(see below) may have a combined effect such that a region of downward flow motion is 
created in the central zone of the furnace top half
5.2.2 Solid Phase Distribution
The distribution of the solid volume fraction (R2) is given in Figures 47 and 48a,b 
corresponding respectively to vertical (IX = 5) and horizontal (various IZ planes) views 
through the chamber
Overall the solid tends to settle in the outer regions of the furnace and, in most of the chamber, 
the loading rate does not exceed «1.0 kg.m'^, except for the areas described below. The 
highest concentration ( « 27.0 kg.m"^) is found close to the feed point where the material is
- 1 4 4 -
spread to adjacent regions and swirls along the edge of the chamber down to the base of the 
bottom conical section. The swirling flow in this area (R « 1.2m) is strong enough to re-entrain 
the solid towards the top of the vessel and the powder would not reach the floor of the 
chamber. On the contrary, the furnace "top hat", above the outlet, remains an area in which 
solid is present at a high rate.
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Figure36 a: Cvlindrico-Poiar Grid, Turbulent Velocity Field 3 2 . 0  m/ s
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6 Discussion
6.1 Investigation of the Furnace Design
6.1.1 Furnace Geometry
The very uneven gas flow pattern within the existing furnace, the eflects of which were noticed 
during operation (Paragraph 2.4.9 and 3.4), was revealed by the result of the physical 
modelling experiments (Figures 24,25).
The flow distribution established by the numerical simulations is in accordance with the above 
results, and was used to identify the causes of the current inefficiencies as well as to assess the 
effect of design changes on system performances.
A first attempt to improve the overall flow pattern in the furnace was tested within the 
curvilinear calculation domain (Figure 32a,b). This kind of grid has proved useful in imparting 
a swirling motion to the secondary air stream flowing through the bottom inlet pipe. The result 
of the simulation with this kind of flow did not lead however to any major improvement in 
furnace aerodynamics.
Meanwhile, a comparison of the flow distribution obtained from simulations with or without 
the nozzle jet flow input indicated that the configuration of the calciner base had a much 
stronger impact on the flow distribution than the jets, whose trajectories were deflected and 
submitted to the irregular velocity field. Following this observation, the inefficiencies were 
attributed to the configuration of the base of the furnace implying that a change in design was 
required.
The review of the parts of equipment forming the calcination unit, together with other 
producer calcination plants pointed out that the establishment of a swirling flow within the 
chamber could be a remedy to poor chamber aerodynamics.
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A swirling motion was imparted to the secondary air stream at the base of the partial 
cylindrical calculation grid . This implementation resulted in the development of an 
homogeneous swirling flow through the entire chamber ( Figure 45 and 46a to c).
6.1.2 Particle Residence Time
Existing product quality suggested that particle residence time was widely variable (Mills, 
1987).
This fact was confirmed by the numerical predictions carried out on the existing furnace : 
particles are likely to follow a number of different travel paths which leads to a considerable 
variation of the grains retention time. Probable particle trajectories through the chamber were 
defined from the uneven solid distribution and velocity profile through the chamber. An 
estimate of the powder residence time within the furnace is given in Table 23,
7 Particle Diameter (pm) PailMe: RÈSidéhceiTimè: ; :
20 < 1 min
140 w 2 to 4  min
Table 23 : Estimate of the residence time through the furnace
The solid flow pattern obtained under the existing and the improved flow conditions clearly 
show that the material falls mainly along the walls fi’om the feeding point and is entrained 
afterwards by the gas stream.
A shift in the position of the hydrate feed pipe towards the lower part of the calciner main body 
was the solution suggested to prevent the solid fall within the improved furnace geometry. 
Moreover, this arrangement led to a consistent solid upward flow and resulted in an 
homogénéisation of the particle residence time.
The residence time has been determined more precisely by monitering, in a transient simulation, 
the behaviour (outlet concentration exactly) of a tracer injected by pulse with the solid 
material. For a furnace of the latest generation, with a material feed pipe located in the lower 
part of the main body, the residence time of particles of 101.90pm (ps = 1908 kg/m^) is 
approximately of 2.0 s.
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6.1.3 Improvement of the Chamber Mixing
A solution to improve the mixing pattern in the chamber was suggested : it consists in lowering 
the location of the nozzle ports to the bottom region of the furnace (just above the secondary 
air inlet duct). This would allow more time for the combustion to be completed and more 
importantly, it would provide a much more intense mixing. This solution has been put into 
practice on a few gas fired operating units.
6.2 Considerations on the Flow domains
The cell arrangement chosen for the flow domain of the existing furnace represents an 
optimum grid which takes the following points into account :
♦ The configuration of the furnace in which the various inlet and outlet ports are located 
around the periphery of the vessel and at different height level (from bottom to top).
♦ The presence of flow inputs and output at these various locations.
♦ By reference to the experimental results obtained with the physical model, which showed a 
very uneven fluid distribution within the chamber.
Following the aforementioned list, the existing furnace was modelled by a full three- 
dimensional domain, as any other representation does not actually lead to a complete furnace 
model. These meshes ensure that the correct boundary conditions layout are set and comply 
with the current hardware capacities which are used to a full extent. It must be emphasized that 
the cell layout could be improved by narrowing the size of the cell, refining the grid in regions 
where gradients are expected and also respecting a certain regularity. However, the partial 
cylindrical domain including the main features of the furnace was created to assess the changes 
of the flow regime within the vessel.
In practice, the coarseness of the calculation grid is often optimized in order for the solution 
not to be markedly affected by the number of cells. The more refined the grid , the less the 
code numerical differencing technique is likely to affect the predictions. But, studies for which 
measurments are available, or simple test cases where a known analytical solution exists (Sloan
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et al, 1986; Runchal, 1972) have shown that the order of the differencing algorithm was the 
factor having more influence on the predictions resulting for a given model.
With the existing fiimace grid, the systematic study of the mesh size independence could not be 
carried out. Thus, the option to iterate all the test cases on the same calculation grid was 
favoured instead.
Overall, with a cylindrical-polar domain, a flner grid can be set up with a shorter running time 
and an easier convergence as a benefit. This is another aspect which reinforces the preference 
for a cylindrical-polar domain.
The iterative process specific to the curvilinear system is much more intensive :
First, for the grid geometry arrangements (Glynn & Malin, 1991), the resulting 
manipulation of the three kinds of velocity components used to express the various relevant 
fluxes as explained in Paragraph 4.4.2 constitute a time consuming process.
Second, extra-layers of cells, not destined to be part of the fluid flow domain, are 
required for the construction of the computational grid at the edges of the domain. They 
represent a large number of control volumes blocked to the flow which are scanned during 
iteration and for which full storage of the variables (whether dependent or auxiliary) is 
automatically provided.
Recalling that the total number of cells which can constitute the grid is limited by the hardware 
capacities, this further implies a decrease in the mesh distribution. The resulting grid is thus 
composed of larger control-volumes and becomes far too irregular, especially at locations 
around positions where boundary conditions are set.
As a consequence, a converged solution is reached after a longer running time, and is also 
more difficult to obtain.
6.3 Turbulence Modelling
By reference to the quality of its prediction outcomes checked against available measurements 
shown by Pericleous (1984) and Priprem (1990), the Prandtl mixing length model modified 
for swirling flows was favoured and, in this respect, is found to be a rather "powerfull" tool for 
such a level of simplicity and economy.
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The general flow distribution obtained in the water bead experiment and within the numerical 
laminar computation of the calciner furnace exhibited streamline curvature, swirl and strong 
recirculation areas. Elaborate turbulence modelling procedure such as the Reynolds Stress 
Model which is supposed to best predict the non-isotropic characteristics of turbulence was 
discarded for the following reasons :
♦ The number of partial differential equations to be solved (11 among which 6 express the 
Reynolds turbulent stresses and 1 for the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy s) and 
of any auxiliary quantities to be stored is prohibitive. More importantly, the s equation is 
solved in the RSTM : Gosman et al (1978) reported that "the defects of the k s model 
appear to arise from inadequacies in the modelling of the s equation" rather than from the 
departure of assumption of an isotropic turbulent viscosity.
♦ How significant is the use of such a model, is also a question brought forward with the 
current system (grid finess, determination of the proper boundary condition for the input of 
the various stresses,....).
♦ Furthermore the comparison of the predictive results has to be considered : any 
improvement of the predictions could be uneasy to estimate as no quantitative experimental 
information are actually available.
6.4 The Interphase Slip Algorithm Procedure applied to the Furnace
The Interphase Slip Algorithm (Eulerian formulation) procedure describes each phase by its 
own set of equations in every cell of the domain and is impractical to run for anything else than 
monosized grains. This requires simulations to be carried out for each of the particle diameters 
under consideration. The resulting calculation burden and corresponding computational time 
are important when the fully dispersed approach is used.
In the furnace, the characteristics of the material flow field can be summarized as following : 
Particles tend to concentrate in specific areas such as feed point, furnace roof and sometimes 
floor, whilst the solid level in the remainder of the chamber is much smaller. This tendency 
(areas clear from solid / places packed with solids) has a certain impact on the iterative process 
which is marked by instabilities ( if not divergence).
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The simulations involving the Interphase Slip Algorithm are performed step by step : The 
gaseous flow field is iterated alone. Then, the calculations related to the material flow are 
activated (the phase conservation and the velocity components first). This step is extremely 
unstable, grid dependent and generally requires the intervention of the modeller to prevent the 
solid velocity field from taking local unrealistic intermediate values (high coupling between 
phases) during the course of the iterations.
Within the existing grid, the establishment of the solid fiowfield is extremely sensitive to 
changes in flow direction, proximity of the walls and regions empty of solids.
With user intervention, and because of the high coupling between phases, for a given grid, 
algorithm, set of boundary conditions and following the same procedure, the flow field can be 
affected in major proportions and the overall predictions can be influenced sufficiently as to be 
non reproducable (e g. Figures 41 and 42 in Paragraph 5.1.3).
The contact of particles with the wall is a major component of solid behaviour. For a relatively 
homogeneous suspension, this effect is less pronouced in a large chamber and for a low solid 
volume concentration can be disregarded. In the furnace however, the hydrate feeding point is 
unique and the material mainly falls along the wall below the feed pipe. In addition, other areas 
of solid build-up have been found and this matter should be investigated. The traditional 
function for continuous medium has not been implemented on the solid phase velocity field. 
Furthermore it represents a source of instability. A potential solution comes from Kemp 
(1991), who proposes a source term -added to the appropriate components of the momentum 
equations- accounting for the effect of high solid loading coming in contact with the wall. This 
author tested its application in simulations in which the dispersed phase is formulated with a 
Lagrangian equation.
6.5 Limitation of the Aigebric Slip Model Procedure
Although developed for cyclone separators, where the solid concentration is expected to reach 
a high level at some places, it has been found that this method could not give any reliable 
predictions for solid mass fraction if in excess of 90%. This fact is attributed to the term 
(1 - 2i=i,n Ci)'^  present in the denominator of the expression of the mixture viscosity.
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With the input rate delivered at the feed pipe in the furnace, the alumina mass fraction actually 
amounts to 0.997 and it has been necessary to limit it to 0.9. In this respect, the method does 
not fully reproduce the solid load present in the system. The algebraic slip model can still 
produce useM indications if the results are interpreted as reduced quantities of the input rate.
6.6 General Observations on Combustion Model.
Of special interest is the representation given to the nozzle jets within the model. The jet 
nozzles were transformed into a single distorted nozzle of equivalent diameter, as described in 
paragraph 3.5.1. A small cell face area has to be reproduced within the grid. The layout of the 
inlet and outlet boundary conditions clearly shows that at constant azimuthal width 
(comparatively large), the corresponding height is very small. Partial restriction of the cell face 
area to model a "punctual" flow has not been implemented. The underlying idea of this feature 
is to act only upon the area available to the flow (i.e.., Ajet-Affporosity). The simulated flow 
field obtained then has no physical significance at all. The cause of the problem has not been 
determined.
6.7 Comments on Running Time, Accuracy
The nature of the flow in the chamber (i.e.., flow discontinuties, changes in flow direction; 
multiphases) are such that calculations sometimes progress with difficulty.
Observation of progress to the solution for monitored values and the convergence evolution 
have been noticed to take a cyclic pattern in some cases. Overall, a large number of iterations 
are necessary to bring given simulations to convergence. With the signifiant number of 
operations executed during iterations (size of computational domain, number of dependent 
variables as well as auxiliary relations), this leads to large computational time. Typically, for a
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simulation of a fully dispersed flow with turbulence on the gas phase the minimum running time
is around 17. hours.
The factors influencing the accuracy of the computational results are as follows :
♦ Numerical {discretization and solving} procedures related to the method for which 
numerous comparative studies on numerical methods are available [Runchal, 
1972;Leonard, 1979; Horny and Barrow, 1979].
♦ Computational domain, the potential influences of which have been discussed in the 
Paragraph 6.2.
♦ Selected appropriate model (Solid Algorithms, Turbulence models), the capabilities/ of 
which depend on the model itself.
♦ The input parameters and the prescription o f the boundary conditions : The furnace input 
parameters were all extracted or deduced from site measurements in order to obtain a whole 
set of input data. The simplifying assumptions required in some cases were detailed in 
Chapter 3. These operational conditions have been used through all the simulations to 
remain consistent and allow comparison. Alternatively, another set could have been 
preferred and implemented. At this level, the main uncertainties are linked to :
♦ The choice of the alumina velocitv entering the furnace at feed pipe. A material velocity of 
4.0 m/s has been chosen in the calculations.
♦ The evaluation of the level of the various turbulent input quantities at the inlets. The 
intensity of turbulence (Vk / U), has been arbitrarily set at 0.07.
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CONCLUSION
CFD modelling was performed in order to get better insight into the flow regime, particle 
distribution and residence time in the main furnace of an alumina, calcination unit.
The following private communications are refering to the calcining unit number III at Alcoa's 
Wagerup Refinery. This unit has twice the capacity of any other existing unit and was 
commissioned early 1991. These comments were made to Dr P.Mullinger (FCT) :
Steve Tysoe, the project engineer commented " Within six weeks of start up we were where 
we would have normally be in three months, within three months we were where we would 
normally be in eighteen months ". It was subsequently reported that product quality (uniformity 
of the surface areas) was improved, indicating a smaller spread of particle residence times in 
the furnace ( Mills, 1993 ).
With a stabilized flame and adjusted aerodynamics, closer control of the furnace temperature is 
possible and alumina with the required calcination degree can be produced. The combined 
decrease in the material residence time variations also results in particles experiencing similar 
heat treatment.
Overall steady operation of the whole calcination unit, homogeneization of product quality and 
fuel economy are the direct consequences of design proposals implemented in the new 
generations of calciners.
These modifications were suggested from the combined predictive information drawn from 
numerical simulations and the results of the physical model experiments. In this, CFD 
modelling has made a valuable contribution to the understanding of flash calciners, which has 
lead to the significant improvement experienced within the new units.
As highlighted above, the two major design proposals which were formulated concerning the 
adoption of a furnace base geometry which resulting in a moderate swirling flow in the entire 
vessel and, the relocation of the hydrate feeding point towards the lower end of the furnace
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main body allowing particles to flow upwards caught into the regular ascending swirling flow. 
The accumulation of material on the edges of the furnace roof suggests that the top of the 
furnace could also be modified to allow the suspension to leave the furnace smoothly limiting 
the material degradation (places of deflection of the suspension stream where particle collisions 
and particles/particles/wall grinding action occurs).
Despite the lack of direct comparison with measurments on furnaces of this size, it was 
possible to some extent, to validate the output of the numerical simulations.
Developments of the current model
The area of turbulence modulation due to the presence of particles ought to be investigated. 
More importantly, the efficiency of the material processing in the furnace at the lowest possible 
cost remain the priority. Further improvements of the calcining chambers would require a 
deaper understanding of the heat and mass transfers between phases. Such a study is possible 
only if the aforementioned transfers are incorporated in the model.
For instance, it was pointed out that fines caught in the dust collector do not have a 
satisfactory degree of calcination and have to be returned to the furnace within the current 
calciner layout. The implementation of reactions would allow ascertaining wether this is the 
result of the small undercalcined particles being blown out of the furnace or of the hydrate 
fines being entrained directly by the hot combustion gases into cyclone C2 overflow.
Recommendation
The author believes that the tracking method, by reference to the alumina content within the 
furnace and the overall flow distribution, would have been a more appropriate procedure to 
describe the solid flow, especially in establishing the potential paths of the material within the 
chamber. Other benefits such as the straightforward determination of the residence time, a 
greater potential to represent the alumina dehydration within a combusting environment, the
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application of turbulence onto both phases, altogether with a corresponding lighter 
computational burden could bring a major improvement in the study of this kind of furnace. 
However, it must be recalled that this method assumes that powder grains are isolated in the 
expression of the equation of motion for a particle (Lagrangian formulation) and consequently 
models samples of solids. In this respect, it may not be able to represent the various rates of 
loading throughout the chamber.
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APPENDIX 1 : Alumina-Aluminium Manufacturing Process
LA «  Bauxite and Alumina
In aluminium production the first stage is alumina. In alumina processing, i.e. bauxite refining, 
the last step is calcination.
Alumina is a specific chemical term defining the oxide of aluminium : AI2O3. It is principally 
extracted from bauxite using the Bayer process. The term bauxite is widely used in a general 
sense to cover various kinds of aluminium ores, consisting mostly of hydrated aluminium 
oxides : gibbsite (A1(0 H)3), boehmite and diaspore (AlO.OH), combined with small amounts 
of silicon (SiOi), iron (Fe203) and titanium (TiOz) oxides as well as other trace impurities 
(Edwards, 1930). Estimation of the availability of metal grade bauxite (40 to 60% alumina 
content) shows that proven reserves exceed 24000.10^ tons. Given projected alumina 
production level, it represents roughly 250 years supply. This figure ignores subeconomic and 
undiscovered deposits and the major potential for recycling scrap aluminium (MacZura et Al, 
1993).
Technologies have been developed to refine other naturally occurring aluminium sources of 
lower grade (Davies, 1984). Peters et Al (1967) summarize seven selected processes likely to 
be of commercial interest to produce metallurgical grade alumina, give a comparison of their 
respective cost estimates and evaluate the effects of varying the principal cost-operating 
components. Such extractive techniques have been applied to obtain significant quantity of 
alumina in some countries without or with little domestic bauxite sources or because there 
were difficulties in getting supplies. However, MacZura reports that the cost of producing 
alumina from aluminous materials other than bauxite is approximately double that of the 
standard process.
In 1991, the world alumina production was around 39.8 million tons. Numerous high purity 
grades of alumina are manufactured as major chemical products including hydrated, activated, 
calcined, low soda, reactive, tubular and fused. The major share of the production (calcined) is 
used in electrolytic cells for the manufacture of primary aluminium. Only 10% of the total
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world production is consumed as materials in applications other than aluminium : specialty 
calcined aluminas. Nearly all of the above products require alumina to be calcined to tight 
specifications before further processing. In the remainder of the presentation, the focus will be 
made on calcined alumina for primary aluminium production.
LB -  Structure of the Industry - Energy Factor
The organization of the aluminium industry is far more complex than most other basic metal 
industries. The production of primary aluminium consists of three separate stages often carried 
out in different physical locations, and increasingly by different corporate or government 
entities (Davies, 1984). In fact, production has been confined to a very few intensely 
competitive firms, the Six Majors : ALCOA, ALCAN, REYNOLDS, PECHINEY, KAISER, 
ALUSUISSE. The more recently formed consortia mainly emerge from a partnership between 
a national group (or the government) with these traditional producers which also licence their 
technology and supply expertise for constructing and operating the plants. As a consequence, 
the technological developments have been centred around a small number of flash calcining 
units with sparse publications on design and operation. A second impact can be observed : the 
general increase in the international exchange of alumina with the normal repercussions on the 
overall homogenization of the product specifications.
The three principal processing steps are : bauxite mining and shipping, alumina refining and 
shipping, molten aluminium production (Figure 49).
Mine
Bauxite Freight 
Refinery
Alumina Freight 
Smelter
Bauxite
Alumina
Aluminium
Semis
Energy]
Mill products ... Extrusion... Etc...
Figure 49 : Processing Steps from Bauxite to Aluminium
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Aluminium has always had a close relationship with energy, primarily because of the difficulty 
in reducing alumina. A reason for this is the tenacity with which the metal is bonded to its 
oxide. A comparison of the heat of formation of various oxides (Edwards, 1930 - Davies, 
1984) reveals that considerably more energy, relative to other metal compounds, is required to 
convert alumina into aluminium.
In practice, the energy item accounts for 20% of the aluminium ingot direct cost, as can be 
seen from Figure 50 (Castera, 1984). This cost distribution has been calculated from data 
from good competitive plants.
A^ummium Bauxite minesmelter
Alumina
refinery
Power station 18%
Base : Total A1 direct cost : 1160 $/Al Ingot (1980$) 
Figure 50 : Aluminium Cost Distribution
This conventional estimate put the cost of alumina (including bauxite) at roughly 40% of the 
final aluminium cost. The proportion of the various cost items in alumina processing is pictured 
in Figure 51
Alunruna freight Bauxite BSC
Other costs
Base: Total AI2O3 cost : 470 $/Al Ingot (1980$) 
BSC = Bauxite Soda Cost
Figure 51 : Alumina Cost Distribution
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Perry and Russel (1982) indicate that cost control has been made very difficult since about 
1974, notably by the alarming increase in the cost of financing, building, transportation, and 
energy.
The Bayer process was described by Russel (1983) as a large heat exchanger for a circulating 
caustic stream. The energy consumption takes place at two stages : during the "chemical 
dissolution of bauxite ores / precipitation of alumina trihydrate" cycle and, at the calcining 
stage where the free and bound water is driven off from the material. Over the 1970-1980 
period, the total energy requirements for alumina production decreased from 15-24 GJ/tAlzOs 
to 10 - 15 GJ/tAl203 as can be viewed in Figure 52. By now, it has probably been reduced to 
less than 8 GJ/tAlzOg.
AC -  Description of the Manufacturing Process
In 1886, Charles Martin Hall (US) and Paul Lewis Toussaint Heroult (F) developed a direct 
electrolytic process for the production of aluminium from alumina.
In 1888 and 1894, Karl Joseph Bayer (AU) patented an improved process for making alumina 
from bauxite.
Coupled together, those discoveries resulted in the Bayer-Hall/Heroult process for the 
production of alumina and aluminium.
216
The discovery of aluminium as well as the development of the metal industry and the 
description of the production techniques have been well documented in technical hterature 
(Pearson, 1955 - Edwards, 1930 - Davies C.E., - Haupin et al, 1987 - and others...).
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The BAYER’HALIÆEROULT Process
The process has undergone many refinements and minor modifications. However, the same 
basic process still accounts for virtually all of the alumina and primary aluminium productions 
in the world.
The overall Bayer-Hall/Heroult process consists of four major steps, pictured in Figure 53 :
Bauxite Precipitation
CausticSodaslurry Mixing
Digestion Filtration
■( ( ) FiltrationClarification
Fuel- FlashCalcinationPressure Reduction and Heat Exchange
Convey, Cans(Red Mud)Waste Lake <r Transportation
StorageCoke Aggregate
PitchStorage Cells /  Recycled /  Sciïç
Open Hearth Furnace
  RecycledHeavy scrap
Redding
Anodes ''^ ^VacumnSfphoningCrushing&Screening
Cells
Mixing
Casting
Figure 53 : Flowsheet of the Bayer-Hall-Heroult Process
A. Extraction of pure alumina from bauxite : The BAYER Process.
The general practice is to produce alumina for cell feed by caustic digestion (NaOH) of a 
finely ground aluminous ore at high temperature and pressure, followed by a filtration to 
eliminate the insoluble waste residue from the soluble sodium aluminate (NaAlOz). The 
filtrate is cooled and seeded with aluminium hydroxide. The supersaturated sodium
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aluminate hydrolyses and two thirds of it precipitate slowly on the "seeds" charge. After 
separation, the spent liquor carrying fines is returned to the process while the resulting 
crystals are washed and finally conveyed to the calcination unit. The hydrated oxide is 
heated to a high temperature in order to drive off all the water. Pure anhydrous alumina is 
then ready for use in electrolytic cells.
B. Manufacture of carbon anodes from petroleum coke and coal tar pitch.
C. Reduction of alumina in electrolytic cells to produce molten metal.
D. Melting of recycled scrap with smelted metal followed by purification, alloying and casting.
The first requirement for satisfactory operation and cost management of aluminium electrolytic 
cells is a regular and uniformed alumina quality in terms of purity, crystalline form, residual 
water content (practically, the specific surface area) and granular size distribution. The 
reduction pots configuration mainly employs the prebake and Soderberg which use one of the 
three main categories of alumina, namely floury, sandy and undercalcined (Barrillon, 1978). 
Overall alumina specifications can be broadly sumed up as in table 24 :
Floury Sandy Undercalcined
% Fines passing 45 pm mesh 20-50 > 1 0 1 0 - 2 0
Median particle size (pm) 50 80-100 50-80
Angleof repose (") >45 30-35 30-40
Specific surface area (m'*/g) <5 >35 >35
Absolute density (<j/cmh >3.90 max 3.70 max 3.70
Bulk density (g/cm ) <0.75 >0.85 >0.85
Table 24 : Overall Alumina Specifications
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The BAYER Process
The Bayer process is sketched in Figure 54, together with the basic reactions in figure 55.
NaOH
ImpurityRemoval
y
Impurities
Bauxite
CaO
Raw Material Preparation
Digestion
LiquorHeating Steam
LiquorFlashing
51
Evaporation Fine Residue Separation
Heating Steam
Precipitation
Cooling
Classification
Washing
Fuel
Water
> Calcination
^  AI203
Water
Liquor Sand SandSurge Separation Washing
W ater f
Residue
Washing
ResidueDisposal
Figure 54 : Flowsheet of the Bayer Process
DIGESTION
AlsOs.HgO + 2 NaHO 
(B oehm ite or Diaspore)
2 NaAIÜ2 + 2 H2O
2 3 0 -2 6 0 X
and\or
Al2 0 3 ,3 H2 0  + 2 NaHO
(Sodium  Aluminate)
2 NaAIOz 4  H2O
(Gibbsite) 110-145°C
An e x c e s s  o f sodium  hydroxide is n ecessary  to d isp lace the equilibrium towards the formation of 
sodium  alum inate.
PRECIPITATION
2 NaAlGz 4  H2O AbOa.SHzO 2 NaHO  
(Trihydrate form)
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CALCINATION
AIzOa.SHaO AI2O3 + 3 H ^ ) ^
=  1000"C  
ALUMINA
Figure 55 : Basic Reactions of the Bayer Process
Floury, sandy and undercalcined alumina are manufactured with the same process but under 
different operating conditions. For sandy alumina, obtained in the ALCOA refinery, these 
conditions are reported in figure 55.
Step 1 : Raw material preparation involves mining, sampling and analysis, transportation,
material proportioning, blending and wet-grinding.
Step 2 : Digestion involves the extraction of alumina from bauxite by a solution of sodium
hydroxide and sodium aluminate at elevated temperature (110-145°C).
Step 3 : Clarification, in which the bauxite residue or "red mud" is separated from the sodium
aluminate by sedimentation and filtration.
Step 4 : Precipitation. The clarified sodium aluminate solution or "pregnant liquor" is cooled
to supersaturation and seeded with alumina hydrate. After precipitation, the hydrate is 
classified, separating coarse product fractions and fine fractions. The latter are retained as seed 
for succeeding precipitations.
Step 5 : Calcination eliminates the water of crystallisation from the crystals in order to
prevent any unfavourable reaction(s) in the smelting cells.
The process can be split up into three distinct stages where the solids and the gaseous phase 
are flowing counter-currently. After washing, the aluminium trihydrate is dried and precalcined 
by the hot fumes generated in the calcination section; this constitutes the suspension preheating 
zone. In the furnace, which is the key element of the unit, the chemically bounded water is 
removed from the particles by direct contact within a combusting flame. Within the suspension
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cooling zone, the combustion air entering the calcining furnace is preheated by the heat 
recovered from the anhydrous calcined material on its way to the storage silos.
The characteristics of alumina are determined both during precipitation and calcination.
I.D -  Characterization of Aiumina Properties
In addition to the required characteristics mentioned above, the final grade of metallurgical 
alumina is assessed by the measure of a series of physical properties, the chemical composition 
being controlled in a different way. Their determination can be used to evaluate the quality of 
the product in situ and the performance of a calcination plant, or as reference in commercial 
contracts. The physical quantities traditionally measured, are presented below.
The water absorbing character of aluminas is used as basis for the analysis of the degree of 
calcination.
♦ Loss Of Mass at 300°C, designated as LOM and usually termed conventional moisture.
♦ Loss On Ignition between 300° and 1000/1200°C, or more simply LOI.
Care has to be taken to the meaning given to those terms, within the industry and in 
publications. It often happens for both quantities to be named either LOM, either LOI, and 
to be grouped in the same definition.
Lally, 1992 indicates that the method (LOM) determines the loss of mass of alumina when 
heated to 300°C and the further loss (LOI) when ignited at 1100°C.
The 300°C loss represents the moisture remaining after calcination, usually attributable to 
undercalcined dust added afterwards, plus the moisture subsequently adsorbed from the 
atmosphere before sampling. It is accepted that elimination of free water is almost complete 
at 300°C and this temperature is conventionally adopted.
The 300°C to 1100°C loss represents : First, the residual water of constitution; second, the 
volatilized impurities such as carbonates, sulphates etc...; third, the adsorbed water not 
evolved at 300°C.
Standardized procedures have been issued (McGeer and Zwicker, 1982) in which the LOI 
is determined between 300°C and both 1000° and 1200°C. There is virtually no difference
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between the 1000°C and 1200°C values, but the higher temperature improves the 
measurments precision. Alumina producers, however, rely on their own analytical methods 
and are reluctant to disclose their techniques. It is thus advised to check upon the 
significance of any given value.
♦ The Differential Loss On Ignition (DLOI) has been employed to evaluate the state of 
calcination of industrial aluminas and is still sometimes mentioned. In this methods, the 
alumina is saturated with water before the losses are determined. After saturation, the 
sample is dried to 110°C, weighed, heated to 1000°C, and weighed again. With careful 
control over the experimental conditions, the DLOI methods measures a combination of the 
amount of water the alumina can pick up, plus the water remaining after furnace calcination. 
Lally stressed that the interpretation of the results could be so misleading that this analytical 
method had been withdrawn.
♦ Specific Surface Area, denoted by SSA, based on the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller method 
(BET), is carried out to calculate the area covered by a monolayer of gas.
♦ Angle of Repose, Apparent and/or Bulk Density, Size Distribution, Water or Liquid 
Sorption, Alumina Crystals Analysis (Refraction Index), Porosity constitute the remaining 
properties used to establish the specification of the aluminium oxide (Cheremisinoff, 
1986).
♦ Attrition englobes all mechanisms of size reduction except those caused by a chemical 
reaction alone (i.e. shrinking), in other words ;
♦ Decrepitation
♦ Thermal shock shattering
♦ Bursting apart or fragmentation during reaction
♦ Abrasion among solid particles, bed walls, internal blockages
♦ Abrasion in solid circulation ducts, including cuclones, to and from the bed
♦ Impingement on distributor jets.
Following the Forsyth-Hertwig test, the attrition index or fragility is defined as :
I = (x-y)/x
wherein x and y are the residue of material on 325 mesh, respectively before and after 
attrition test.
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The particle breakdown is defined as the difference between the residue (on 44-45 pm (325 
mesh)) of the hydroxide entering the calcination unit and that of the calcined alumina at a 
given particle size.
LE -  Alumina Phase Changes during Calcination
Many authors have studied the dehydration of alumina trihydrates. However, there is a lot of 
controversy surrounding the phase changes of alumina during dehydration and 
dehydroxylation. Fernando & AI (1988) have reviewed some of the important mechanisms of 
dehydroxylation proposed in the literature, as well as the various rates of dehydration 
accompanying the thermal decomposition. The subject is difficult because many kinetic 
mechanisms must be assumed. Moreover, pressure conditions, heating rate during dehydration, 
particle size and geographical origins of ores all impact on the crystallographic form.
Among all the publications describing the dehydration phenomenon, the simple scheme 
proposed by Brown (1953) is often quoted :
Al203,3H20
Al203,H20 YAI2O3
XAI2O3
Ô A I 2 O 3 • 8 AI2O3
KA1203
aAl2Û3
It can be associated with the enthalpies of transformation measured by Yokokawa et Al, 
(1964), as in table 25 :
< Phase C N w w  : ^ AH (kcal/moie)
Y to a  alumina -5 .3
K to a  alumina -3 .6
t  5 to a  alumina -2 .7
Table 25 : Enthalpies of Transformation
A recent study in the field, undertaken by Yamada (1984), confirms and completes this 
scheme. According to the author, the dehydration pattern highlighted by Brown would 
correspond to that of alumina processed in an electrical furnace. His work has shown that
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those phase-changes were encountered in rotary kiln calcination. In addition, he obtained the 
following dehydration routes for alumina calcined in a rapid heating apparatus.
A l2 0 3 ,3 H 2 0
^  (p) AI2O3 pseudo Y AI2O3
. ..th e  h igh  tem p era tu re  ro u te
. S AI2O3 -----  0  AI2O 3   a  AI2O3
p  A I2 O 3 XAI2O3
...th e  lo w  tem p era tu re  ro u te
This scheme is similar to the alumina crystallographic forms found in a suspension furnace, as 
shown below :
A l2 0 3 ,3 H 2 0  —
— p A I2 O 3 X AI2O3 pseudo Y AI2O3
.th e  m ain  ro u te
_ Al203 ,H20 Y AI2O3 .5 AI2O3
S AI2O 3 — 0  AI2O3 —
0 AI2O3 J
— a  AI2O 3
From their analysis, Yamada & co-workers have derived the rates of % and y transition to a  
alumina as well as the rates of rapid-heated dehydrates to a  phase transformation. Their 
findings apply to a  alumina weight content smaller than 0.6, below which the dehydration 
kinetics follows a zero-order equation ( d[aAl203]/dt = k = A * exp [Ea/RT] when expressed 
in an Arrhenius form ). Table 26 regroups the values of the constant (A) and the activation 
energy (Ea).
Déhydration Systems | Phase cMiydrated to oiAlgOg Constant:A . ÿ
Elect. Furnace = Rot.Kiln X AI2 O3  ^o'! 8-43 -143.7 10^
Elect.Furnace a  Rot.Kiln Y AI2 O3 1o16.63 -1 2 0 . 0  1 0 ^
Rapid Heating s
Suspension Furnace
Low Temp. Route :
=> mainly XAI2 O3  dehydrat".
I 0 I I . 5 O -8 4 .3  10^
Rapid Heating 3
Suspension Furnace
High Temp.Route :
=> mainly 7 AI2 O3  dehydrat°.
1q12.84 -9 2 .3  10^
Table 26 : Kinetics of Dehydratation from Various Aiumina Hydrates to a  Alumina
For the heat of reactions, a simpler scheme composed of 3 consecutive steps, reflecting the 
macro-scale point of view, has proved to yield realistic results (RifTaud et AI, 1972).
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A l2 03 ,3  OH2O —^  A l2 0 3 ,2 .8 H 2 O  ■+■ O.2H2O
The transformation may begin at temperatures « 180-220°C, with a heat of reaction of 3.5 
kcal/gH20,
A l2 0 3 ,2 .8 H 2 0  - »  A l2O 3,0 .5 H 2O  +  2 .3H 2O
This change does not take place before 300°C and have a corresponding heat of dehydration of 
1.1 kcal/gHzO.
Al2O3,0 .5H2O -» AI2O3 + O.5H2O
The starting temperature of this reaction is 470°C and is not completed before 800°C. The heat 
of reaction is 1.5 kcaI/gH20.
In the furnace, the presence of boehmite into the feed and the absence of % alumina could 
indicate that the typical transformation pattern of Brown is most likely to take place instead of 
the polymorphic changes determined by Yamada for a suspension furnace, which would appear 
at first the most appropriate for a flash calciner.
Such mechanisms will not be incorporated in the model.
The concept of three consecutive steps was retained in the study and the corresponding heat of 
reactions are used in the calculations. Kinetics of reactions are not taken into account primarily 
because the limiting factor seems to be the heat transfer from gas to solid. Secondly, the exact 
mechanism -reaction kinetics and heats of reactions- have still not yet been correctly defined.
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APPENDIX II : Calcination Unit : Sites Survey Solids 
and Gas Characterization
II.A -  Data Collected from Sites Survey
Figure 56 is a diagnostic cutaway of the unit, showing the position of the collecting points. At 
each position, the following data have been obtained :
♦ Gas velocity traverse
♦ Dust loading
♦ Temperature
♦ Oxygen concentration
♦ Carbon monoxide composition —
♦ Dust Loss Of Mass (LOM or MOI)
& Loss On Ignition (LOI)
♦ Dust size distribution
♦ Dust composition
Measured in situ
Analysis of the collected dust samples
For each sample point, a number of measurements (5 to 8) were effected at the relevant 
position through the ducts, and the results averaged. Logged plant data were also recorded 
during the test period to provide the values of the fuel consumption, production rate and 
process temperatures. The process flowsheets (Figures 57, 2558, 59, 60) summarizes the data 
collected from which mass balances have been derived (Figures 61, 62).
The abbreviations listed below have been used in the balances sketch-out.
Dp = Mean Dust Diameter [pm]
LOM = Loss of Mass [weight %]
LOI = Loss on Ignition [weight %]
SSA = Specific Surface Area [m2/g]
Phase Composition ; Gibbsite = TH %
(or trihydrate)
Gamma phase = y %
Delta phase = 5 %
Theta phase = 0 %
-2 2 7 -
Chi phase ~ %%
Alpha phase = a  %
All percentages are expressed by weight, except Oxygen content.
Compiled temperatures :
From logsheet reading = Temp
From sampling = I Temp!
From balance = Temp
All quantities included within :
<Qtity> have been calculated with assumptions 
{Qtity} are guestimates
-2 2 8 -
Figure 56 : D iagnostic cutaway o f  the calcination unit
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Guesstimate of the Composition of the Furnace Feed
G ibsite Bohemite r a 6 % a
20.6% 4.9% 60.4% 1.2% 6.9% 0.0% 6.0%
Table 27 : Material Feed
Firing Conditions
The Alcoa flash calciner is equipped with a series of burners equispaced on a peripheral ring 
located at the base of the main calcining section. Under normal operating conditions, some 
nozzles are kept at rest while others are actually firing with either heavy fuel oil or natural gas. 
Their properties and typical composition are listed below :
Methane CH4 87.6 % (by voi.)
Ethane C2H6 5.4%
Propane C3H8 2.0%
Butane C4H10 0.8%
Pentane C5H12 0.1 %
N2 + 0 2 0.7%
C 02 3.2%
Heating value (MJ/m3) 40.0
Specific gravity (Air = 1) 0.6
Wobbe index 51.0
Table 28 ; Typical Composition and Properties of Natural 
Western Australian Gas
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II.B - Broad Feed and Product Characterization
Hydrate Feed and Alumina Product Photographs
Typical industrial hydrated and calcined alumina, processed in the ALCOA-type flash 
calcination unit, are shown in Photograghs FI and F2 respectively.
Photograph FI : Alumina Calciner Feed
&
Photograp F2 ; .AJumina Calciner Discharge
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Properties of Alumina Calcined in Laboratory
For reference, alumina calcined in a laboratory under controlled heating and atmosphere 
conditions is endowed with the subsequent properties :
800 °C < Calcining temperature < 1000°C
3.8 < True (or Skeletal) Density < 4.0
1.65 > Particle Density >1.60
80 m^/g > Specific Surface Area >19 m^/g
with SSA = 44 m^/g at 900°C 
Porosity = 35%
Theta & Gamma -> Crystal Phases Alpha, Theta & Gamma
Effects of the dehydroxylation :
♦ On calcination, the particle volume effectively remains constant.
♦ Loss of 35% by mass as water is removed.
♦ As surface area reduces, fewer but larger voids are formed.
Pb = (l-s)Pp
Pp = (1 + P^) / + 1/pt)
With : pt = Skeletal density.
Pp = Particle density.
pf = Density of fluid contained in pores of solid, 
pb = Bulk density.
^ = Pores volume per unit mass of solid,
s = Interparticle void fraction
The particle density includes the pores or voids within individual solids. When the particle 
pores are saturated with gas, pf^ is neglectable so the above equation can be reduced to :
1/pp = 1/pt + ^
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Particle Size and Shape
The Waddell's sheiicity factor 0  is defined as :
Surface area of a sphere with the same volume as the particle
0  =
Surface area of the particle
This parameter has been utilised in spite of its limitations (Geidart, 1986 and Clift, 1978) 
because most corrections to the spherical particle equation make use of it.
According to White (1984), the sphericity of the hydrate particles ranges fi-om :
0.6 < 0hydrate < 0.75
Wadell has suggested that the operational circularity Cap (Clift, 1978) provides a good 
approximation of 0 .
Cop —
projected area diameter 
diameter of circumscribing circle
Rittenhouse has given a series of calibrated outlines for irregular particle covering the range
0.45 < Cap < 0.97.
A comparison of the calcined alumina particles shape (See Photograghs) with the index shape 
chart of Rittenhouse leads to a product spherical grading of approximately :
0 alumina % 0.75 - 0.77 
The order of magnitude of the shape factors for common particles are regrouped below :
Sphere ■ 1
■RûUnded particle 0.77
Andular particle::: 0.66
Rlate^like particle:; 0.43
Table 29 : Shape Factor for Common Particles
It can be seen that both hydrate and alumina have a fairly spherical shape. A value of 0  = 0.75 
has been selected.
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Of importance is the fact that such a particle can be regarded as spherically isotropic (the three 
resistances to translation being equal). So they will be subjected to a given drag force 
independent of orientation. Calculations can be safely performed in taking the particles as 
spheres.
The following hydrate feed sieving have been provided by ALCOA. The Cl cyclone (Figure 
56) is expected to cut out all of the -25 pm material.
Sieve (pm) Average Sieve 
Operture (pm)
Materiai R a in e d  
(weight %)
> 270 280 1.0
250 - 270 260 1.8
230 - 250 240 2.8
2 1 0 -2 3 0 220 3.9
19 0 -2 1 0 200 5.1
17 0 -1 9 0 180 7.4
15 0 -1 7 0 160 10.8
13 0 -1 5 0 140 14.9
11 0 -1 3 0 120 17.8
9 0 -1 1 0 100 18.3
7 0 -9 0 80 11.0
5 0 -7 0 60 1.2
3 0 -5 0 40 1.3
0 - 3 0 15 2.7
Table 30 : Typical Hydrate Feed Size Distribution.
The size distribution of the hydrate feed to the calcination unit follows a regular gaussian 
pattern with a wide spread ;
s/Apm « 0.48
(assuming that Australian standardized sieves progression is similar to the British ones).
The bulk of the material can thus be represented by a single mean particle size. The mean 
particle size used in the calculations is the average volume-surface size of the particles (or 
Sauter mean diameter) defined as :
L32  « d32 = Imi/{E(mi/di)} 
where m; is equal to the mass (strictly volume) of the particle of size d.
Then, Dp = 101.30 pm
For upper sieve choice, select 290pm.
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For the aiumina manufactured in the ALCOA calciner, a typical mean size of Dp = 75 pm is 
often quoted.
Occasionally, when the calculations W e called for it, the mean volume diameter (Dpv) 
employed in the formula has been deduced from :
Dpv = Dp / $
Similarly, the mean Sauter diameter can be related to the grains diameter (DPe) by :
Dp » 0.87 * DPe
This relation (Geidart, 1986) is only approximate, but holds for regularly shaped particles 
having an average sphericity figure around 0.773.
Solid degradation related to the attrition of the particle is not talcen into account. The size 
reduction due to "natural" shrinkage of the grain during the reaction has been evaluated to a 
maximum of 15% compared with initial material size (Zivkovic et AI, 1979). This will be 
disregarded. However, the coarser grain fractions undergoing breakdown are likely to enlarge 
the smaller grain fraction. The mean particle diameter will shift, but the solids distribution is 
expected to retain its gaussien profile. So one size will be chosen and regarded as constant.
Density
Neither the composition nor the density of the feed corresponding to the above solid 
distribution were available. The order of magnitude of the hydrate density reported by the 
various alumina producers ranges from 1250 to 1750 kg/m .^ A particle density of 1500 kg/m^ 
has been chosen to perform the calculations.
Although the particle density actually varies during calcination as water is expelled, it has been 
set to the constant value of 1500 kg/m^ assuming that the variation would be minimal in the 
furnace. That could be assessed by looking at the impact of a 20% decrease, say, of mean 
diameter on the solid velocity.
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Hydrate and alumina enter the categories of "Light" to "Average weight" material of the scale 
for the classification of loose material :
Light material Pb < 600 kg/m^
Average weight 600 < py <2000 kg/m^
Extra heavy Pb >2000 kg/m^
The solids powder has a relatively low angle of repose ((3) which would infer "very free" to 
"fi'ee flowing" properties to the material suspension :
Very free flowing 25° < p <30°
Free flowing 30° < p <38°
... etc
//.C - Spheres Flowing in a Vertical Stream
The traditional relations characterizing the gas-solid field used in the calculations are recalled 
in this paragraph.
Gas Velocity at Mininum Fluidization
The gas velocities at minimum fluidization (Umf) can be obtained from the empirical 
expression of Wen and Yu ' when the particle diameter is over 100 pm.
This relation uses the particle volume-diameter DpV which can be obtained directly from the 
definition of the Waddell sphericity factor as expressed in a previous paragraph :
^  = Dp/Dpy % 0.75
in (Geidart, 1986)
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Using the same Arrhenius Number to that written above, Umf is :
HG
Umf= --------------  * { (1135.7 + 0,0408*Ar)l/2 .  33.7 }
PG * DPV
For particles of size smaller than 100 pm, Baeyens' equation is then used. It includes the grains 
diameter defined earlier on :
Umf=----------------------------------------------
1111* hg" ®’ * pg " “
Terminal Settling Velocity
The terminal falling or settling velocity (Ut) is obtained from traditional correlation (Nd = 
f(NeRe^)) for a single sphere dropping into a still medium. The following expressions have 
been used :
Arrhenius Number (including its coefficient);
4 Dp3 * PG * g
Nd  ------- * --------------------------- * (ps - PG)
3 PG^
CO = bg(Nd)
For Nd < 73 & Reteminai ^ 2.37 :
Ret = Nd/24 - 1.7569.10-4 * Nd^ + 6.9252.10-7 * Nd^ - 2.3027.10-10 * ^qj4 
The expressions for the drag coefficient are : 
for Re  ^<0.01 :
Cd = 3/16 + 24/Ret
and, for 0.01 < Ret < 20 :
Cd = 24/Rej * [ 1 + 0.1315 * j
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For spheres in laminar regime, the terminal falling (or rising) velocity has been calculated as :
Ut = R et*frG /(PG *^P)
4 g*dp (ps - PG)
u t = [ —  * ------------* ------------------- - r
3 Cd PG
In viscous flow, the correction factor applied to the terminal velocity for the non-sphericity of 
the grains can be expressed according to :
♦ Clift, 1978
The drag ratio Ae for a spherically isotropic particle (for which the three principal 
resistances are all equal) is expressed as :
A = drag on particle / drag on equivalent sphere at same velocity 
A e= l/(l+ 0 .367*L nl)
The subscript -e- denotes a relation based on volume-equivalent spheres.
♦ Pettyjohn and Christiansen proposed a correction factor when@ ranges from 0.67 to 0.906 
(Geidart, 1986). It covers the flow regimes as follow :
For laminar flow [Re  ^< 0.2]
UtNS == I<^ ST * (PS - PG) * 8 * / (18* p g )
where
Ks t  = 0.843 * Ln (g/0.065)
For turbulent flow [Re  ^> 1000]
UtNS = [4* (PS - PG) * 8 * dpy / (3 * * P G )f
where
Kn  = 5.31 -4.88 *1.
In the intermediate regime [0.2 < Re^  ^< 1000] no relation has been derived, but Geidart 
proposes a simple interpolation such as :
UtNS = Ut *
where
Kj r * { Kst  - (0.43/Kn )0-^ } * { (1000-Ret)/(1000-0.2) } + (0.43/Kn )0-5
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Furnace Regime/Processing Mode According to Grace's Chart
Grace's diagram delineates the different two phases flow industrial regimes. On this chart, the 
dimensionless gas superficial velocities are plotted against their respective dimensionless 
particle diameters. Tables XX & XX contains the figures corresponding to the furnace.
The dimensionless particle diameter is expressed as :
Arl/3 = Dp * ( g*(ps - Pg Vp G^
Category Min Pdt Calc Hvd Max
Particle Diameter (gm) 25. 75. 101.30 111.12 280.
Dimensionless Particle diameter 0.442 1.325 1.789 1.962 4.945
Table 31 ; Particle Diameters 
and, the dimensionless gas superficial velocity through the vessel is given by :
(Re/Cd)U3 = Ug  * ( PG^/(g*(PS ‘ PG)*PG^)
Calciner Section Bottom Main Top
G as Superficial Velocity (m/s) 25.142 5.701 17.460
Dimensionless G as Superficial Velocity 12.694 2.878 8.815
Table 32 : Gas Superficial Velocities 
Slip Velocity versus Interparticle Voidage
The slip velocity and the fiimace voidage have been estimated by resolution of a two equations 
system combining the general expression of the slip velocity in a vessel with a specific bed 
expansion equation as described below :
For an alumina craking catalyst in suspension in a vertical gaseous flow at interparticle voidage 
ranging from emf to 0.75, Chemerinisoff (1986) has proposed the expression :
Ugi = 8.4*8^ - 6.66*8 + 1.36
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A conventional relationship for bed expansion, such as Richardson and Zaki (Couderc, 1985), 
predicts that voidage increases monotonically with the slip velocity. At voidage close to 1, 
Masten has suggested that the reverse trend occurs as the result of cluster formation.
For gas-solid entrainment, he proposed the empirical formula for slip versus voidage :
Average solid volume fraction < 0.0003 :
U s i / U t = l .
Average solid volume fraction > 0.0003 :
Us l /Ut= 10.8 * (1-8)0-293
The above two equations have been developed for monosized solids and uniform velocity 
profile, accelerationless and fnctionless systems. These equations are only tentative but provide 
a starting point for the analysis.
Recapitulating Tables of Result for the Furnace
Items G as Phase Solid Phase
M ass Flowrate 24.707 61.219
Average M ass Fraction 0.28754 0.71246
Density 0.3128 1500.
Volume Flowrate 78.98658 0.04081
Average Volume Fraction 0.99948 5.2.10“*
Average Bulk Density p|j=pp*(1-6) 0.78
Table 33 : Input Parameters
Min Pdt Calc Hyd Max
0 # # e t e r  (pm) 28.74 86.21 135.07 148.16 373.33
Op,f(m /s) 0.272 10*3 1.966 10'3 3.323 10*3 3.946 10*3 24.06 10*3
Table 34 : Minimum Fluidization Velocity
Min Pdt Calc Hyd Max
; Nd 0.036 0.969 2.388 3.152 50.43
Ret 0.0015 0.0402 0.0952 0.1296 1.7419
Cd 16049. 602.33 248.62 189.95 16.502
(m/s) 0.988 10*2 8.83710*2 0.15985 0.19153 1.0315
Ut N s ® (m/s) 0.88410*2 7.90410*2 0.14297 0.17131 0.92261
Ut N s ® (m/e) 0.885 10*2 7.91210*2 0.14313 0.17150 0.39641
® assumed as spherically isotropic particles, Ae = 1.118 
@ assumed as spherically isotropic particles, CFST = 0.895, CFN = 1.650
Table 35 : Terminal Falling Velocity / Spherical and Non-Spherical Grains
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Interparticle Voidage, Slip Velocity, Particle Reynolds Number.
BOTTOM CALCINER
Radius = 1.00 m
Cross Section Area = 3.142 m2 
Gas Mass Flux = 7.864 kg.s-1 .m-2 
Solid Mass Flux = 19.487 kg.s-1.m-2
Items Min Pdt
Dp (pm) 25. 75. 101.30 111.12 280.
Uj(m /s) 0.988 10*2 8.866 10*2 0.15985 0.19153 1.0315
Ret 0.0150 0.4025 0.9801 1.2882 17.482
s 0.9994799 (*) 0.9994781 0.9994763 0.9994755 0.9994535
1-8 0.0005201 (*) 0.0005219 0.0005237 0.0005245 0.0005465
Ug, (m/s) 0.116 10*'' 1.043 10*“' 1.887 lO*"' 2.262 10*“' 1.233
Rep 0.00176 0.04733 0.11571 0.15216 2.0902
Uq  (m/s) 25.142 25.142 25.142 25.142 25.142
U s (m/s) 1.30710*2 1.307 10*2 1.30710*2 1.30710*2 1.30710*2
Vq  (m/s) 25.15529 25.15534 25.15538 25.15540 25.15596
Vg (m/S) 25.14364 25.05107 24.96666 24.92917 23.92262
Table 36 : Bottom Calciner
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CALCINER BODY
Radius = 2.10m
Cross Section Area = 13.85 m2
Gas Mass Flux = 1.783 kg.s-1.m-2
Solid Mass Flux = 4.419 kg.s-1.m-2
Items Mm Pdt Cale Hyd ;gMaX
Dp (pm) 25. 75. 101.30 111.12 280.
U*(m/8) 0.988 10-2 8.83710-2 0.15985 0.19153 1.0315
Ret 0.00150 0.04025 0.09801 0.12882 1.7482
g 0.9994802 ## 0.9994717 0.9994634 0.9994597 0.9993261
1-6 0.0005198### 0.0005283 0.0005366 0.0005403 0.006739
üg| (m/S) 0.11710-1 1.047 10-1 1.902 10-1 2.284 10-1 1.311
Rep 0.0176 0.4752 1.1663 1.5361 22.222
UQ(m/s) 5.7012 5.7012 5.7012 5.7012 5.7012
Ug (m/s) 2.959 10-3 2.959 10-3 2.95910-3 2.959 10-3 2.95910-3
Vq  (m/s) 5.704146 5.704195 5.704242 5.704263 5.705026
Vg (m/s) 5.692493 5.599524 5.514028 5.475877 4.393837
Table 37 : Calciner Body
TOP CALCINER
Radius = 1.20 m
Cross Section Area = 4.524 m2
Gas Mass Flux = 5.461 kg.s-1.m-2
Solid Mass Flux = 13.532 kg.s-1.m-2
Item Min Pdt Calc Hyd Max
Dp (pm) 25. 75. 101.30 111.12 280.
(m/s) 0.988 10-2 8.83710-2 0.15985 0.19153 1.0315
Ret 0.0015 0.0402 0.0985 0.1296 1.7419
8 0.9994780 0.9994776 0.9994750 0.9994739 0.9994408
1-8 0.0005220 0.0005224 0.0005250 0.0005261 0.0005592
Ug, (m/s) 0.116 10-1 1.043 10-1 1.889 10-1 2.26510-1 1.242
Rep 0.00176 0.04734 0.11585 0.15236 2.10476
Uq  (m/s) 17.460 17.460 17.460 17.460 17.460
Ug (m/s) 9.113 10-3 9.071 10-3 9.072 10-3 9.072 10-3 9.07410-3
Vq  (m/s) 17.4690 17.4690 17.4690 17.4691 17.4696
Vg (m/s) 17.45734 17.36470 17.28009 17.24253 16.22772
Table 38 ; Top Calciner
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Alumina Entrainment : Observations from Zubrzycki
The behaviour of alumina particles at increasing air flowrates was reported by Zubrzycki. His 
experimental findings are presented in the following Table
Air Velocity (m/s)
Observations Alumina Dust Güesstimat» : Dp < 25fjm.
Regular Alumina 
OuessWaA#
: Dp^roüm.
Incipient Fluidization 4.6 10*3 to 7.6 10*3 7.6 10*3to 1.78 10*2
Dust Loss starts 3.05 10*2 to 4.06 10*2 7.62 10*2to 10.16 10*2
Heavy Dust Loss starts 1.016 10*  ^ to 1.270 10*' 1.52410*' to 2.286 10*'
Total Entrainment 5.080 10*' to 6.096 10*' 7.62010*' to 9.144 10*'
Table 39 : Effect of Air Velocity on the Behaviour of Alumina
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Appendix Hi : industriai Furnace Performance : 
The One-Gas-Zone Modei
The furnace is regarded as a perfectly mixed reactor from which allowances for wall losses, 
sink temperature variation, and departure from ideal stirring are made.
The model is built upon the following assumptions:
♦ a single gas radiating temperature,
♦ a single equilibrium refractory temperature,
♦ a single term characterizing the exchange area between the combustion gases and the sink, 
and, evaluates :
♦ the dimensionless firing density and dimensionless furnace efficiency, 
f the heat transfer rate,
♦ the average gas temperature,
♦ the average heat flux.
First, the equation of transfer from the gas to its surroundings is judiciously expressed as :
Q g  =
Net radiating flux to sinlc in combination with the convective flux to sink
+
Convection flux to and through the refractory wall
+
Radiation flux lost through peep holes and openings
i.e.,
Qg = A..CT.(Tg‘'-T /) + Ur.A,.(Tg-To) + F.A.p.o.(Tg"-To) 
which can be transformed into the following adimensional form after division by A,.o .Tf‘*
Qg Uf.Ar F.Aop
 Tg'" - T /  +   (Tg'-T'o) +   (Tg'"-TV) (1)
Aa.ct.T/ o.A.,Tf^  a .
Where :
Tg = Gas temperature {as a gray gas} (K)
Tg = Sinlc surface temperature (K)
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To = Ambiant or Reference Temperature (K)
Tf = Adiabatic pseudo-flame temperature (K)
The quote indicates a reduced temperature (division by Tp)
As = Effective area of the sink (m )^
ie, Gas surface total exchange area (GSs) including the contribution of convection.
For a speckled furnace, where A^  et A^  are intimely mixed over the surface of the enclosure 
rather than segregated, the view factor either surface has of As is Ag/(Ag4-A;.).
Thus, if a single gas emissivity is applicable to the whole enclosure :
A j
GSs
(Ax * Gg / A s) + (1/ Sg -1 )
Aqp = area of furnace opening losing radiations (m )^ 
Ax
A„p =
(At * 6 o p / As) + ( l / 8 g - 1)
8 o p = l
A, = area of refractory {radiatively adiabatic} (m )^
Uj. = Overall heat transfer coefficient from combustion gases through the 
refractory to ambient (kJ.s'\lC\m‘^ )
Uj. = 1 / ( 1 / hjj^  + e / k^gji + 1 / hout )
Second, the energy balance on the gas phase is given by :
Qo = HF-(Tg-A-To).nig.Cp^g
and the adiabatic pseudo-flame temperature T? :
(Tp - Tq) = Hf /  (mg . Cp g) 
which, under a dimensionless form leads to :
QG
  ( l - T o ) = l - T g '  + A' (2)
HF
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Where : Hp = Total enthalpy entering the system (kj/hr)
mg = Mass flow rate of gas (kg/hr)
Tg + A = Leaving gas temperature (K)
Cp g = Mean gas capacity between Tg + A & Tq 
QG
 (1 - T'o) = Q ', the reduced gas efficiency
HF
Defining :
♦ The reduced firing density as
D' = % / ( o » A g » T p 4 * ( l . T o ' ) )
♦ The refractory loss factor LR' as
LR' = U r *  A i - / ( a *  As *Tf 3)
♦ The furnace opening loss factor as
Lop' = F * Aop / Ag
♦ The furnace efficiency by
QG - Wall losses
Hp
The equation of transfer from the gas (1) and the flame temperature relation can be combined 
to obtain the basis expression governing the efficiency of furnaces of almost any class (3). The 
loss factors LR' and Lop' are assumed to be small enough to be neglected. A' is set to zero.
Q' * D' = ( 1 - Q' )4 - T /  (3)
with Q'= T| * (1-Tq'), the reduced furnace efficiency.
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The programme estimating the furnace performances by the one-gas-zone model is printed out 
below :
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! j ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! j ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Flash Calciner : Estimation of the Furnace Performances ONE-GAS-ZONE Model // HC HOTTEL
Fortran Coding 2 I/N0V/ 9 4ONLY for Speckled System
Reference or Ambiant Air Temperature = TREFAir Primaire Temperature = TAIRlCombustion Air (SEC) Temperature = TAIR2Adiabatic Flame Temperature = TADFSink Surface Temperature = TSINKFlowrate of Fuel = DMAFFlowrate of Primary Air = DMAOlFlowrate of Combustion Air = DMA02Fuel Calorific Value (Nett) = DHROSink Area of the Load in the Furnace = ASINKFurnace Refractory Area = AREFRFurnace Opening Area = AOPENGas Emissivity = EGASSink Emissivity = ESINKInside Convective H.T.C = HINOutside Convective H.T.C = HOUTThermal Conductivity of Walls = WALLKWall Thickness = THICK
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  I I I I I I I I I I I I I t  I I I 1 t i  M  I I I I I  I I I I I t  I I I I I t  I I I I I I  t  I t  I I I I I
— D a t a  P a g e ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
REAL RTREF,RTGAS, TGAS, QGAS, RTSINK,SIG  
REAL ATOTfCSINKfCOPEN 
REAL C P 01 ,C P 02 fH F
REAL GSS,GSOP, RD, RQ,UR,RLR,RLOP, E q l , Eq2 
REAL DIF,STORE,EP  
INTEGER I , K
CHARACTER CHOIX*1 , MODE*4
PARAMETER (TREF=298 . 1 5 , T A I R 1 = 3 7 3 . 1 5 , T A I R 2 = 1 3 2 3 . 1 5 ,  TA D F = 24 5 1 . 3 9 )  
PARAMETER (TSINK=126 3 . 1 5 )
PARAMETER (DHRO=55520. 1 6 5 , DMAF=1. 1 6 8 , DMA0l=2 . 4 8 , DMA02=21. 0 5 9 )  
PARAMETER (A S IN K = 4 29 1 . 2 8 , AOPEN=0. ,AREFR=154 . 7 3 )
PARAMETER (EGAS=0. 2 5 , E0PEN=1. , ESINK=0. 6 5 )
PARAMETER {H IN = 4. 1 8 4 E - 3 , H 0 U T = 1 1 . 2  9 7 E - 3 , WALLK=31.130E-4)
PARAMETER ( SIGMA=5. 6 7 3 E - 8 , THICK=0. 3 4 3 )
DIMENSION COEFO( 3 ) , COEFP{3)
DATA(COEFOd) , 1 = 1 , 3 )  / 9  . 2 3 4 0 4 4 9 7 4 E - 1 ,  2 . 5 8 3 5 3 6 6 9 6 E - 4 ,
+ - 4 . 5 8 3 0 7 5 3 7 3 E - 8 /
DATA ( C O E F P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 3 )  / 1 . 3 5 3 0 3 4 6 6 , 3 . 1 5 5 2 3 0 0 4 7 E - 4 , - 5 . 2 Q 5 7 0 7 0 9 9 E - 8 /
-Preliminary Calculations-
RTREF = TREF / TAD F RTSINK = TSINK / TADF ATOT = ASINK + AREFR
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esINK = ASINK / ATOTCOPEN = AOPEN / ATOTSIG = SIGMA * 1000. / 3600.
-Enthalpy entering the Furnace /per HOUR/-
CALL CPCALC(TREF,TAIRl,COEFO,CPOl)CALL CPCALC(TREF,TAIR2,COEFO,CP02)HF = DMAF*DHRO -t- DMA02*CP02* (TAXR2-TREF) +-f DMA01*CP01* (TAIRl-TREF)
-Total Gas/sink Exchange Area for a Speckled Furnace-
GSS = l./(CSINK*ESINK) + 1./EGAS - 1.GSS = ATOT / GSS
IF ( AOPEN .GT. 0. ) THENGSOP = l./(COPEN*EOPEN) -F 1. /EGAS - 1.GSOP = ATOT / GSOPELSEGSOP = 0.ENDIF
-Reduced Firing Density-
RD = SIG * GSS * (1.-RTREF) * TADF**4. RD = HF / RD
-Refractory Loss Factor--------------------
UR = l./HIN + THICK/WALLK + 1./HOUT UR = 1,/UR
RLR = UR * AREFR / (SIG * GSS * TADF**3.)
-Furnace Opening Loss Factor--------------
RLOP = GSOP / GSS
CC----- Iteration RQ*RD ?=? RTGAS**4.-RTSINK**4.+RLR*(RTGAS-RTREF) +C RLOP*(RTGAS**4.-RTREF**4.)Cinit.val.in case Pb.RQ =0.5CC ..... Mode : AUTO/MAIN.........PRINT*,'Choix du Mode de Calcul : AUTO/MAIN ?'READ 1,M0DE 1 FORMAT (A4 )PRINT*IF ( MODE.EQ.'AUTO' .OR. MODE.EQ.'auto' ) GOTO 100
CC ..... Manuel....................10 PRINT*,'Guessed Reduced Gas Efficiency : 'READ* ,RQ PRINT*C Eql = RQ * RDRTGAS = 1. - 0.75*RQEq2 = RLOP*(RTGAS**4. - RTREF**4.) + RLR*(RTGAS-RTREF)Eq2 = Eq2 -t- RTGAS**4. - RTSINK**4.DIF = Eql - Eq2
PRINT*,'Eql = ',Eql,' PRINT* Eq2 = ',Eq2,' Dif (1-2) = ',DIF
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cc . . .
1 0 0
P R I N T * , ' S a t i s f a c t o r y  ? Y/N ; '
READ2,CHOIX 
FORMAT (Al  )
PRINT*
I F  ( CHOIX.EQ. 'Y'  .OR, C H O IX .E Q . ' y '  } GOTO 2 0 0  
P R I N T * , ' Do y o u  w a n t  t o  s w i t c h  t o  AUTO ? Y/N ; '  
READ2,CHOIX 
PRINT*
I F  ( CHOIX.E Q . ' N '  .OR. CHOIX.E Q . ' n '  ) GOTO 10
. . A u t o ............................................................................
P R I N T * , ' S t a r t  I t .  ; G u e s s e d  R e d u c e d  Gas E f f i c i e n c y  ?
READ* , RQ
PRINT*
P R I N T * , ' P r e c i s i o n  : EP ?
READ* ,EP  
K = 0 
STORE = 0
110 Eql = RQ * RDRTGAS = 1. - 0.75*RQEq2 = RLOP*(RTGAS**4. - RTREF**4.) + RLR*(RTGAS-RTREF)Eq2 = Eq2 + RTGAS**4. - RTSINK**4.DIF = Eql - Eq2IF ( ABS(DIF).LT.EP .OR. K.GT.lOO ) THENPRINT*PRINT*, 'FIN - Nombre Iterations == ',K PRINT*,' EP = ',ABS(DIF)GOTO 200ELSEIF ( DIF.LT.O. .AND. K.GT.O ) THEN RQ = RQ + ABS(DIF)/lO.PRINT*,'Case 1 # Count= ',K,' Dif(1-2)= ',DIF,+ ' Red.Eff.= ',RQELSERQ = RQ - ABS(DIF)/lO.PRINT*,'Case 2 # Count= ',K,' Dif(1-2)= ',DIF,+ ' Red.Eff.= ',RQENDIF K = K+1 GOTO 110 ENDIF
200 QGAS = RQ * HF / (1.- RTREF)TGAS = TSINK**4. + QGAS / (SIG*GSS) TGAS = TGAS**0.25
-Ecriture Fichier-
OPEN(1,STATUS='NEW',FILE='FCPERF',FORM='FORMATTED') WRITE(1,*)WRITE(1,*)WRITE(1,*)WRITE(1,*)WRITE(1,*)WRITE(1,*)WRITE(1,*)WRITE(1,*)WRITE(1,*)WRITE(1,*)WRITE(1,*)WRITE(1,*)WRITE(1,*)
Evaluation of the furnace performancesby use of a one-gas-zone model .............for a Speckled System /HOTTEL/
--------------       INPUTS
TEMPERATURES- (K)-------------------------------------Reference or Ambiant Air Temperature = ',TREF Primary Air Temperature = ',TAIRlCombustion Air (2°ary) Temperature = ',TAIR2
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WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)
WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)
WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *}WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE 1 *)WRITE
CLOSE
1
1)
*)
END
Adiabatic Flame Temperature Sink Surface Temperature
IN-STREAMS FLOWRATES-(kg/s) Flowrate of Fuel Flowrate of Primary Air Flowrate of Combustion Air
FUEL CHARACTERISTIC-(kJ/kg) Fuel Calorific Value (Nett)
= '/TADF
t
'/TSINK
= ' / DMAF= ' / DMAOl' / DMA02
)----
= '/DHRO
Sink Area of the Load in the Furnace = ', ASINKFurnace Refractory Area = AREFRFurnace Opening Area = ',AOPEN
EMISSIVITIES--------------------------------------Gas Emissivity = ',EGASSink Emissivity = ESINK
TRANSFER THROUGH FURNACE WALL-(I=kJ/s . K.m'"2 )---Inside Convective H.T.C = ',HINOutside Convective H.T.C = ',HOUTThermal Conductivity of Walls (I*m) = WALLKWall Thickness (m) = THICK
ITERATION LEVEL-
FIN - Nombre Iterations Precision ABS(DIF)
Dimensionless Firing Density Dimensionless Furnace Efficiency Gas Heat Transfer Rate Average Gas Temperature Average Heat Flux
 OUTPUTS',RD
,RQ/QGAS/TGAS/QGAS/ASINK
SUBROUTINE CPCALC(Tl,T2,COEF,CP)DIMENSION C0EF(3)REAL CP/T2/T1CP = (T2**2. + T1*T2 + Tl**2.) * C0EF(3) / 3. CP = CP + (T2+T1) * C0EF(2) / 2.CP = CP + COEF(l)RETURNEND
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Appendix IV : Calculation Programm for 
Furnace Curvilinear Flow Domain
C! ! !CCcccC! ! ! C C C
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! M ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !  ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! i M ! ! ! !
FLASH-CALCINER GRID WITH 2ND AIR INLET PIPE  
T h e s i s - v e r s i o n
C a l c u l a t i o n  p r o g r a m  -  FORTRAN CODING
From CB /  1 4 . 1 2 . 9 0  -  a l t e r e d  2 8 , 1 1 . 9 4
Rem : RBOT+YLENP m u s t  b e  > t h a n  RMAIN f o r  Empty C e l l s! ! ! ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! ! ! I ! ! 1 I ! ! ! ! I I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! M ! ! ! I I ! ! ! ! ! !  ! ! I !
 DATA PAGE---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETER(NX=20 , N Y =10,N Z =42)
PARAMETER(NYLM=7, NXDP=9, NXUP=13, NXM=11)
PARAMETER(NZDP=3, NZUP=9, NZDC=11,NZDM=17, NZUM=31, NZUC=34) 
PARAMETER(NYP=5, N ZP=7, NXP=3)
PARAMETER{P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 3 )
PARAMETER(YLENP=3. , F I C 0 = 1 . , ZLEN1=2. )
PARAMETER( 2LE N 2=3. 8 , ZLEN3=6. 8 , ZLEN4=11 . 6 8 , ZLEN5=3. 4 )  
PARAMETER(R P IP = 0 . 5 8 8 , RB0T=1. , RMC=2. 1 , RT0P=1. 2 )
PARAMETER (RATB=RMC/RBOT, RATT=RTOP/RBOT)
DIMENSION T A B X (N X +1,N Y +1,N Z +1), TABY(NX+1,NY+1,NZ+1)
DIMENSION TAB Z{NX+1,NY+1,NZ+D
DIMENSION Y F R l( 7 ) , YFR2(NYP) , X F R l ( 9 ) , XFR2(NXP}
DIMENSION Z F R l( 3 ) ,Z F R 2 (N Z P ) , ZFR 3( 3 ) , ZFR4(7) ,Z F R 5 (1 5 )  , Z F R 6 (4)  
DIMENSION Z FR 7(10)
10
DATADATADATADATADATADATADATADATADATA
DATADATA
YFRl/0YFR2/0XFRl/0XFR2/0ZFRl/0ZFR2/0ZFR3/0ZFR4/0,ZFR5/0
ZFR6/0,ZFR7/0,
.2,.4,.6,.8,.9,1./.2,.7,1.7,3./1.,2.,3.,4.,5.,6.,7.,8./.294,.588/.206,.412/.196,.392,.588,.784,.98,1.176/.206,.412/.3,.6,.9,1.2,1.5,1.8/.2,.4,.6,.6679,.7,.77,.97,1.47,2.54,3.61,4.68, 5.75,6.45,6.8/.36,.72,1.08/.36,.72,1.093,1.493,1.893,2.293,2.666,3.026,3.4/
CONTOUR-■Small pipe inlet
DO 10 IZ=1,NZPCALL FRAC(IZ,ZFR2,NZP,S,T)TH=(-S+T)*PI/4 KCAL=NZDP-1+IZ-------- North side--------TABY(NXUP,NY+1,KCAL)=RBOT+YLENP TABX(NXUP,NY+1,KCAL)=RPIP*COS(TH)TABZ(NXUP,NY+1,KCAL)=FIC0+RPIP*SIN(TH)-------- South side--------TABY(NXDP,NY+1,KCAL)=RBOT+YLENP TABX(NXDP,NY+1,KCAL)=-RPIP*COS(TH)TABZ(NXDP,NY+1,KCAL)=FICO+RPIP*SIN(TH)CONTINUEDO 20 IX=1,NXPCALL FRAC(IX,XFR2,NXP,S,T)TH=T*PI/4
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4030
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9080
I CAL -West TABY TABX TABZ -East TABY TABX TABZ ICAL -West TABY TABX TABZ -East TABY TABX TABZ
=NXM+1-IX down side- (ICAL,NY+1, (ICAL,NY+1, (ICAL,NY+1, down side- (ICAL,NY+1, (ICAL,NY+1, (ICAL,NY+1, =NXM-1+IXup side--(ICAL,NY+1, (ICAL,NY+1, (ICAL,NY+1,up side---(ICAL,NY+1, (ICAL,NY+1, (ICAL,NY+1,
NZDP)=RBOT+YLENP NZDP)=-RPIP*SIN(TH) NZDP)=FICO-RPIP*COS(TH)
NZUP)=RBOT+YLENP NZUP)=-RPIP*SIN(TH) NZUP)=FICO+RPIP*COS(TH)
NZDP)=RBOT+YLENP NZDP)=RPIP*SIN(TH)NZDP)=FICO-RPIP*COS(TH)
NZUP)=RBOT+YLENPNZUP)=RPIP*SIN(TH)NZUP)=FICO+RPIP*COS(TH)CONTINUE
■Small pipe inlet : GRID CALCULATION-
DO 30 IZ=NZDP+1,NZUP-1DO 40 IX=NXDP+1,NXUP-1TABY(IX,NY+1,IZ)=RBOT+YLENPXX=TABX(NXUP,NY+1,IZ)-TABX(NXDP,NY+1,IZ)XX=XX*(IX-NXDP)/ (NXUP-NXDP)TABX(IX,NY+1,IZ)=TABX(NXDP,NY+1,IZ)+XX ZZ=TABZ(IX,NY+1,NZUP)-TABZ(IX,NY+1,NZDP) ZZ=ZZ*(IZ-NZDP)/ (NZUP-NZDP)TABZ(IX,NY+1,IZ)=TABZ(IX,NY+1,NZDP)+ZZ CONTINUE CONTINUE
■Small pipe / Bottom FR4 ; CONTOUR & GRID AT JUNCTION-
DO 50 IZ=NZDP,NZUP DO 60 IX=NXDP,NXUP-------- Y Position on junction pipe--------TABY(IX,NYLM,IZ)=SQRT(RBOT* * 2-TABX(IX,NY+1,1Z)* * 2)-------- Small pipe grid--------DO 70 IY=NYLM,NY+1CALL FRAC(IY-NYLM+1,YFR2,NYP,S,T)TABY(IX,IY,IZ)=S*TABY(IX,NYLM,IZ)+T*(RBOT+YLENP) TABX(IX,lY,IZ)=TABX(IX,NY+1,IZ)TABZ(IX,IY,IZ)=TABZ(IX,NY+1,IZ)CONTINUECONTINUECONTINUE
-BOTTOM FLASH CALCINOR----Surface bottom FR4 / Base CALCULATION AT JUNCTION PLANE
DO 80 IZ=1,NZDPCALL FRAC(IZ,ZFRl,NZDP,S,T)DO 90 IX=NXDP,NXUPTABY(IX,NYLM,IZ)=TABY(IX,NYLM,NZDP) TABX(IX,NYLM,IZ)=TABX(IX,NYLM,NZDP) 
T A BZ(IX,NYLM,IZ)=TABZ(IX,NYLM,NZDP)*T CONTINUE CONTINUEDO 100 IZ=NZUP,NZDCCALL FRAC(IZ-NZUP+1,Z FR3,NZDP, S, T )DO 110 IX=NXDP,NXUP
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110
100
TABY (IX, NYLM, IZ ) =TABY ( IX, NYLM, NZUP)TABX (IX,NYLM, IZ) =TABX (IX,NYLM,NZUP)TABZ(IX,NYLM,IZ)=S*TABZ(IX,NYLM,NZUP)+T*ZLEN1 CONTINUE CONTINUE
■Surface bottom FR4 ENLARGED TO FR4 BOT.DIAMETER-
130
120
DO 120 IZ=1,NZDC
TH=ATAN (TABX (NXUP,NYLM, IZ) /TABY(NXUP, NYLM, IZ) ) DO 130 IX=1,NXDPCALL FRAC(IX,XFRl,NXDP,S,T)ICAL=NXUP-1+IXTABY(ICAL,NYLM,IZ)=RBOT*COS(S*TH+T*PI)TABX{ICAL,NYLM,IZ)=RBOT*SIN(S*TH+T*PI)TABZ(ICAL,NYLM,IZ)=TABZ(NXUP,NYLM,IZ)IF (T.EQ.l.) THENTABX(ICAL,NYLM,IZ)=0.ENDIFICAL=NXDP+1-IXTABY(ICAL,NYLM,IZ)=RBOT*COS(S*TH+T*PI)TABX(ICAL,NYLM,IZ)=-RBOT*SIN(S*TH+T*PI)TABZ(ICAL,NYLM,IZ)=TABZ(NXDP,NYLM,IZ)IF (T.EQ.l.) THENTABX(ICAL,NYLM,IZ)=0.ENDIFCONTINUECONTINUE
■Grid in bottom FR4-
160150140
DO 140 IY=1,NYLMCALL FRAC(lY,YFRl,NYLM,S,T)DO 150 IX=1,NX+1DO 160 IZ=1,NZDCTABY(IX,lY,IZ)=T*TABY(IX,NYLM,IZ)TABX(IX,lY,IZ)=T*TABX(IX,NYLM,IZ)TABZ(IX,IY,IZ)=TABZ(IX,NYLM,IZ)TABZ(IX,lY,IZ)=T*TABZ(IX,NYLM,IZ)+S*TABZ(NXUP,NYLM,IZ: CONTINUE CONTINUE CONTINUE
2 0 0
230
220
■FLASH CALCINOR MAIN BODY---------------------------Base plane : CONTOUR
DO 200 IX=1,NX+1TABX(IX,NYLM,NZDM)=RATB*TABX(IX,NYLM, NZDC) TABY(IX,NYLM,NZDM)=RATB*TABY(IX,NYLM,NZDC)CONTINUE
■Grid in main body---------------------------------
DO 210 IZ=NZDM,NZUMCALL FRAC(IZ-NZDM+1,ZFR5,NZUM-NZDM+1, S, T ] TH=TDO 220 IX=1,NX+1DO 230 IY=1,NYLMCALL FRAC(IY,YFRl,NYLM,S,T)TABY(IX,IY,IZ)=T*TABY(IX,NYLM,NZDM)TABX(IX,lY,IZ)=T*TABX(IX,NYLM,NZDM)TABZ(IX,IY,IZ)=ZLEN2+TH*ZLEN3 CONTINUE CONTINUE
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210 CONTINUECC------- TOP FLASH CALCINOR----------------------------------C Base plane : CONTOURC DO 240 IX=1,NX+1TABY (IX, NYLM, NZUC) =RATT*TABY ( IX, NYLM, NZDC) TABX(IX,NYLM,NZUC)=RATT*TABX(IX,NYLM,NZDC)240 CONTINUE
CC-------Grid in top FR4--------------------------------------
DO 250 IZ=NZUC,NZ+1CALL FRAC(IZ-NZUC+1,ZFR7,NZ-NZUC+2,S,T)TH=TDO 260 IX=1,NX+1DO 270 IY=1,NYLMCALL FRAC(lY,YFRl,NYLM,S,T)TABY(IX,IY,IZ)=T*TABY(IX,NYLM,NZUC)TABX(IX,IY,IZ)=T*TABX(IX,NYLM,NZUC)TABZ(IX,IY,IZ)=ZLEN4+TH*ZLEN5 270 CONTINUE260 CONTINUE250 CONTINUECC------ BOTTOM CONE--------------------------------------------------C Contour planes calculationC DO 280 IZ=NZDC+1,NZDM-1CALL FRAC(IZ-NZDC+1,ZFR4,NZDM-NZDC+1,S,T)DO 290 IX=1,NX+1TABX(IX,NYLM,IZ)=S*TABX(IX,NYLM,NZDC)+ +T*TABX(IX,NYLM,NZDM)TABY(IX,NYLM,IZ)=S*TABY(IX,NYLM,NZDC)+ +T*TABY(IX,NYLM,NZDM)TABZ(IX,NYLM,IZ)=S*TABZ(IX,NYLM,NZDC)+ +T*TABZ(IX,NYLM,NZDM)290 CONTINUE280 CONTINUECC------ Grid in bottom cone FR4-------------------------------------C DO 300 IZ=NZDC+1,NZDM-1 DO 310 IX=1,NX+1DO 320 IY=1,NYLMCALL FRAC(IY,YFRl,NYLM,S,T)TABX(IX,IY,IZ)=T*TABX(IX,NYLM, IZ) TABY(IX,IY,IZ)=T*TABY(IX,NYLM,IZ)TABZ(IX,IY,IZ)=TABZ(IX,NYLM,IZ)320 CONTINUE310 CONTINUE300 CONTINUECC------ TOP CONE-----------------------------------------------------C Contour & Grid calculationsC DO 330 IZ=NZUM+1,NZUC-1CALL FRAC(IZ-NZUM+1,ZFR6,NZUC-NZUM+1,S,T)DO 340 IX=1,NX+1TABX(IX,NYLM,IZ)=S *TABX(IX,NYLM,NZUM)+ +T*TABX(IX,NYLM,NZUC)TABY ( IX, NYLM, IZ ) =S*TABY ( IX, NYLM, NZUM)+ +T*TABY(IX,NYLM,NZUC)TABZ(IX,NYLM,IZ)=S*TABZ(IX,NYLM,NZUM)
-260
+ +T*TABZ(IX,NYLM,NZUC)340 CONTINUE330 CONTINUECC------ Grid in top cone FR4-------------------------------------
C DO 350 IZ=NZUM+1,NZUC-1 DO 360 IX=1,NX+1DO 370 IY=1,NYLMCALL FRAC(IY,YFRl,NYLM,S,T)TABX(IX,lY,IZ)=T*TABX(IX,NYLM,IZ)TABY(IX,IY, IZ)=T*TABY(IX,NYLM, IZ)TABZ (IX,IY,IZ)=TABZ (IX,NYLM,IZ)370 CONTINUE360 CONTINUE350 CONTINUECC------ "EMPTY" CELLS------------------------------------------------C Domain Contour : Base=ring of RBOT+YLENP radius definedC at NZDMC DO 500 IX=1,NX+1TABY(IX,NY+1,NZDM)=TABY(IX,NYLM,NZDM)* (RBOT+YLENP)/RMC TABX(IX,NY+1,NZDM)=TABX(IX,NYLM,NZDM)* (RBOT+YLENP)/RMC 500 CONTINUECC------ Grid filling from calciner wall to overall domain----C DO 510 IY=NYLM+1,NY+1CALL FRAC(IY-NYLM+1,YFR2,NYP,S,T)DO 520 IX=1,NX+1DO 530 IZ=1,NZDP-1TABY(IX,lY,IZ)=T*TABY(IX,NY+1,NZDM)++ S*TABY(IX,NYLM,IZ)TABX(IX,IY,IZ)=T*TABX{IX,NY+1,NZDM)++ S*TABX(IX,NYLM,IZ)TABZ(IX,IY,IZ)=TABZ(IX,NYLM,IZ)530 CONTINUEDO 540 IZ=NZUP+1,NZ+1TABY(IX,lY,IZ)=T*TABY(IX,NY+1,NZDM)++ S*TABY(IX,NYLM,IZ)TABX(IX,lY,IZ)=T*TABX(IX,NY+1,NZDM)++ S*TABX(IX,NYLM,IZ)TABZ(IX,IY,IZ)=TABZ(IX,NYLM,IZ)540 CONTINUE520 CONTINUEDO 550 IZ=NZDP,NZUP DO 560 IX=1,NXDP-1TABY(IX,lY,IZ)=T*TABY(IX,NY+1,NZDM)++ S*TABY(IX,NYLM,IZ)TABX(IX,IY,IZ)=T*TABX(IX,NY+1,NZDM)++ S*TABX(IX,NYLM,IZ)TABZ(IX,IY,IZ)=TABZ(IX,NYLM,IZ)560 CONTINUEDO 57 0 IX=NXUP+1,NX+1TABY(IX,lY,IZ)=T*TABY(IX,NY+1,NZDM)++ S*TABY(IX,NYLM,IZ)TABX(IX,lY,IZ)=T*TABX(IX,NY+1,NZDM)++ S*TABX(IX,NYLM,IZ)TABZ(IX,IY, IZ)=TABZ(IX,NYLM,IZ)570 CONTINUE550 CONTINUE510 CONTINUEC
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c------- FILES FILLING-----------------------------------------------C OPEN ( 1, STATUS= ' NEW ' , FORM= ' FORMATTED ' , FILE= ' GR2SP ' )WRITE(1,600}NX+1,NY+1,NZ+1 DO 400 IZ=1,NZ+1WRITE(1,610)((TABX(IX,lY,IZ),IY=1,NY+1),IX=1,NX+1) WRITE(1,610)((TABY(IX,lY,IZ),IY=1,NY+1),IX=1,NX+1) WRITE(1,610)((TABZ(IX,lY,IZ),IY=1,NY+1),IX=1,NX+1)
400 CONTINUEC600 FORMAT (3(15))610 F0RMAT(5(1PE13.6) )
ENDCC--------------— --------------------------------------------------CC------ INTERVALS CALCULATION SUBROUTINE---------------------------C SUBROUTINE FRAC(I,FR,N, S, T)REAL FR(N)T=(FR(I)-FR(1))/(FR(N)-FR(l))S=l.-TRETURNEND
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Appendix V : Example of PHOENICS Flies
V.A PHOENICS Quick Input File (Q1)
The typical Q1 file given below allows the user to set up a swirling flow boundary condition at 
the base of the chamber base by defining the various components of the velocity
TALK=T; RUN( 1, 1);VDU=VGAMOUS E
* GROUP 1. Run identifiers and other preliminaries TEXT(CALCINER 3d / 1 Phase.. provision for Pr-Mixing-Lenght / Kl-mod )
Grid parameters / Regions.INTEGER(NYBC,NZBCD,NZBCU);NYBC=11;NZBCD=11;NZBCU=19 INTEGER(NXGN,NZ GN) ;NXGN=5;NZ GN=2 4 INTEGER(NXFP,NZFP);NXFP=5;NZFP=37REAL(CSP,SNP,SPIPE) ;CSP=0.5 ;SNP=0.866;SPIPE=3.958E-2 INTEGER(NYTC,NZTCD,NZTCU);NYTC=13;NZTCD=43;NZTCU=46 INTEGER(NXEXF,NXEXL,NZEXD,NZEXU);NXEXF=4;NXEXL=6 NZ EXD=5 0 ;NZ EXU=52
Conditions :— > AIR at 118825 Pa & 1323.15 KFor 'SWIN'- 2ary air inlet patch----------------------RG(1) = Fluid inlet density Profiles for VFV (#P1), U1 ,W1 are :y = D.r**3 + C.r**2 + B.r + A /r#radius/ with estes D, C, B, A defined respectively as :*for VFV*for Ul *for W1
RG(2), RG(3), RG(4), RG(5) RG(6), RG(7), RG(8), RG(9) RG(IO), RG(ll), RG(12), RG(13:
RG(1)=0.3128RG(2)=15.2447;RG(3}=-55.5739;RG(4)=54.3741;RG(5)=6.3192 RG(6)=48.8939;RG(7)=-101.506;RG(8)=58.0707;RG(9)=5.6373 RG(IO)=-2 8.37 48;RG(11)=20.4302;RG(12}=22.7 8 64;RG(13)=1.8292
REAL(PALO;PALC=118825.REAL (VFV, OMAIR, DAIR, VSAIR) ; DAIR=0 . 3128 ; VSAIR=1. 652E-4 VFV=21.43;OMAIR=VFV/.5
— > Turbulence LevelFor Pr-Mixing-Length----------------------------------------Applicable on phase 1 only / este TEMP LG(11) = T To activate calcs.RG(101)= turbulence convected into cyclone, NuO or<MuO> = Cst * <rhoi> * (kein**0.5) + (lin**2)with lin= Din/10RG(102)= chamber diameter Dc RG(103)= positive este =30 RG(104)= reference density within system so that the mixing length is given a value prop.to the chamber diam. — > 1= Dc/30 = RG(102)/RG(103)
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ENUT = GRNDcorresponding to Nu(t) = NuO + (1**2) * idu/dr-u/rELI = GRND if store(vpor)DUDY=T ; ny > 1 ]STORE(ul,lenl,deni,vpor,ggnl ] are necessary
RG(101)=0.0557(#0.0174/0.3128)RG(102)=4.2RG(103)=30.RG(104)=DAIR
Air initial field
REAL(OBI,0B2,0B3,0B4,0B5,0B6,0B7,0B8,0B9)
081=13.446;OB2=10.812;OB3=8.882;OB4=7.427;OB5=6.302 OB6=5.414;OB7=4.702;OB8=4.121;OB9=3.642
REAL(OTl,OT2,OT3,OT4)OTl=3.833;OT2=4.874 ;OT3=6.405 ;OT4=8.78 9
* GROUP 2. Time-dependence and related parameters.* GROUP 3. x-direction grid specification.
* Polar grid selected / Cyclic be activated CARTES=F
GRDPWR(X, 9, 1.5708, 1)
* GROUP 4. y-direction grid specification, NY=22 YVLAST=1.
YFRAC(1)=-2 0 ;YFRAC(2)=0.1 YFRAC(3)=1;YFRAC(4)=0.0 65 YFRAC(5)=1;YFRAC(6)=0.035
* GROUP 5. NZ=56 ZWLAST=1.
z-direction grid specification,
ZFRACZFRACZFRACZFRACZFRACZFRACZFRACZFRACZFRACZFRACZFRACZFRACZFRACZFRACZFRAC
ZFRACZFRAC
ZFRAC
ZFRACZFRAC
1)=-1 3) =9; 5) =12 7)=1; 9)=1; 11)=1 13)=1 15) =1 17) =1 19)=4 
21) =1 23) =1 25) =1 27) =1 29) =1 31) =1 33) =4 35) =4 37) =3 39) =3
;ZFRAC(2)= ZFRAC(4)=0 ;ZFRAC(6)= ZFRAC(8)=0 ZFRAC(10)= ;ZFRAC(12);ZFRAC(14);ZFRAC(16);ZFRAC(18) ;ZFRAC(20);ZFRAC(22);ZFRAC(24);ZFRAC(26);ZFRAC(28) ;ZFRAC(30);ZFRAC(32);ZFRAC(34);ZFRAC(36);ZFRAC(38);ZFRAC(40)
0.257 .24 
0 . 2  . 127 0.073 
=  0 . 1
=  0 
=0 
=  0 
=  0 
=  0 
=0 
=0 
=0=0.108=0.192=0.175=0.275=0.4=0.291
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ZFRAC(41)=3;ZFRAC(42)=0.35 ZFRAC(43)=1;ZFRAC(44)=0.277
* GROUP 6. Body-fitting and other grid distortions* GROUP 7. Variables (including porosities) named,* stored & solved.*
STORE(P1,U1,V1,W1)
STORE(EPOR,NPOR,HPOR,VPOR)
*Block for Pr-Mixing-Length STORE(GGNl,LGENl, VI ST,LENl,VISL] LG(11)=T ENUT=GRND EL1=GRNDEL1=RG(102)/RG(103)DUDY=T
STORE(DENI)
STORE(POOR, IMBl)
STORE(Cl, C3)STORE(GQTl)STORE(GQT2)STORE(GQT3)STORE(GSP1,GSP2,GSP3)
/  /
SOLVE(PI)S0LUTN(P1,Y,Y,Y,N,N,N)SOLVE(Ul,VI,Wl)
SOLVE(Cl,C3)
* GROUP 8. Terms (in differential equations) and devices* GROUP 9. Properties of the medium (or media).*
PRESS0=PALC
RH01=DAIRENUL=VSAIR
* GROUP 10. Interphase-transfer processes and properties.*
* GROUP 11. Initialization of fields of variables,* porosities, etc.*
FIINIT(W1)=3.433FIINIT(Vl)=l.E-3FIINIT(Ul)=l.E-3
Ul BottomPATCH(VLBOT,INIVAL,1,NX,1,NY,1,NZBCD-1, 1,1) INIT (VLBOT,Ul,0.0,15.140)
.. Bottom Cone, with ind.l for lower z INTEGER(KI);KI=0
265
DO II=1,NZBCU-NZBCD+1 +KI=NZBCD-1+II+PATCH{VLBC: IIINIVAL,!,NX,1,NY,KI,KI, 1,1)+INIT {VLBC:II:,U1,0.0,OB:II: )+INIT (VLBC:II:,W1,0,0,OB:II; )+INIT (VLBC:II:,VI,0.0,-0.06*03:11:)ENDDO
.. MainPATCH(VLMNC,INIVAL,1,NX,1,NY,NZBCU+1,NZTCD-1, 1,1: INIT (VLMNC,Ul,0.0,3.433)
.. Top Cone, with ind.l for lower zKI=0DO II=1,NZTCU-NZTCD+1 +KI=NZTCD-1+II+PATCH(VLTC:II:,INIVAL,1,NX,1,NY, KI, KI, 1, 1 )+INIT (VLTC:II :,U1,0.0,OT:II : )ENDDO
. . TopPATCH(VLTOP,INIVAL,1,NX,1,NY,NZTCU+1,NZ,1,1)INIT (VLTOP,Ul,0.0,10.514)
FIINIT(VIST)=RG(101)+10.*(RG(102)/RG(103))**2.FIINIT(GGNl)=.lFIINIT(LEN1)=RG(102)/RG(103)FIINIT (VISL) = VS AIR FIINIT (DENI) =DAIR
FIINIT(POOR)=1.E-5;FIINIT(IMBl)=1.E-5 
FIINIT (Cl) =1. ; FIINIT (C3) =1.FIINIT(GQTl)=1.;FIINIT(GQT2)=1.;FIINIT(GQT3)=1 FIINIT(GSPl)=1.;FIINIT(GSP2)=1.;FIINIT(GSP3)=1
Shape of chamber defined with porosities
* Blockage Bottom & Top Chamber------ ! Wall fric. activated !... associated to object BLKB CONPOR(BLKB,0,VOLUME,1,NX,-NYBC,NY,1,NZBCD-1)... associated to object BLKT CONPOR(BLKT,0,VOLUME,1,NX,NYTC,NY,NZTCU+1,NZ)
* Blockage Bottom Cone-----------------... iz 11 , iy 12 -> NY C0NP0R(BLKBC1,0,VOLUME,1,NX,-12,NY,11,-11)
... iz 12 , iy 13 -> NY C0NP0R(BLKBC2,0,VOLUME,1,NX,-13,NY,12,-12)
... iz 13 , iy 14 -> NY C0NP0R(BLKBC3,0,VOLUME,1,NX,-14, NY, 13,-13)
... iz 14 , iy 15 -> NY CONPOR(BLKBC4,0,VOLUME,!,NX,-15,NY,14,-14)
... iz 15 , iy 17 -> NY C0NP0R(BLKBC5,0,VOLUME,1,NX,-17,NY,15,-15)
... iz 16 , iy 18 -> NY
! If grid changes !
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C0NP0R(BLKBC6,0,VOLUME,1,NX,-18,NY, 16,-16)
... iz 17 , iy 19 -> NY CONPOR{BLKBC7,0,VOLUME,1,NX,-19,NY,17,-17)
... iz 18 , iy 20 -> NY CONPOR(BLKBC8,0,VOLUME,1,NX,-20,NY,18,-18)
... iz 19 , iy 21 -> NY CONPOR(BLKBC9,0,VOLUME,1,NX,-21,NY, 19,-19)
! If grid changes !* Blockage Top Cone---------------------... iz 43 , iy 21 -> NY CONPOR(BLKTCO,0,VOLUME,1,NX,-21,NY,-43, 43 )
... iz 44 , iy 19 -> NY CONPOR(BLKTCl,0,VOLUME,1,NX,-19,NY,-44,44)
... iz 45 , iy 16 -> NY CONPOR(BLKTC2,0,VOLUME,1,NX,-16,NY,-45,45)
... iz 46 , iy 14 -> NY CONPOR(BLKTC3,0,VOLUME,1,NX,-14,NY,-46,46)
INIADD=F
* GROUP 12. Convection and diffusion adjustments* GROUP 13. Boundary conditions and special sources*
Outlet _______________________OUTLET(EXIT,NORTH,NXEXF,NXEXL,NYTC-1,NYTC-1,N2EXD,NZEXU,1,1] COVAL(EXIT,P1,FIXP,0.0)VALUE(EXIT,VI,SAME)
PATCH(SWINAIR,LOW,1,NX,1,NYBC-1, 1, 1,1,1] COVAL(SWINAIR,PI,FIXFLU,GRND)COVAL(SWINAIR,Wl,ONLYMS, GRND)COVAL(SWINAIR,Ul,ONLYMS,GRND)
.. Main walls below nozzlePATCH(FIXGA,NWALL,1,NX,NY,NY,NZBCU+1,NZGN,1,1) COVAL(FIXGA,U1,1.0,0.0);COVAL(FIXGA, Wl, 1.0,0.0)
body_______________PATCH(BWALL,NWALL,1,NX,NY,NY,NZGN+1,NZFP-1,1,1) COVAL(BWALL,Ul,1.0,0.0);COVAL{BWALL,Wl,1.0,0.0)
above feed pipe__PATCH(FIXSO,NWALL,1,NX,NY,NY,NZFP + 1,NZTCD-1, 1, 1) COVAL(FIXSO,Ul,1.0,0.0);COVAL(FIXSO,Wl,1.Û, 0.0 )
left of nozzlePATCH(GWALl,NWALL,1,NXGN-1,NY,NY,NZGN,NZGN,1,1) COVAL(GWAL1,U1,1.0,0.0);COVAL(GWALl,Wl,1.0,0.0)
right of noz._____PATCH(GWAL2,NWALL,NXGN+1,NX,NY,NY,NZGN,NZGN,1,1) COVAL(GWAL2,U1,1.0,0.0) ;COVAL(GWAL2,Wl,1.0, 0.0 )
left of fp________
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PATCH(SWALl,NWALL,1,NXFP-1,NY,NY,NZFP,NZFP, 1, 1) COVAL(SWAL1,U1,1.0,0.0);COVAL(SWALl,Wl,1.0, 0.0)
right of fp_______PATCH(SWAL2,NWALL,NXFP+1,NX,NY,NY,NZFP,NZFP,1,1] COVAL(SWAL2,U1,1.0,0.0);COVAL{SWAL2,W1,1.0, 0.0)
.. Top Section below exitPATCH(TWALD,NWALL,1,NX,NYTC-1,NYTC-1,NZTCU+1,NZEXD-1,1,1) COVAL(TWALD,U1,1.0,0.0);COVAL(TWALD,Wl,1.0,0.0)
above exitPATCH(TWALU,NWALL,1,NX,NYTC-1,NYTC-1,NZEXU+1,NZ, 1,1 ) COVAL(TWALU,Ul,1.0,0.0);COVAL(TWALU,Wl,1.0, 0.0)
right exit________PATCH(EWALl,NWALL,1,NXEXF-1,NYTC-1,NYTC-1,NZEXD,NZEXU,1,1) C0VAL(EWAL1,U1,1.0,0.0);COVAL(EWALl,Wl,1.0,0.0)
left exitPATCH(EWAL2,NWALL,NXEXL+1,NX,NYTC-1,NYTC-1,NZEXD,NZEXU,1,1] COVAL(EWAL2,Ul,1.0,0.0);COVAL(EWAL2,W1,1.0,0.0)
.. High wall top calcinerPATCH(TOPWA,HWALL,1,NX,1,NYTC-1,NZ,NZ,1,1)COVAL(TOPWA,Ul,1.0,0.0);COVAL(TOPWA,VI,1.0,0.0)
XCYCLE=T
* GROUP 14. Downstream pressure (for free parabolic flow)* GROUP 15. Termination criteria for sweeps and*
LSWEEP=900
.. Earth built-in SELREF=T; RESFAC=1.OOOOE-03
.. 1 Phase with input BC RESREF(PI)=1.E-11*AIR/DAIR RESREF(Ul)=1.E-11*AIR*VFV RESREF(VI)=1.E-11*AIR*VFV RESREF(Wl)=1.E-11*AIR*VFV
* GROUP 16. Termination criteria for inner iterations.*
LITER(Pl)=-20
* GROUP 17. Under-relaxation and related devices.
.. Earth auto. (Uestimate,EARTHestimate,Uchoice as100=weak;.l=strong)AUTO Linear Pi at 0.8 REAL(MAXV,MINL,RELX)MAXV=VFV RELX=1.
RELAX(PI,LINRLX,0.4)RELAX(Ul,FALSDT,l.e-2)RELAX(VI,FALSDT,l.e-2)RELAX(Wl,FALSDT,l.e-2)
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* GROUP 18. Limits on variables values or increments* to them.VARMIN(U1)=-15.;VARMAX{U1)=50.VARMIN(V1)=-15. ;VARMAX(V1)=25.VARMIN(Wl)=-20.;VARMAX(W1}=45.
GROUP 19. Data communicated by SATELLITE to GROUND GROUP 20. Control of preliminary printout GROUP 21. Frequency and extent of field printout. GROUP 22. Location of spot-value & frequency of residual printout.
* Assign cell-indicies of spot-point monitoring location IXM0N=5IYM0N=11IZMON=33* Set frequency of spot-values/residuals print-outs TSTSWP=-1NXPRIN=1NYPRIN=1NZPRIN=1
* GROUP 23. Variable-by-variable field printout and plotand/or tabulation of spot-values and residuals* Control tabulation & plotting of spot-values/residuals* Tables and plots
*
ITABL=3* Set the frequency of tabulation and plotting 
NPLT=1
OUTPUT(EPOR,N,N,N,N,N,N) ; OUTPUT(NPOR,N,N,N,N,N, N)OUTPUT(HPOR,N,N,N,N,N,N) ; OUTPUT(VPOR,N,N,N,N,N, N)OUTPUT(GSPl,N,N,N,N,N,N) ; OUTPUT(GSP2,N,N,N,N,N,N)OUTPUT(GSP3,N,N,N,N,N,N)OUTPUT(GQTl,N,N,N,N,N,N); OUTPUT(GQT2,N,N,N,N,N,N)OUTPUT(GQT3,N,N,N,N,N,N)OUTPUT(Cl,N,N,N,N,N,N) ; OUTPUT(C3,N,N,N,N,N,N)OUTPUT(KE,N,N,N,N,N,N) ; OUTPUT(EP,N,N,N,N,N,N)
* GROUP 24. Preparation for continuation runs.*
USTEER=TUWATCH=T
ECHO=FINIFLD=T NOWIPE=T RESTRT(ALL)
GROUP 25. Debug,
STOP
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V.B GROUND File
Typical GROUND file including the Prandtl mixing length model modified for swirling flow.
FILE NAME GROUND.FTN-
THIS
— <GGROUND.FOR>-------- TO RUN WITH <SATLIT1>-IS THE MAIN PROGRAM OF EARTH
■161092
(C) COPYRIGHT 1984, 1985,198 6,1987,198 8,1989,1990,1991,1992, CONCENTRATION HEAT AND MOMENTUM LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.This subroutine and the remainder of the PHOENICS code are proprietary software owned by Concentration Heat and Momentum Limited, 40 High Street, Wimbledon, London SW19 5AU, England.
**13/VI/93 Modif. data-to-GROUND array -##- to run withSATLIT1.EXE
PROGRAM MAIN
1 The following COMMON'S, which appear identically in the satellite MAIN program, allow up to 50 dependent variables to be solved for (or their storage spaces to be occupied by other variables, such as density). If a larger number is required, the PARAMETER NUMPHI should be reset to the required larger number. Numbers smaller than 50 are not permitted.
PARAMETER (NUMPHI=50, NM=NUMPHI,NM4=NM*4)
COMMON/LGE4/L4(NM)1/LDB1/L5(NM)/IDAl/Il(NM)/IDA2/I2(NM)/IDA3/I3(NM)/IDA4/I4(NM) 1/IDA5/I5(NM)/IDA6/I6(NM)/GI1/I7(NM)/GI2/I8(NM)/HDAl/lHl(NM) 1/GH1/IH2(NM)/RDAl/Rl(NM)/RDA2/R2(NM)/RDA3/R3(NM)/RDA4/R4(NM) 1/RDA5/R5 (NM) /RDA6/R6 (NM) /RDA7/R7 (NM) /RDA8/R8 (NM) /RDA9/R9 (NM) 1/RDAlO/RlO(NM)/RDAll/Rll(NM)1/GR1/R12(NM)/GR2/R13(NM)/GR3/R14(NM)/GR4/R15(NM)1/lPIPl/IPl(NM)/HPIP2/IHP2(NM)/RPIPl/RVAL(NM)/LPIPl/LVAL(NM) 1/IFPL/lPLO(NM)/RFPLl/ORPRIN(NM)/RFPL2/ORMAX(NM)1/RFPL3/ORMIN(NM)/IDA7/ID7(NM)/IDA8/ID8(NM)LOGICAL L4,L5,DBGFIL,LVAL CHARACTER*4 IH1,IH2,IHP2
COMMON/FO1/19(NM4)COMMON/DISC/DBGFIL COMMON/LUNITS/LUNIT(60)
EXTERNAL WAYOUT
2 Set dimensions of data-for-GROUND arrays here. WARNING: the corresponding arrays in the MAIN program of the satellite (see SATLIT) must have the same dimensions.****Modif. 13/VI/93PARAMETER (NLG=100, NIG=100, NRG=500, NCG=50)
COMMON/LGRND/LG(NLG)/IGRND/IG(NIG)/RGRND/RG(NRG)/CGRND/CG(NCG) LOGICAL LG CHARACTER*4 CG
3 Set dimensions of data-for-GREX arrays here. WARNING: the corresponding arrays in the MAIN program of the satellite
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cC 4CC
CC 6 C C C
(see SATLIT) must have the same dimensions.PARAMETER(NLSG=30, NISG=40, NRSG=100,NCSG=10)
COMMON/LSG/LSGD(NLSG)/ISG/ISGD(NISG)/RSG/RSGD(NRSG)/CSG/CSGD(NCSG) LOGICAL LSGD CHARACTER*4 CSGD
Set dimension of patch-name array here. WARNING: the array NAMPAT in the MAIN program of the satellite must have the same dimension.PARAMETER (NPNAM=200)
COMMON/NPAT/NAMPAT(NPNAM)COMMON/LWFUNl/DOSKIN(NPNAM)COMMON/LWFUN2/DHCHKD(NPNAM)CHARACTER*8 NAMPAT LOGICAL DOSKINfDHCHKD
CONFIG FILE name declaration.COMMON/CNFG/CNFIG CHARACTER CNFIG*48
The numbers in the next statement indicates how much computer memory is to be set aside for storing the main and auxiliary variables. The user may alter them if he wishes, to accord with the number of grid nodes and dependent variables he is concerned with.PARAMETER (NFDIM=900000)
COMMON F(NFDIM)
The following three statements concern storage for the PATCH-wise variables. If more than 30 PATCH-wise variables are required NPVDM should be increased and the common block /LBPV/ in the INCLUDE ’file GRDL0C15 should be lengthened.PARAMETER (NPVDM=30)COMMON/INDPV/NPVMX,NIMAX,NITOT,L0PV(NPVDM)CC*7***UserC PARAMETER (JZ=10Q) COMMON/UUCB/GULEN(JZ
CALL SUB2 (NPVMX, NPVDM, NIMAX, NPVDM)
CALL CNFGZZ(2) CALL EARSET(l) CALL 0PENFL(6)
CC. . .CCC
CALL MAINl(NFDIM,NUMPHI,NLSG,NISG,NRSG,NCSG,NLG,NIG,NRG,NCG) CALL WAYOUT(0)STOPEND
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SUBROUTINE GROSTAINCLUDE '\d_phoel6\d_earth\SATEAR'INCLUDE ' \d_phoel6\d__earth\GRDL0C INCLUDE '\d_phoel6\d_earth\GRDEAR'
This subroutine acts as a junction-box, directing control to the GROUNDS selected by the SATELLITE settings of USEGRX, NAMGRD & USEGRD.
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IF(USEGRX) CALL GREX3CC.... SPECGR, SPCIGR, SPC2GR and SPC3GR are names which the user may C give to "special GROUNDS" of his own.
C IF (NAMGRD.NE.'NONE') THEN IF(NAMGRD.EQ. 'SPEC ) THEN CALL SPECGR ELSEIF(NAMGRD.EQ.'SPCl') THEN CALL SPCIGR ELSEIF(NAMGRD.EQ. 'SPC2') THEN CALL SPC2GR ELSEIF(NAMGRD.EQ.'SPC3') THEN CALL SPC3GR ELSEIF(NAMGRD.EQ.'STRA') THEN CALL STRAGR ELSEIF(NAMGRD.EQ.'CCV) THEN CALL CCVGR ELSEIF(NAMGRD.EQ.'ESTR') THEN CALL ESTRGR ELSEIF(NAMGRD.EQ. 'S2SR') THEN CALL S2SRGR ELSECALL WRITBL CALL WRITSTCALL WRIT40('NAMGRD set but no CALL made, i.e.. ')CALL WRITIA('NAMGRD ',NAMGRD)CALL WRIT40('sections 9 and 10 added to Group 19 ')CALL WRIT40('Permissible calls for this GROSTA are;- ')CALL WRIT40('SPEC, SPCl, SPC2, SPC3,COAL,STRA ')CALL WRIT40('Use upper-case names only '}CALL WRITST CALL WRITBL CALL WAYOUT(2)ENDIF END IFCC. . . . The subroutine GROUND attached to the bottom of this file isC an unallocated blank form into which the user can insert hisC own FORTRAN sequences. The PIL parameter USEGRD governs entryC to it.C IF(USEGRD) CALL GROUNDC IF(IGR.EQ.20) THEN IF(ECHO) THENCALL DATPRN(Y,Y,Y,Y, Y,Y,Y,Y, Y,Y,Y,N, Y,Y,Y,Y,1 Y,Y,Y,Y, Y,Y,Y,Y)ELSECALL DATPRN(Y,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N) ENDIF ENDIF END
SUBROUTINE GROUNDINCLUDE '\d_phoel6\d_earth\SATEAR'INCLUDE '\d_phoel5\d_earth\GRDL0C'INCLUDE '\d_phoel6\d_earth\GRDEAR'INCLUDE '\d_phoel6\d_earth\GRDBFC CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX USER SECTION STARTS:
CC I Set dimensions of data-for-GROUND arrays here. WARNING: theC corresponding arrays in the MAIN program of the satelliteC and EARTH must have the same dimensions.
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•****Modif. 13/VI/93PARAMETER (NLG=100, NIG=100, NRG=500, NCG=50)
COMMON/LGRND/LG(NLG)/IGRND/IG(NIG)/RGRND/RG(NRG)/CGRND/CG(NCG) LOGICAL LG CHARACTER*4 CGCC*****lbisC USERPARAMETER (JZ=100)COMMON/UUCB/GULEN(JZ)
INTEGER JGNKl,JVPOR,JLENl,JDIA,JCELL,JOVPO,JOLNl REAL GKICTLOGICAL GLDUDY,GLNUT,GLEL1,GLKLESAVE JGNKl,JVPOR,JLENl,JOVPO,JOLNl,GKICT,GLDUDY,GLNUT,1 GLEL1,GLKLE
User dimensions own arrays here, for example:DIMENSION GUH(10,10),GUC(10,10),GUX(10,10),GUZ(10)
User places his data statements here, for example:DATA NXDIM,NYDIM/10,10/
Insert own coding below as desired, guided by GREX examples. Note that the satellite-to-GREX special data in the labelled COMMONS /RSG/, /ISG/, /LSG/ and /CSG/ can be included and used below but the user must check GREX for any conflicting uses. The same comment applies to the EARTH-spare working arrays EASPl, EASP2,....EASP2 0. In addition to the EASPs, there are 10 GRound-earth SPare arrays, GRSPl,...,GRSPIO, supplied solely for the user, which are not used by GREX. If the call to GREX has been deactivated then all of the arrays may be used without reservation.
IXL=IABS(IXL)IF(IGR.EQ.13) GO TO 13 IF(IGR.EQ.19) GO TO 19
GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6,25,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,25,25,2 5,25,19,20,25, 125,23,24),IGR 25 CONTINUE RETURN
CC  GROUP 1. Run title and other preliminariesC
1
1 0 0 1c c c
GO TO (1001,1002),ISC CONTINUE
CC****CCc c c c 
c
User may here change message transmitted to the VDU screen or batch-run log file.IFdGR.EQ. l.AND.ISC.EQ. l.AND. .NOT.NULLPR) THENCALL WRYT40('GROUND file is GGROUND.FOR of:MY 130693 ')CALL WRYT40C-----> includes PML / ~SWIN~ ')ENDIF
Provision for 'SWIN'-air 2ary air inlet patch************** RG(l)=Fluid inlet densityVel, Ul, W1 are f. of radius r : y==D. r**3+C. r**2+B. r+AD, C, B, A, #to RG(2),RG(3),RG(4),RG(5) For Vel (PI)RG(6),RG(7),RG(8),RG(9) For UlRG(IO),RG(11),RG(12),RG(13) For W1RG(105)=FRIC ] to set Kein as :
RG(106)=Cmu ] ke - (fric/8)*(Cmu**0.5)*(u**2.+w**2.)
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CALL MAKE(RG2D)IF (SOLVE(KE)) THEN IF ((RG(105).LE. l.E-4) .OR. (RG(106).LE. l.E-3)) THEN CALL WRYT40C- Error in RG(105) &/or RG(106) settings') WRYT40('— > Defaulted values of WRIT40C- Error in RG(105) &/or WRIT40('— > Defaulted values of
CALLCALLCALLCALL
.018 & RG(106) .018 &
09 used ') settings') 09 used ')
C**CC**cccccc . .ccc . .
c
c . .
WRITBL RG(105)=0.018 RG(106)=0.09 ENDIFGKICT=RG(105)*( ENDIF **End 'SWIN' patch
RG(106)**0.5)/8.
**Provision for PML in swirling flow************************* RG(101)= turb.inlet viscosity : muti=a*(k**0.5)*lia=cste ; li=dia.i/10 RG(102)= reference chamber internal dia. : D RG(103>= este ,so that l=D/rg(103)Rg(104)= reference fluid density
get index & logical for dudy calc.JGNK1=LBNAME('GGNl')GLDUDY = STORE(Ul) .AND. STORE(JGNKl) .AND. DUDY 1 .AND. (NY.GT.l) .AND. .NOT.PARAB
check storage & settings for ell calc. GLEL1=.TRUE.IF (ELl.EQ.GRND) THEN IF (.NOT.STORE(LBNAME('LENl')))EL1=GRND butbut
THEN LENl not stored LENl not storedCALL WRYT40I CALL WRIT40C- EL1=GRND CALL WRITBL GLEL1=.FALSE.ENDIFIF ((RG(102).LE. 0.0) .OR. (RG(103).LE. l.E-3): CALL WRYT40C- Error in RG(102) &/or RG(103) CALL WRYT40('— > Defaulted values of 1. & 30 CALL WRYT40C— > ERRONEOUS CALC. EXPECTED CALL WRIT40C- Error in RG(102) &/or RG(103) CALL WRIT40('— > Defaulted values of 1. & 30 CALL WRIT40C— > ERRONEOUS CALC. EXPECTED CALL WRITBL RG(102)=1.RG(103)=30.ENDIFENDIF
check storage & settings for enut calc.GLNUT=.TRUE.IF (ENUT.EQ.GRND) THENIF (.NOT.STORE(LBNAME('VIST')})CALL WRYT40('- ENUT=GRND but CALL WRIT40C- ENUT=GRND but CALL WRITBL GLNUT=.FALSE.ENDIFIF (.NOT.STORE(LBNAME('LENl')))CALL WRYT40C- ENUT=GRND but CALL WRIT40('- ENUT=GRND but
' )
' )
THENsettingsused
settingsused
THEN VIST not VIST not
THENLENl not LENl not
storedstored
storedstored
' )
' ) 
’ )
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CALL WRITBL
ENDIFIF (.NOT.STORE(LBNAME('DENI'))) THENCALL WRYT40('- ENUT=GRND but DENI not stored ')CALL WRIT40C- ENUT=GRND but DENI not stored ')CALL WRITBLENDIFIF (.NOT. GLDUDY) THENCALL WRYT40C- GLDUDY not satisfied ')CALL WRYT40C— > ENUT=GRND calc, will fail ')CALL WRIT40C- GLDUDY not satisfied ')CALL WRIT40C— > ENUT=GRND calc, will fail ')CALL WRITBLENDIFIF ((RG(lOl).LE. 0.0) .OR. (RG(104).LE. 9.E-2)) THEN CALL WRYT40C- Error in RG(lOl) &/or RG(104) settings CALL WRYT40('— > Defaulted values of .01 & 1. used CALL WRYT40C— > ERRONEOUS CALC. EXPECTED CALL WRIT40C- Error in RG(lOl) &/or RG(104) settings CALL WRIT40('— > Defaulted values of .01 & 1. used CALL WRIT40C— > ERRONEOUS CALC. EXPECTED CALL WRITBL RG(101)=0.01 RG(104)=1.ENDIFENDIFCC....provision for enut calc.JDEN1=LBNAME('DENI')CC .... provision for chamber internal diameter calc.JVPOR=LBNAME('VPOR')JLEN1=LBNAME('LENl')IF (ELl.EQ.GRND) THEN CALL MAKE(RV2D)DO 1500 JK=1,NZ GULEN(JK)=0.1500 CONTINUEENDIFCC****End PLM EntriesCRETURN 1002 CONTINUE RETURN
CC  GROUP 2. Transience; time-step specificationC 2 CONTINUE RETURN
cC  GROUP 3. X-direction grid specificationC 3 CONTINUE RETURN
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cC  GROUP 4. Y-direction grid specification
C 4 CONTINUE RETURN
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Cc  GROUP 5. Z-direction grid specificationC 5 CONTINUE RETURN
CC---  GROUP 6. Body-fitted coordinates or grid distortionC 6 CONTINUE RETURN
C * Make changes for this group only in group 19.C---  GROUP 7. Variables stored, solved & named
cC---  GROUP 8. Terms (in differential equations) & devicesC 8 G O T O  (81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,810,811,812,813,814,815) 1,ISC81 CONTINUEC * ---------------------SECTION 1 -----------------------------C For UIAD.LE.GRND  phase 1 additional velocity. Index VELADRETURN82 CONTINUEC * ---------------------SECTION 2 -----------------------------C For U2AD.LE.GRND  phase 2 additional velocity. Index VELADRETURN83 CONTINUEC * ---------------------SECTION 3 -----------------------------C For VIAD.LE.GRND  phase 1 additional velocity. Index VELADRETURN 8 4 CONTINUEC * ---------------------SECTION 4 -----------------------------C For V2AD.LE.GRND  phase 2 additional velocity. Index VELADRETURN 85 CONTINUEC * ---------------------SECTION 5 ------------------------------C For WlAD.LE.GRND  phase 1 additional velocity. Index VELADRETURN 8 6 CONTINUEC * ---------------------SECTION 6 ------------------------------C For W2AD.LE.GRND  phase 2 additional velocity. Index VELADRETURN 87 CONTINUEC * ---------------------SECTION 7  Volumetric source for galaRETURN 8 8 CONTINUEC * --------------------- SECTION 8 ----  Convection fluxesRETURN 8 9 CONTINUEC * --------------------- SECTION 9 ----- Diffusion coefficientsC  Entered when UDIFF =.TRUE.; block-location indices are LAEC for east, LAW for west, LAN for north, LAS forC south, LDll for high, and LDll for low,C User should provide INDVAR and NDIREC IF's as above.C RETURN810 CONTINUEC * --------------------- SECTION 10 ---- Convection neighboursRETURN811 CONTINUEC * --------------------- SECTION 11 ---  Diffusion neighbours
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SECTION 12 --- Linearised sources
RETURN812 CONTINUE C * ------------------RETURN813 CONTINUEC * ---------------------  SECTION 13---- Correction coefficientsRETURN814 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 1 4 --- User's solverRETURN815 CONTINUEC * --------------------- SECTION 15---- Change solutionRETURNCC * See the equivalent section in GREX for the indices to beC used in sections 7 - 1 5CC * Make all other group-8 changes in GROUP 19, 
cC  GROUP 9. Properties of the medium (or media)CC The sections in this group are arranged sequentially in their C order of calling from EARTH. Thus, as can be seen from below,C the temperature sections (10 and 11) precede the densityC sections (1 and 3); so, density formulae can refer toC temperature stores already set.9 GO TO (91,92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99,900,901,902,903,904,905),ISC
900 CONTINUEC * --------------------- SECTION 1 0 -----------------------------C For TMPl.LE.GRND----------- phase-1 temperature Index TEMPIRETURN901 CONTINUEC * ------------------C For TMP2.LE.GRND—RETURN902 CONTINUEC * ------------------C For ELI.LE.GRND-------C****Prandtl-Mixing-LengthC....when diam.chamber varies -> "outer" porosities-> ell=d/rg(103) changes ! ! ! calc, based on ix=l/iy==l,ny cell ! ! !! ! ! NOT valid if internal blockages other than porosities on outer part of grid, used to reproduce shape ! ! !
SECTION 11 ---------------------------  phase-2 temperature Index TEMP2
SECTION 12 --------------------------  phase-1 length scale Index LENl
IF (ELl.EQ.GRND .AND. GLELl) THEN :....in case ell=grnd not modif. in ql while chamb.diam.estIF (.NOT.STORE(JVPOR)) CALL FNl(LENl,RG(102)/RG(103)) :....for sweep 1, get chamb. diam into gulen(iz), calc lenl IF (STORE(JVPOR) .AND.ISWEEP.EQ.1) THEN CALL FNO(JLEN1,RV2D)JDIA=09020 IF (JDIA.EQ.NY) THENGULEN(IZ STEP)=RG(102)GO TO 9021 ELSEJDIA=JDIA+1ENDIFIF (F(LOF(JVPOR)+JDIA).GT. 0.) THEN GO TO 9020 ELSEGULEN(IZSTEP)=2.* F (LOF(JLENl)+JDIA-1)
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phase-2 specie heat
Index DENI
ENDIF9021 CALL FNl(LENl,GULEN(IZSTEP)/RG(103) )ENDIFc....use of stored gulen(iz) in lenl calc.for sweep > 1 IF (STORE(JVPOR) .AND. ISWEEP.GT.l)1 CALL FNl(LENl,GULEN(IZSTEP)/RG(103) )
ENDIFCC****PMLendRETURN903 CONTINUEC * --------------------- SECTION 1 3 ------------------------------C For EL2.LE.GRND---------- phase-2 length scale Index LEN2RETURN904 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 1 4 -----------------------------C For SOLVE (TEMPI)----------------------------- phase-1 specie heatRETURN905 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 1 5 -----------------------------C For SOLVE(TEMP2)--------------------------RETURN91 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 1 --------C For RHOl.LE.GRND  density for phase 1RETURN92 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 2 -----------------------------C For DRHIDP.LE.GRND  D(LN(DEN))/DP for phase 1C Index DIDPRETURN93 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 3 -----------------------------C For RH02.LE.GRND  density for phase 2 Index DEN2RETURN94 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 4 -----------------------------C For DRH2DP.LE.GRND  D(LN(DEN))/DP for phase 2C Index D2DPRETURN95 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 5 -----------------------------C For ENUT.LE.GRND  reference turbulent kinematic viscosityC Index VISTC****Prandtl-mixing-lengthC....get turbulent viscosity ; Nut=NutO + (ell**2) * |du/dr-u/r|IF ((ENUT.EQ.GRND) .AND. GLNUT .AND. GLDUDY) THEN CALL FN4 0(JGNKl)CALL FN31(VIST,LEN1,JGNKl,1.0,2.0,1.0)CALL FN33(VIST,RG(101))ENDIFCC****PML-end C RETURN96 CONTINUEC * --------------------- SECTION 6 ------------------------------C For ENUL.LE.GRND  reference laminar kinematic viscosityC Index VISLC* * * * Prandtl-mixing-lengthC****If visl is needed in a function or calc somewhere, and has C a constant value : enul=grndl;enula=vsair MUST BE set in qlC to be read and used as VIST in Ground.C ! enul=vsair ,in ql, is NOT enough
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cc IF(STORE(JVPOR) .AND. GRNDNO(1,ENUL) .AND. .NOT.STORE(JTMPl))C 1 CALL FN26(VISL, JVPOR)CC****PML-endRETURN97 CONTINUEC * ----------------------SECTION 7 -----------------------------C For PRNDTL ( }.LE.GRND---- laminar PRANDTL nos., or diffusivityC Index LAMPRRETURN98 CONTINUEC * ----------------------SECTION 8 -----------------------------C For PHINT( ).LE.GRND  interface value of first phaseC Index FillRETURN99 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 9 -----------------------------C For PHINT( ).LE.GRND  interface value of second phaseC Index FII2RETURN
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Cc  GROUP 10. Inter-phase-transfer processes and propertiesC 10 GO TO (101,102,103,104),ISC101 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 1 -----------------------------C For CFIPS.LE.GRND  inter-phase friction coeff.C Index INTFRCRETURN102 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 2 -----------------------------C For CMDOT.EQ.GRND- inter-phase mass transfer Index INTMDTRETURN103 CONTINUEC *  SECTION 3 -----------------------------C For CINT( ).EQ.GRND  phasel-to-interface transfer coefficientsC Index COIlRETURN104 CONTINUEC *  SECTION 4-----------------------------C For CINT( ).EQ.GRND  phase2-to-interface transfer coefficientsC Index C0I2RETURN
Cc  GROUP 11. Initialization of variable or porosity fieldsC Index VAL11 CONTINUE RETURN
CC  GROUP 12. Convection and diffusion adjustmentsC 12 CONTINUE RETURN
CC  GROUP 13. Boundary conditions and special sourcesC Index for Coefficient - COC Index for Value - VAL13 CONTINUEGO TO (130,131,132,133,134,135,136,137,138,139,1310,
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11311,1312,1313,1314,1315,1316,1317,1318,1319,1320,1321),ISC130 CONTINUEC--------------------- SECTION 1 ----------------coefficient = GRNDRETURN131 CONTINUEC--------------------- SECTION 2 ----------------coefficient = GRNDlRETURN132 CONTINUEC--------------------- SECTION 3 ----------------coefficient = GRND2RETURN133 CONTINUEC--------------------- SECTION 4  coefficient = GRND3RETURN134 CONTINUEC--------------------- SECTION 5  coefficient = GRND4RETURN135 CONTINUEC--------------------- SECTION 6  coefficient = GRND5RETURN136 CONTINUEC--------------------- SECTION 7  coefficient = GRND 6RETURN137 CONTINUEC SECTION 8  coefficient = GRND7RETURN138 CONTINUEC SECTION 9  coefficient = GRND8RETURN139 CONTINUEC--------------------- SECTION 1 0  coefficient = GRND9RETURN1310 CONTINUEC  SECTION 11   coefficient = GRND10RETURN1311 CONTINUEC SECTION 1 2 -----------------------value = GRNDC****'SWIN'patch for 2ary Air Inlet C IF (NPATCH(1:4) .EQ. 'SWIN') THEN IF (INDVAR .EQ. PI) THENCALL FN4(VAL,RG2D,RG(5),RG(4),RG(3) , RG(2) )CALL FN25(VAL,RG(1))ENDIFIF (INDVAR .EQ. Ul) THENCALL FN4(VAL,RG2D,RG(9),RG(8),RG(7) , RG(6) )ENDIFIF (INDVAR .EQ. Wl) THENCALL FN4(VAL,RG2D,RG(13),RG(12),RG(11),RG(10))ENDIFIF (INDVAR .EQ. KE) THENCALL FN48(VAL,Ul,Ul,Wl,Wl,GKICT,GKICT)ENDIFENDIF
C****End 'SWIN'patch RETURN 1312 CONTINUE C SECTION 13RETURN1313 CONTINUE
RETURN1314 CONTINUE
value = GRNDl
SECTION 14 --------------------- value = GRND2
SECTION 1 5  value = GRND3
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1315 RETURNCONTINUE
1316 RETURNCONTINUE
1317 RETURNCONTINUE
1318 RETURNCONTINUE
1319 RETURNCONTINUE
1320 RETURNCONTINUE
1321 RETURNCONTINUE
SECTION 18
SECTION 20
value = GRND4
value = GRND5
value = GRND6
value = GRND7
value = GRND8
SECTION 2 1 --------------------- value = GRND9
C-------------------- SECTION 2 2 ---------------------- value = GRNDl0RETURN
CC  GROUP 14. Downstream pressure for PARAB=.TRUE.C 14 CONTINUE RETURN
C* Make changes for these groups only in GROUP 19.C  GROUP 15. Termination of sweepsC  GROUP 16. Termination of iterationsC  GROUP 17. Under-relaxation devicesC  GROUP 18. Limits on variables or increments to them
CC  GROUP 19. Special calls to GROUND from EARTHC 19 GO TO (191,192,193,194,195,196,197,198,199,1910),ISC191 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 1 ---- Start of time step.RETURN192 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 2 ---- Start of sweep.RETURN193 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 3 ---- Start of iz slab.RETURN194 CONTINUEC * ---------------------- SECTION 4 ---- Start of iterations over slab.C****Prandtl-Mixing-LengthC IF (GLDUDY) CALL FNDUDY(JGNKl,Ul)CC****End-PML RETURN 199 CONTINUEC * ------------------C RETURN 1910 CONTINUEC * ------------------C RETURN
SECTION 9 ---- Start of solution sequence fora variable
SECTION 10---- Finish of solution sequence fora variable
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195 CONTINUEC * ---------------------SECTION 5  Finish of iterations over slabRETURN196 CONTINUEC * ---------------------SECTION 6  Finish of iz slab.RETURN197 CONTINUEC * ---------------------SECTION 7  Finish of sweep.RETURN198 CONTINUEC * ---------------------SECTION 8  Finish of time step.C RETURN
CC  GROUP 20. Preliminary print-outC 20 CONTINUE RETURN
C* Make changes for these groups only in GROUP 19.C  GROUP 21. Print-out of variablesC  GROUP 22. Spot-value print-out
CC  GROUP 23. Field print-out and plot control23 CONTINUE RETURN
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cC  GROUP 24. Dumps for restartsC 24 CONTINUE END
SUBROUTINE SPECGRCALL WRIT40('Dummy subroutine SPECGR called. ')CALL WAYOUT(2)END
SUBROUTINE SPCIGRCALL WRIT40('Dummy subroutine SPCIGR called. ')CALL WAYOUT (2)END
SUBROUTINE SPC2GRCALL WRIT40('Dummy subroutine SPC2GR called. ')CALL WAYOUT (2)END
SUBROUTINE SPC3GRCALL WRIT40('Dummy subroutine SPC3GR called. ')CALL WAYOUT(2)END
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